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13      ABSTRACT 

SPONSO RING   Ml L I T AR V    ACTIVITY 

Defense Supply Service -Washington 
Room 1D245, The Pentagon 
Washington, P.C.   20310  

A calculation of the intrinsic reflectance R of aluminum in the vuv indicates that the value 
of R = 0, 92 observed under optimum conditions is very close to the calculated intrinsic limit 
and that the present value of If = 20 MW/cm2 for melting is within a factor of three of the in- 
trinsic limit.   It is unlikely that a vuv metallic reflector better than aluminun. will be found. 
There are very few candidate transparent materials for the vuv, and their absorption coeffi- 
cients are large (0.1 to 1 cm'^), surely due to imperfections. Nevertheless, multilayer- 
dielectric reflectors and total-intcrnai-reflection devices are more promising than metallic 
reflectors (without multilayer coatings). Total-internal-reflection devices are analyzed in some 
detail. Calculations indicate that for a single 10 nsec-duration xenon-laser pulse, the failure 
intensity If is:~20 MW/cm2 for melting of a 100 A-thick film of aluminum on magnesium fluo- 
ride; ~70 MW/cm2 for optical distortion by two-photon heating in windows and total-internal- 
reflection devices; ~-200 MW/cm2 for surface damage; ~1 GW/cm2 for thermal fracture by 
two-photon heating; ~1 GW/cm2 for fracture from enhanced stimulated Raman scattering in 
Raman active materials; ~500 MW/cm2 for optical distortion by one-photon heating with ab- 
sorption coefficient j3 = 0. Icm"^; and ~100GW/cm2 for thermal fracture by one-photon heat- 
ing with ß - 0. lcm"l.   The failure intensities for thermal fracture and optical distortion are 
in general orders of magnitude lower in cw and repeatec-pulse operation than those given (for i 
single 10 nsec pulse). A preliminary estimate of two-photon absorption in LIE gives ß = 1 cm * 
for intensity I ^ 2 GW/cm2 at the photon energy fia} =7.2 eV of the xenon laser. A study of the 
absorption and scattering by rough metallic surfaces, which includes surface plasmon coupling 
and effects of non-normal incidence, indicates which of the normal-incidence results of Ritchie 
and coworkers is correct and identifies the error in the other. The Raman-scattering process 
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has a sharp-threshold parametric instability that af- 
fords explanations of long-standing anomalies in stimu- 
lated scattering and possibly self-focusing experiments 
The low theoretical threshold intensity (~1 GW/cm2 

typically) for the instability indicates that this insta- 
bility should be important in laser damage. Analysis of 
a one-dimensional shell model suggests that the Lax- 
Burstein contribution to infrared absorption is greater 
than the anliarmonic-potential contribution at lO.ößm 
in candidate window materials. 
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PREFACE 

Tins Third Techmcal Report describes the work performed on Contract 

DAHC15-73-C-0127 on Theoretical Studies of High-Power Ultraviolet and Infrared 

Window Materials during the period from December 7, 1973 through June 30, 1974. 

The work on the present contract is a continuation of that of the previous Contract 

DAHC15-72-C-0129. 

The following investigators contributed to tills report: 

Mr. H. C. Chow, research associate 

Dr. C. '. Duthler, principal research scientist 

Dr. A. M. Karo, consultant, Lawrence Uvermore Laboratory, 

Livermore, California 

Dr. A. A. Maradudin, consultant. University of California, Irvine, California 

Dr. D. L. Mills, consultant. University of California, Irvine, California 

Dr.  L. J. Sham, consultant. University of California, San Diego, California 

Dr. M. Sparks, principal investigator 

Previously reported results are not repeated in the present report, with the 

exception of Section J, where the previous results were included for the convenience 

of the reader in considering the changes reported in that section.   The emphasis of 

the program during the report period has been on ultraviolet materials, although 

some time was spent on finishing the infrared-materials projects. 

Vll 
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Sec. A 

A. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

Hie emphasis of the program has shifted from infrared materials to 

ultraviolet materials during the current reporting period.   The motivation for 

the study is the realization that the operation and application of recently de- 

veloped high-intensity vacuum ultraviolet sources are expected to be severely 

limited by the lack of satisfactory optical components. 

It appears that we are beginning a new era of materials development in the 

vacuum ultraviolet.   The output power of the first xenon vuv lasers was Limited 

by the materials problem of the melting of the partially transparent aluminum 

film used as the cavity mirror.  Since orders of magnitude greater power would 

be feasible if suitable mirrors were available, there is great interest in obtain- 

ing improved reflectors.   Transparent materials for high-power use as windows, 

lenses, and possibly other optical components also are of interest. 

In going from the visible to the vacuum ultraviolet to the X-ray region, the 

problem of obtaining mirrors with high reflectance and low absorptance and 

windows with low absorptanc" becomes more difficult.   In the visible region 

there are rather wide choices of mirror and window materials.   In the vacuum 

ultraviolet (vuv) region there are only a few acceptable materials, as discussed 

below, and in the X-ray region, there are no materials with high normal-incidence- 

reflectivity or low loss.   Since the greatest current need and greatest promise of 

obtaining significant improvements lie in the vacuum ultraviolet region, the em- 

phasis at the beginning of t ic program is focused there. 

i i aii'MI'iiitiii'nihiiiii^iIM- ^:'-■•----■ ■"'\^laMWilnJlla^llMliitt'l^^:^;''"-''''•^,'1^w^iti'il^hlifalirtfl'ifllr ——'——- 
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Sec. A 

The problems of obtaining high-power materials in the vuv are more difficult 

and quite different from those in the infrared.   It appears that transparent materials 

can withstand greater intensities than metallic reflectors can, in contrast to the IR 

case. Thus, dielectric reflectors and totai-internal-reflection devices are expected 

to be important.   The choice of vuv materials is greatly restricted. Only aluminum 

is available as a metallic reflector, and its absorptance is orders of magnitude 

greater than the values for good reflectors in the infrared region.   There are only 

a small number of transparent materials with bandgap E    greater than, say, 9eV, 

and most of these are unsatisfactory for use as practical optical components. The 

optical tolerances are much more severe in the vuv, and the paucity of materials 

makes it difflcult to obtain satisfactory antireflection and protection coatings. 

In order to obtain an overview of the materials problems of high-intensity 

reflectors, windows, and other optical components, the major anticipated prob- 

lems were considered briefly, then a number of the most pressing problems were 

considered in some detail.   As a result, we have obtained conclusions of which 

effects are most likely to limit the performance of liigh-intensity vuv materials, 

of which problems to emphasize in the present program, and of which areas of 

experimental and theoretical investigations would be the most useful in the near 

future. 

First consider metallic reflectors.   There are two contributions to the ab- 

sorptivity of a metal: The Drude absorptivity from the free electron character 

of the metal and the interband absorptivity. In order for the Drude reflectivity 

to be great, the plasma frequency of the metal must be large compared to the 

optical frequency. (Metals are transparent for optical frequencies greater than 

the plasma frequency.)  The plasma wavelengths and energies (Tiu;   ) of a number 

of metals are as follows: 

, ■ 
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Material 

Al 

Mg 

Tl 

Zn 

Cd 

U 

Na 

Ag 

Au 

K 

Rb 

Cs 

X   (nm) 
_e  

81.4 

117 

122 

127 

146 

155 

210 

254 

306 

315 

340 

362 

ficop (eV) 

15. 2 

10. 6 

10. 1 

9. 7 

«. 5 

8. 0 

5. 9 

4. 9 

4. 0 

3. 9 

3. 6 

3. 4 

Of the above materials, aluminum has the highest plasma frequency. In fact, 

aluminum has the largest metallic reflectivity in the vuv.   However for use at the 

xenon laser frequency, 7.2 eV, the condition that to «  cü    is only approximately 

satisfied.   It is estimated that the Drude contribution to the absorptivity of alumi- 

num at 7.2eV is 0.02.   Other materials listed above with plasma frequencies 

greater than 7.2 eV have much lower reflectance than aluminum because of both 

a larger Drude absorption (from lower plasma frequency and lower conductivity) 

and a larger interband absorption.   Silver, which is a commonly used metallic 

reflector in the visible, has a plasma frequency of 4. 9eV; consequently it would 

be transparent in the vuv except for interband absorption. 

With extreme care, values of reflectance as great as R = 92 percent have 

been obtained for aluminum in the range from 6-10 eV. Without special precautions. 

• 
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1 
reflectivities of only R = 40 percent and even lower are obtained.   To obtain the 

highest reflectivity it is necessary to deposit the aluminum on a supersmooth 

substrate (roughness ~10A) under ultrahigh vacuum conditions (P ~ 10    Torr). 

Rough substrates result in a broad absorption band extending from ~130 nm to 

~ I HO nm, which is attributed to absorption by surface plasmons.   To maintain the 

high reflectivity, the aluminum must be overcoated with MgF- or some other 

transparent material to prevent oxidation.   Absorption by oxidized films, which 

is not completely understood, will be considered in the next report period. 

In this report we have considered two limiting aspecis of the reflectivity of 

aluminum.   The absorption and scattering by rough surfaces is considered in 

Section F,   Section D presents a calculation of the intrinsic reflectance of alumi- 

num.   It is found that the reflectance of R = 92 percent observed in the best samples 

is very close to the calculated intrinsic limit.   The general problem of damage to 

optical components is considered in Section B, 

In view of the high intrinsic absorptivity and the extreme difficulty in preparing 

the best aluminum reflectors, it is clear that dielectric reflectors, either In the 

form of thin-ülm stacks or total-internal-jcflection devices, are needed to ob- 

tain a reflector with substantially higher damage resistance.   Mechanisms limit- 

ing the transmission of transparent - aterials also are considered in this report. 

Clearly in order for a dielectric material to be transparent, it must have a 

large bandgap E    > "fiw, where  ix is the la^cr frequency, so that direct one- 

photon absorption across the bandgap does not occur.    In fact, it is desirable 

that E    > 2fioc in order to avoid two-photon absorption.   Bandgaps of several 

materials are listed below: 

 ■■■ ■■-<-^—«.-^-■■..-^....■.-...^-J.-^.-.-..-.-^— -  ---- —-,^J.,„--^^-J- ..^.  -. - - .-.-  i-r,--,. ii ,,- -, i  I, in nnrtii^gitaMillliMilliaiiliirMiiia 
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LiF ~13 

MgF, ~11 

K F 10.9 

NaF >10.5 

RbF 10.4 

CsF 10 

LiCl ~10 

CaF9 ~10 

SrF2 >9 

liaF >9 

NaCl 8.6 

KC1 8.5 

LiBr ~8.5 

A1903 8.3 

RbCl S.2 

K15r 7.8 

NaBr 7,7 

Si02 ~7.7 

MgO 7.3 

KI >6.2 

Lil >5.9 

Nal >5.8 

diamond    5.33 

The onset of one-photon absorption in these materials can occur at 1-2 cV 

below Eg   due to exciton absorption.   Materials that are transparent in the vuv 

are composed of elements from the edges of the periodic table (generally alkali 

halides and alkaline-earth fluorides).   Of these, light elements tend to have larger 

bandgaps than heavy elements.    Lithium fluoride lias the largest known bandgap, 

Eg  ==  13 eV.   Unfortunately this is less than two times the xenon-laser frequency, 

so that there is no material which is not limited by two-photon absorption.   All 

alkali fluorides and alkaline-earth fluorides, along with most alkali chlorides, 

have sufficiently large bandgaps that one-photon absorption does not occur at the 

xenon-laser frequency. 

/uv 

tion. 

In contrast to infrared materials, the intrinsic absorption coefficient of vi 

materials decreases much more rapidly in the tail of the fundamental absorpti 

In the Urbach-tail region, the absorption coefficient ß decreases exponentially 

with decreasing frequency, having a typical value of 7 to 8 orders-of-magnitude 

decrease per electronvolt.   Hence in the vuv, it is possible to use materials to 

within roughly leV of the first exciton peak. This makes possible the use of several 

fa^. -,...:.. ■.^.1;j.-<■_.-_l.;.^.,.t:>: frf^.—.^:,.-■■.■«.•. i^-J,[.-Vl.^  v—^.i. , :•„., i". - ■^ ■■-- ■■ ^ 
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materials witli desirable physical and chemical properties.   For example, with 

respect to mechanical strength, resistance to water vapor, and resistance to color 

center formation, the alkaline-earth fluorides are superior to the alkali fluorides. 

However, a careful comparison of two-photon absorption must be made, and the 

possibility of damage in alkaline-earth fluorides In-n enhanced stimulated Raman 

scattering must be investigated. 

Presently the best available alkali fluorides and alkaline-earth fluorides have 

absorption coefficients at 7.2 eV ranging from 10"J cm"1 to I cm-1 due to impurity 

absorption.   T^ere is little good data available on the intrinsic absorption of sap- 

phire. In view of its very desirable physical and chemical properties, the possible 

use of sapphire with xenon lasers should be investigated. 

In this report, the general mechanisms and thresholds for damage in trans- 

parent materials are considered in Section B.   It is found that with a single lOnsec 

duration xenon-laser pulse, the failure intensity If is ~20MW/cm2 for melting 

of a 100 A-thick film of aluminum on magnesium fluoride; -70 MW/cm2 for optical 

distortion by two-photon heating in windows and total-internal-reflection devices; 

-200 MW/cm2 for surface damage; ~ 1 GW/cm2 for thermal fracture by two- 

nhoton heating; ~1 GW/cm2 for fracture from enhanced stimulated Raman scat- 

tering in Raman active materials; -500 MW/cm2 for optical distortion by one- 

photon heating with absorption coefficient /3 = 0.1 cm"1;   and ~ 100 GW/cm2 for 

thermal fracture by one-photon heating with ß = 0.1 cm",.   Tbe failure intensities 

for thermal fracture and optical distortion are in general orders of magnitude lower 

in cw and repeated-pulse operation than those given (for a single lOnsec pulse). 

Multilayer dielectric reflectors have greater theoretical values of If, but technical 

problems also should be considered. 
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Sec. A 

A report of work in progress on the theory of two-photon absorption is 

presented in Section C.   A first estimate is that in LiF the absorption coefficient 

-1 2 
has the value p      lem      tor intensity  1  2= 2 GW/cm    at the photon energy 

ticü  = 7.2 eV of the xenon laser.   With this value of ß, it is shown in Section B 

that the optical distortion caused by two-photon heating of transparent optical 

components lias the lowest failure threshold of all processes considcrtJ,  In view 

of the Importance of the two-photon absorption, an improved calculation was un- 

dertaken and is currently in progress.   Should other lasers become available with 

frequencies sucli thai  Ifac is less than the electronic bandgap, thereby eliminating 

the two-photon absorption,  then multiphoton absorption should be negligible since 

it is shown that three- and higher-order processes are negligible, 

'Die theory of stimulated Raman scattering is considered in Section I!. The 

Raman and Brillouin processes have important sharp-threshold parametric in- 

stabilities that afford explanations of long-standing anomalies in stimulated 

scattering and self-focusing experiments.   Relow the threshold intensity I   , the 

gain is nonexponential and greater than that of previous theories of stimulated 

scattering, and at the threshold the Stokes intensity increases nearly discontin- 
9 2 

uously.    lypically, I    ~ 10   W/cm   for a number of gases, liquids, and solids. 

Hie theoretical results agree well witli previous experimental results. The ex- 

tension of these results to the vuv is considered in Section B, where it is shown 

that at intensities of the order of I this enhanced stimulated Raman scattering 

can cause material failure. 

In Section E several total-internal-reflection devices and optical c-avities 

are considered.   Laser cavities made from total-internal-reflection elements 

have the advantages of alignment stability and possible variable output coupling 

using frustrated total internal reflection. 
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Sec. A 

Multilayer dielectric reflectors, including thin-film stacks of dielectrics, 

multilayer overcoatng on metallic reflectors, and stacks including metallic 

films will be considered in the following report.   Grazing-incidence reflectors 

have not been considered because the technical problems associated with the 

large number of reflections needed to turn a beam through a large angle make 

this reflector k ss promising than the others considered. 
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15.   INTENSITY LIMITS OF HIGH-INTENSITY VACUUM ULTRAVIOLE F MATERIALS' 

M. Sparks and C. J. Duthler 

Xonlcs, Incorporated, Van Nuys, California 91406 

Hie output intensity I of current xenon lasers is limited by meltirg of the 

thin alurninum-film cavity mirrors.   Calculations explain the experirmuital value 
2 

of  I a  20 MW/cm    for a 10 nsec pulse and show that this value ia only a factor 

of ~3 below the intrinsic limit.   Multilayer dielectric reflectors and total- 

internal-reflection devices may withstand :ntensities that are ~ 10 times greater 

than 20 MW/cm   according to the calculations (which are sufficiently accurate 

only to serve as estimates until measurements aie available).   Calculated in- 

tensities  If  at whicli transparent materials fail in a single 10 nsec pulse are: 
2 

~70 MW/cm   for optical distortion by two-photon heating in windows and total- 

internal-reflection devices; ~200 MW/cm2 for surface damage;  ~lGW/cm2 

for thermal fracture by two-photon heating;  ~1 GW/cm   for fracture from en- 

hanced stimulated Raman scattering in Raman active materials; ~ 500 MW/cm2 

for optical distortion by one-photon heating with absorption coefficient ß = 0.1 
-1 2 

cm    ; and ~100GW/cm   for thermal fracture by one-photon heating with 

ß  = 0. 1 cm    .   The failure intensities for thermal fracture and optical dis- 

tortion are in general orders of magnitude lower in cw and repeated-pulse 

operation than those given (for a single 10 nsec pulse).   Multilayer dielectric 

reflectors have greater theoretical values of If, but technical problems also 

should be considered. 

■ 
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Sec. B 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Recently developea high-intensity sources of vacuum ultraviolet (vuv) 

radiation      will undoubtedly create interest in materials for high-intensity 

vuv use.   The output power of the first xenon vuv lasers was limited bv the 

materials problem of the melting of the partially transparent aluminum film 

used as the cavity nurror.   Since orders-of-magnitude greater power would be 

feasible if suitable mirrors were available, there is great interest in obtaining 

improved reflectors.   Transparent materials for high-power use as windows, 

lenses, reflecting devices, and possibly other optical components also are of 

even greater interest. 

In the present paper, a number of mechanisms by which reflectors and 

transparent optical components can fail in high-intensity systems are examined 

theoretically.   'The purposes of the analyses are to obtain estimates of the maxi- 

mum intensities at which such systems can operate, to delineate the most im- 

portant failure mechanisms, to determine areas in which research is needed, 

and to otherwise determine how materials and the systems operation could be 

improved.   The mechanisms considered include:  melting of the aluminum film 

on the laser-cavity mirrors; thermally induced optical distortion resulting from 

the absorption in the aluminum; fracture and thermally induced optical distortion 

from two-photon absorption and from extrinsic linear (one photon) absorption in 

transparent materials; fracture or melting from enhanced stimulated Raman 

scattering; and surface-damage mechanisms.   The emphasis is on the xenon- 

laser wavelength 174 nm (7.2eV), but the analyses are valid for the region of 

interest from ~inO to ~200nm. 

10 
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Sec. B 

Table BI contains a list of the intensities at which system failure occurs for 

these various failure mechanisms for a single 10 nsec pulse with fio; = 7.2 eV, 

Other conditions and assumptions incorporated into the calculations are dis- 

cusse.i in Sec. Vll, where potential difficulties in misusing the values are em- 
9 

phasized.   The limiting intensity If  = 20 MW/cm    for the laser mirrors is set 

by the melting of the aluminum film, as already mentioned.   See Sec. II.   It is 

shown that it is highly unlikely that it would be possible to obtain an order-of- 

magnitude improvement in the metallic-film cavity mirrors, and obtaining an 

increase even by a factor of three would be extremely difficult. 

2 
This small value of intensity If s 20 MW/cm   at which the metallic reflec- 

tors fail motivated an investigation of total-internal-reflection devices (Sec. E ) 

and dielectric stacks (following report).   However, the problems of transparent 

materials for high-power vuv use also are severe.   There are only a handful of 

materials with values of the electronic band gap E    sufficiently great for use 

at7.2eV.   For example,  UP,  MgF2 , CaF2, BaF-, BeO,  NaF, KF,  RbF, and 

CsF have E    > 9.2 eV.   The last four of these materials are not expected to 

be useful as practical liigh-power vuv windows.   Tie values of E    for SiCL and 
g ^ 

diamond are too small for use at 7, 2 eV.   The absorption edge of sapphire (at 

~8.5eV) was originally considered to be too close to 7.2eV for use in the xenon- 

laser systems.   This may well be true, but the superior physical properties of 

sapphire and the fact that intrinsic "Urbach-tails" are so steep f<Tpically ■>-10 
-1 

cm    /eV reduction in the optical absorption coefficient ß) suggests that this 

conclusion be reexamined.   The results will be given in the following technical 

report.   It is not known if the problems of vuv generation of color centers and 

the resulting increased absorption and of surface contamination in LiF can bj 

overcome. 
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Table 151. Values of parameters used in calculating the values of intensity I 

in  Table BII. The calculated values of ATf and   A'l'j   also arc included. 

Material 
C 

J/cm:3K 

K 

W/cmK 

a 

ICf'V1 
n a 

kpsi 

E 

107psi 

an/9T 

10" V1 

3
nT 

lO"5^1 

ATf 

K 

AT0 

K 

LiF 

MgF2 

4.12 

3.14 

0.11 

~0.2* 

3.23 

1.37 

1.44 

1.46 

1.6 

7.6 

1.5 

2.45 

-1.1 

1 
f0.2 

0.8 

1.0 

7 

45 

0.14 

0.11 

+ 
Values between 0. 1 and 0. 3 appear in the literature 

Average of ordinary and extraordinary values at 0.40fim 
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Sec. B 

The mechanism having the lowest failure intensity I, a 70 MW/cm   for 

transparent materials is thermally induced optical distortion with the tempera- 

ture rise caused by two-photon absorption.   Thermally induced optical distortion 

is a result of the uneven heating of the material by the vuv radiation.  Differences 

in temperature across the material cause changes in the index of refraction and 

in the sample thickness which distort the optical beam. See Sec. Ill.   The above 

value of If  = 70 MW/cm   suggests that a factor of 4 increase in L  could be ob- 

tained by using a total-internal-reflection device in place of the metallic mirror. 

However, it should be emphasized that the uncertainty in the calculated value of 

If = 70 MW/cm   is great, say a factor of 10-100, which puts the difference in If 

3 
between a factor of ~ 10 lost to a facror of ~ 10    gained.  This failure mechanism 

is reversible; that is, the optical component is not destroyed, and the failure is 

self healing as the temperature returns to a constant value.  As discussed in Sec. 

Ill, the threshold for thermally induced optical distortion in dielectric reflectors 

is much greater than in windows and total-internal-reflection devices. 

The failure mechanism having the next highest value of If is laser-induced 

7 2 
surface damage,   which is irreversible and occurs at If as 200 MW/cm . Thus, 

if the value of L for the two-photon absorption were in error by a factor of three 

on the low side, or if the system could tolerate the optical distortion, the system 

2 
performance would then be limited to I, = 200 MW/cm   by the surface-damage 

mechanism.   Since this latter limit is extrinsic, that is, set by imperfections such 

as inclusions, it is possible in principle to increase this threshold value by im- 

proving the materials.   The difficulty of the technical problems of such improve- 

ment is underscored by the fact that a single imperfection could cause failure. 

13 
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Sec. B 

The next two (irreversible) damage thresholds, both having I    =s 1 GW/cm2, are 

stimulated Raman scattering (Sec. V) and fracture resulting from two-photon 

heating.   Since MgF2 and Ca!^ are Raman active while UP is not,   LiF will have 

a higher threshold intensity in the cases where If  is limited by the enhanced 

stimulated Raman process. 

Next consider the usual linear (one-photon) extrinsic absorpion, which is 

quite large.   Current measured values are of the order of  ß - 0. 1-1 cm'1, as 

discussed in Sec. I.   In order to keep If ^ 70 MW/cm2, which is the limit set by 

optical distortion from two-photon heating, the value of ß for linear absorption 

should be ^ 1 cm' , as seen in Table BI.   This large value of /5 a 1 cm'1 (com- 

pared with  -10'   cm'   for good IR materials), indicates that even though the 

current measured values of  ß are very large, improving materials to reduce 

the values of ß may not result in improved systems performance.   Reducing the 

one-photon absorption to values below the two-photon absorption would not result 

in an increase in the values of If. 

In repeated-pulse systems, heating becomes relatively more important, and 

such small values of ß would be required to keep If ^ 70 MW/cm2.   For example, 

for 100 pp sec for 5 sec, ß - lO^cm"1 gives If - 80W/cm2.   For continuous 

operation of repeated-pulse systems, the methods of cooling the material become 

important in determining the values of If. and the analyses of cw IR systems6 

should be useful.  The two-photon heating could be reduced in principle by using 

a higher repetition rate of less intense pulses. 

From these results, the following conclusions can be drawn:   Measure- 

ments and improved calculations of the values of ß  for two-photon absorption 

14 
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are important since the two-photon absorption is the most severe system 

limitation according to the preliminary estimates.   The importance of these 

investigations is emphasized by the great uncertainty in the estimated value 

of 3  for two-photon absorption.   Dielectric-stack and total-internal-reflection 

devices should withstand greater intensities than metallic reflectors without 

failing irreversibly and probably without failing reversibly, and multilayer- 

dielectric reflector i should withstand even greater intensities.   Programs to 

determine the sources of the large extrinsic linear absorption coefficients and 

to improve the materials to reduce the values of ß would be useful in general 

and especially for repeated-pulse systems. 

15 
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Sec. B 

II.  MIRROR DAMAGE 

'11:0 cavity mirrors in current xenon lasers are thin aluminum films on 

magnesium fluoride substrates.1'4   The thickness i  of the aluminum is ad- 

justed to a value, of the order of 100 A, to give approximately five percent 

transmittance.   The laser power currently is severely restricted by the 

mirrors, the aluminum coating being melted off the substrate. 

'Hie experimental value of the energy in a 10 nsec pulse at which the 

mirrors are destroyed was estimated to be 20 mj (incident on the mirror, or 

~ 1 mj outside the cavity).8   The damaged area is of the order of 0.25 cm2, 

giving If - 8MW/cm2.   'me following theoretical estimate of If  for melting 

of the aluminum film agrees with the experimental value to within the accura- 

cies of the absorptance A, thermal conductivity K (values from 0.1 to 0. 3 

W/cmK for MgF2  in the literature), pulse length and shape, and the experi- 

mental error. 

Consider a lOnsec pulse incident on -100 A of aluminum (melting tempera- 

ture 660C. or Tm  == 640K above ambient, heat of fusion = 1.07kJ/cm3, A = 0.2) 

deposited on MgF2 (heat capacity C = 3.14 J/cm3 K . K ^ 0.2 W/cm K . linear 

thermal expansion coefficient a = 13.7 x lO'V1).   During the pulse duration 

Wise' the heat diffuses into the MgF   a distance d. which is related to t 
9 pulse 

by the standard result tpulse = 4Ccf/ffK; thus 

d a (ffKt ,,     /4C)1/2 

pulse ' 2 x 10"° c m (2.1) 

f "8 r Wse = 10    sec.   The numerical factor 4/n was chosen 

result9 for the temperature rise at the surface of the sample. The 100 A thickness 

to give the exact 
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of the aluminum is negligible with respect to d.  The temperature rise is 

obtained as follows: Consider the volume A    d, where A      is the surface 
su su 

area illuminated.   The energy put into this volume by the laser beam is A FA     . 
su 

where F = 11    lse is the fluence, or the incident energy density.  The resulting 

temperature rise AT is obtained by dividing this energy by the heat capacity of 

the volume, which is CA    d.   Thus, su ' 

AF/Cd   =   AT    . (2.2) 

Setting AT equal to the melting temperature Tm, measured with respect to the 

sample temperature before irradiation by the laser, and substituting (2.1) into 

(2.2) and solving for L =   F/t    ,      gives 

If   =   (Tm/2A)(irCK/tpu]se)
1/2   =  20MW/cm2     . (2.3) 

The corresponding fluence has the value Ff   =  0.2 J/cm2.  It is perhaps worth 

pointing out that both If (~tpulse"1/2 ) and F ~ tpulse
1/2  depend on tpulse:i.e., 

the failure depends on both the intensity and the pulse length.  By contrast, the 

total heat absorbed is proportional to F  (independent of t    ,       for a given value 

of F), and the two-photon absorption coefficient is proportional to I (independent 

of F for a given value of I). 

17 

The heat of fusion of the thin aluminum film is negligible since 10"3J/cm2 in 

1Ü0 A supplies the heat of fusion of 1.07 x 10 J/cm3.   This value of F = 10"3J/cm2 

2 
is much less than Ff = 0.2 J/cm .   Since the MgF2 is in compression (with stress 

o   si  -1.4aETm 2=  -3x10 psi, where E = 2.4 x 10   psi is the Young's modulus), 

the MgF2 substrate should not fracture at the melting point of the aluminum for a 

■-.   .V-  .;•■;. i.;.■,--■. 
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uniformly illuminated surface.  A radial temperature distribuüon can give rise to 

azimuthal tensile stresses, but these are expected to be small with respect to 

those generated by the axial temperature distribution for d = 0.2/im and a beam 

diameter of ~ 1 cm. 

Next it will be shown Dat the value of If determined by thermally induced 

optical distortion resulting from the absorption by the metallic film is slightly 

greater than the value for the aluminum melting.   The amount of optical distortion 

that can be tolerated obviously varies from system to system, and the value of I 

could be computed for given system specifications.  Since we are not considering 

a specific system, a reasonable criterion for the failure of a system is that the 

optical path difference 6 JL      between a center ray and a ray at the edge of the 

beam of diameter D be equal to -i X : 
8 

6V   -   ^8    • (2,4) 

For example, the angle through which a ray bends is 0 = di    /dp, where p is 

the radial circular cylindrical coordinate.  With £o   = constant ±OX    (p/-D)2, 
IT 

the value of \0\ is |01 = 8^opp/D2.   TTie focal length f. which is the distance 

from the optical element at which the ray crosses the optic axis, is. in the small 

angle approximation, f = p/0 = D^SÖ^.  Setting the focal length equal to the 

Rayleigh range, D2/X, gives (2.4), which is the same criterion used in previous 

analyses of infrared-window materials.6   For a metallic reflector, 6Z     = 2 h 
op ' 

where h is the rise (bulge at the center).  With h as a ATd( 1 + jy)  and AT 

S IAtpulse/dC' (2.4) gives 

If =  XC/l6a(l + v)t,RA 
pulse 

100 MW/cm2    . 
(2.5) 

18 
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Hie factor {1 + ^), where v is the Poisson ratio, accounts for the bulging induced 

by the radial compression. 

Surface damage thresholds If for vuv mirrors are not known, but they should 
2 

be considerably greater than the values of 20 and 100 MW/cm   for melting and 

optical distortion. 

Great increases in the value of L for metallic reflectors are not expected. 

A factor of 10 appears extremely unlikely, and a factor of three would require a 

substantial research program.   The calculation of Sec. D indicates that the ab- 

sorptance A of aluminum at 7.2 eV is 8%.   The lowest value measured to date, 

which was also A = 8%, was the result of extensive programs involving rapid 

deposition of aluminum at high vacuum onto supersmooth substrates followed 

directly by overcoating with a protective layer of material such as MgF«. Since 

the value of A for the currently used aluminum films is believed to be 20%, 

the maximum possible reduction in A is a factor of ~3. 

Since interband transitions are the dominant source of absorption at fiu; 

= 7.2 eV, reducing the temperature, purifying the metal, or improving the sur- 

face are not expected to reduce A significantly below the value of 8%, as dis- 

cussed in Sec. D.   It is not likely that a metal with absorptance in the vacuum 

ultraviolet lower than that of aluminum will be found.   The plasma frequency oo 

must be high, and most metals have too small a value of co   •   The few with 

large 60     have greater absorption from interband transitions.   Great increases 

in the thermal properties of the substrate are not expected.  The choice of trans- 

parent materials is limited as discussed in Sec. I, and the values of C = 3.14 

J/cm2K and   K - 0.2 W/cmK for MgF2 are large. 

19 
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III.   THERMALLY INDUCED OPTICAL DISTORTION AND 
FRACTURE IN TRANSPARENT MATERIALS 

The criterion (2.4) and that of Ref. 6 give the same result for thermally 

induced optical distortion in a plane parallel wmdow of thickness £; that is, the 

temperature rise AT of the center of the window with respect to its rim tempera- 

ture must be less than AT«, where 

AT0  =   X/8£|anT| 
(3.1) 

with anT  =  (^/aT^ + a(l + v)(n-l), where the subscript a denotes con- 

stant stress,  n is the index of refraction, and a stress-optic term S that is typi- 

cally small has been neglected in (3.1).   TTae derivation of (3.1) is simple.     The 

value of the change of optical path ö£op in (2.4) is 6^ = X6n + (n-l)6i, where 

6 n = AT an /a T and 6 £ = .ea AT(1 + „) for a window of index of refraction n 

in air with nair - 1.  As before, the factor (l + v) accounts for the change in 

thickness caused by the compression from the restraint of the warm center of the 

window by the cooler rim.  Substituting this expression for Ö £o   into (2.4) gives 

(3.1) directly. 

The expression 

AT fr  =  2a/o!E     , 
(3.2) 

(where a is the strength of the material and E is Young's modulus) for the tempera- 

ture rise that causes Aermally induced fracture in windows will be used formally 

for total-internal reflectors and dielectric-stack reflectors.   This result, which 

is derived in Ref. 6, is reasonable since the stress resulting from a temperature 
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difference AT is of order a E AT, and the azimuthal stress a      becomes 
00 

positive (tensile) at large values of the radjal coordinate p. 

Values of the material parameters and of AT() and AT-    are listed in 

TableBII for LiF and MgF2 . The values of ATfr  are independent of wavelength, 

while the values of AT()  are much smaller in the ultraviolet than in the infrared. 

The factor of X in ArV{) in (3. 1) arises because there is less diffraction at higher 

frequencies, roughly speaking, and in order to take advantage of this fact, stricter 

optical tolerances are required in the vuv. 

The value of intensity lf corresponding to AT [given by (3.1) or 3.2)] is 

obtained from (2.5).   The appropriate value of absorptance A is A = ß£ for the 

case of ßt   « 1;  then !(£)  = l(0)exp(-ßjL)   =-  1(0)[1 -ßi], and 

A 5 [l{i) -1(0)]/I(0) - ßi.   From (2. 5) with A = ßz, the critical inten- 

sity is 

If   = CAT/ßt pulse (3.3) 

Values of If calculated from (3.3) with AT given by (3.1) and by (3.2) are 

Usted in Table BI for LiF and MgF2 for various values of ß.   These results, 

derived for plane windows, also serve as reasonable estimates for total-internal- 

reflection apices.   However, the theoretical values of L for dielectric reflectors 

are greater since the high intensity penetrates only a small distance into the ma- 

terial.   This reduces the severity of the thermally induced optical distortion and 

thermal fracture problems.   The optical pathlength through the thin heated layer 

in the multilayer dielectric reflector is much less than that in a window or total- 

internal-reflection device, and the stresses in the thin layer resulting from the 

unheated bulk of the multilayer dielectric reflector tend to prevent fracture. 
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Table BII. Calculated values of intensity If at which metals and transparent 

optical components fail by various mechanisms. 

Failure Mechanism 

Transparent Materials 

two-photon heating to ^T = AT 

surface damage 

two-photon heating to AT = ATf 

enhanced stimulated Raman scattering 

linear absorption to AT = AT 
1 

1 
ß = 1cm 

ß = 0.1cm 

ß = lO^cm"1 

linear absorption to AT = AT 

0 

1 

-1 
ß = lern 

ß  = 0.1cm 

ß = 10"2cm_1 

f 

Partially Transmitting Film 

film burn off 

mirror thermal distortion 

Failure Intensity 

GW/cm2 

aluminum 
on MgFo 

0.02 

0.1 

These estimates are for windows and total-internal-reflection devices. The 

values for dielectric reflectors are orders of magnitude greater, as discussed 

in Sec. 111. 
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As a rough approximation of thermally induced optical distortion, the value 

of ATQ can be calculated from (3.1) with I  = Zp + d, where i     is the thick- 

ness of the multilayer dielectric coating and d is the thermal diffusion distance. 

(See Sec. II.)   With i    + d of the order of 0.5 urn and 5 ^ s: lO^K-1 from 1 ^ n 1 

Table HI, (3.1) gives AT() as 4,25()K.   The material would of course fail by some 

other mechanism, such as melting, before reaching this great temperature, but 

the point is that If is much greater than in the case of a window.   For a low value 

of AT  =  10K,  for example, (4.2) below gives If = 3GW/cm , compared with 
2 

0.07 GW/cm   for a window.   The technical problems of multilayer dielectric 

stacks are not simple to solve, but successful units for use at 7.2eV have been 

constructed. 

In passing it is mentioned that thermal distortion is important in frustrated 

total internal reflection, which could be used to obtain a variable output from a 

total-internal-reflection cavity. 
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IV.   TWO-PHOTON ABSORPTION 

Estimates of the values of If  resulting from two-photon absorption are not 

as accurate as thcce for the melting of the aluminum and for the optical distortion 

resulting from the absorption by the aluminum.    The estimated value of the ab- 

sorption coefficient ß   for two-photon absorption in LiF from Sec. D is 

ß   =  [1/(2 GW/cm2)]  x 1 cm"1 
(4.1) 

Work on improving the estimate is currently underway.   As already mentioned, 

measurements of the two-photon optical absorption are needed. 

The critical intensity If  for failure by two-photon heating is obtained by 

substituting ß  from (4.1) into (3.3) and solving for I , which gives 

-1 lf   =(CATtpulse^2GW/cm) 1/2 
(Ml 

Values of If calculated from (4.2) for AT given by (3.1) and by (3.2) are listed 

in Table BI for UF and MgF™ and are discussed in Sec. I. 
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V. ENHANCED STIMULATED RAMAN SCATTERING 

I 

' 

It was recently proposed that the nearly discontinuous increase in the Stokes 

intensity Ig  at a critical value IR of the laser intensity L   observed in a number 

of solids, liquids, and gases is a result of a parametric instability in the three- 

Boson Stokes scattering process.   The instability is analogous to those in other 

three-Boson processes such as ferromagnetic parallel pumping,      premature 

saturation of the main resonance and subsidiary resonance absorption in ferro- 

magnetic resonance,   '    and the instability in the two-phonon summation infrared 

absorption process.        Die parametric instability in the Raman process causes 

nearly complete conversion from laser to Stokes radiation in a very short distance 

when IL > IR .   Since one phonon is created for each Stokes photon created and the 

absorption distance can be short, the temperature rise can be sufficiently great to 

fracture or melt the crystal. 

If experimental investigations verify the validity of the enhanced stimulated 

Raman scattering (ESRS) theory, it appears that this process could be important 

in laser damage in Raman active crystals, such as MgF   .   The estimates below 

indicate that ESRS limits If  to a value below that for fracture by two-photon ab- 

sorption. 

For 1^ >  IR , essentially all of the laser radiation is converted to Stokes 

radiation in a short distance ^R according to the theory.   For diamond for ex- 

ample, £R a  5/im for 1L = IR and iR =s 0.02|im for I.   = 10 IR.   Thus, for 

some value of 1^   ~  IR, je,R < d, where d is the heat-diffusion distance for the 

10 nsec pulse.   Then the volume heated in converting L   to !„ is Ad, where 

AQ is the area illuminated.   The energy added to this volume is It    ,     A0CO*/Cü, . 
a bJ pulse   S   r    L' 
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where wf is the Raman frequency and coL  is the laser frequency.   The factor 

LCi/xL arises from the fact that one phonon of energy ficof is created for every 

laser photon annihilated.  Dividing this energy by the heat capacity C Ad gives 

the temperature rise AT : 

AT = Int RWseV^L^1 
(5.1) 

The value of IR is not known for MgF   .   However, for the few solids fcr which 1 
R 

has been calculated, the values are a few GW/cm ,   Since IR  ~   1 /co, a value of 
2 

1 GW/cm   is reasonable.   For MgF- with this value of !„, t    ,     = 108 sec 
^ R    pulse ' 

aJf =   410 cm" , t^L  = 5.81x K^cm"1 (7.2eV),   C = 3.14J/cm3K, and 
-5 3 

d  =  2 x 10    cm, (5,1) gives AT =   10   K, which should be sufficient to damage 

the crystal.   Thus, crystal damage is expected at intensities equal to or possibly 

somewhat greater than, 1D . 
K 
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VI. OTHER FAILURE MODES 

The transparent-materia. irreversible-failure mechanism having the lowest 

threshold, If =5 200MW/cm , is laser surface damage.   Extensive studies per- 

formed at 0.69 and 1.06^m show that the damage thresholds of transparent ma- 

terials typically are of the order of 2}/cm2 for lOnsec pulses,7 or 200 MW/cm2 

as already mentioned.   The threshold for selected small areas of the surface or 

the bulk of the sample can be considerably greater, which indicates the extrinsic 

nature of the damage mechanism and the possibiUty that higher values are in 

principle possible.   The effect of changing the frequency from the visible and 

near infrared to the vuv is not known.   For inclusions near the surface, for ex- 

ample, both the diameter to wavelength ratio and the CO dependence of the ab- 

sorption coefficient are important.   Since neither the diameter distribution nor 

the absorption coefficient are known usually, it is not possible to determine the 

effect of the increased frequency.   Nevertheless, it would be surprising if the 

vuv damage threshold were not at least as low as those at the longer wavelengths: 

Almost every type of inclusion is expected to be strongly absorbing in the vuv, and 

the reduction in the absorption cross section for ka « 1, where a is the radius 

of the inclusion, occurs at smaller values of a since X = 2 TT / k is smaller. 

The linear absorption at 174 nm of LiF and MgF9 typically is large, with 
-1 

/J = 0.1-1 cm     as typical values, as mentioned earlier. Such large values of ß 

surely are the results of extrinsic processes. The sources of these imperfection 

processes are not known.   Almost any macroscopic inclusion will have a large ab- 

sorption coefficient as already mentioned, and small amounts of inclusion could 

13 
give rise to substantial absorption. '   There are, of course, many types of absorb- 

ing centers and other possible sources of ß. This very important problem of the 

sources of the large extrinsic absorption in the vuv is currently being studied. 
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VII.   PRECAUTIONS 

Tlie values of the I, discussed above and listed in Table ull are essentially 

figures of merit.  As such, they are subject to the usual possibilities oi misuse. 

The values are not universal numbers which can be applied to any system.   They 

were derived under the idealized conditions listed below, and the actual value of 

intensity at which a given specific system will fail will not be equal to any lf 

listed in Table BII in general because the actual operating conditions may differ 

from those used in the calculations. 

A single lOnsec pulse was considered. As discussed in Sec. I, the results 

for continuous, quasicontinuous (continuously pulsed system), or multiply pulsed 

operation are in general quite different from the single 10 nsec-pulse results 

listed.   The photon energy is assumed to be 7.2 eV.   The expression for the optical- 

path difference 6£      =  X/8 in (2.4) was used formally for total-internal-reflec- 

tion devices as well as for plane windows and plane diele Tic stacks.   This is a 

typical criterion, but the requirement for a specific system may be different. 

The temperature rise AT, at which a plane window will fracture was used for- 

mally for total-internal-reflection devices as well as for plane windows. In all 

calculations involving the temperature rise, it was assumed that the laser-intensity 
2 

profile was a Gaussian truncated at 1/e. Truncation at I/e   would change the 

values of ATf and ATn somewhat. 

The calculated value of If for melting of the metallic reflector should be 

accurate to within a factor of two or so.   The estimated values of If for the other 

processes are considerably less accurate.  The inaccuracy in the value of the 

two-photon absorption coefficient may be as great as two orders of magnitude. 
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There are wide variations in the measured values of damage thresholds. The 

intrinsic values for the alkali halides are believed to be of the order of 1010W/cm2, 

which corresponds to 100 J /cm    for a 10 nsec pulse.   This value is 50 times 

greater than the value of 2 J /cm    chosen as representative of usual experimental 

values. 
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C,   MULTIPHOTON ABSORPTION 

An estimate of the strength of the two-photon absorption in lithium fluoride 

indicates that the absorption coefficient has the value ß = lern'1 for intensity 
2 

I   s: 2 GW/cm   at the photon energy fito = 7.2 eV of the xenon laser. With 

this value of ß, it is shown in Sec. B that the optical distortion caused by 

two-photon heating of transparent optical components has the lowest failure 

threshold of all processes considered.   In view of the importance of the two- 

photon absorption, an improved calculation was undertaken and is currently 

in progress.  Should other lasers become available with frequencies such that 

21ia3 is less than the electronic bandgap, thereby eliminating the two-photon 

absorption, then multiphoton absorption should be negligible since it is shown 

that three- and liigher-order processes are negligible. 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 

In this section estimates of the two-photon and general n-photon absorption 

in wide-bandgap insulators are made.   The motivation for the study is that 

failure of transparent materials in high-intensity ultraviolet systems is expected 

to be strongly related to the value of the optical absorption coefficient ß. Ther- 

mally induced fracture and thermally induced optical distortion resulting from 

optical absorption are two examples of such failure,   llae estimates obtained 

here are used in Sec. B in a study of failure of vuv materials. 

Braunstein.    Loudon,    Braunstein and Ockman,3 and others4 have developed 

theories of two-photon absorption, with emphasis on the absorption edge. For ma- 

terials that are useful in high-intensity systems, the photon energy typically is 

well above the two-photon absorption edge.   For example, for LiF in xenon-laser 

systems, twice the photon energy is 2110; - 14.4eV, and the band gap E    is of 
o 

order 13 eV.  The present calculation includes the effects of being above the ab- 

sorption edge. 

The estimates of Braunstein for relatively narrow bandgap (E   2- leV) semi- 

conductors gave ß - lO^cm"1 for intensity I -10 W/cm2, or ß = I cm'1 for 

I  =  1 MW/cm.   The two-photon absorption coefficient ß is proportional to I, of 

course.   If the two-photon absorption were this great for the wide-bandgap ma- 

terials of interest for use in the vuv, the performance of windows and other trans- 

parent optical elements in high-intensity systems would be severely limited. Thus, 

an order-of-magnitude estimate of ß for LiF, which has the greatest bandgap of 

any practical material, was made in order to verify that the two-photon absorption 

is indeed important.   TT^e results indicate that ß is over three orders of magnitude 
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smaller than Braunstein's estimated value for semiconductors. Even this much 

smaller value is sufficiently great to make the two-photon absorption one of the 

most important factors in system failure, as shown in Sec. B, 

These results clearly indicate the need for experimental studies of two- 

photon absorption coefficients and for improved theoretical estimates of the 

value of /J.  The improved calculations are in progress, and the preliminary 

results are that 

ß - d/I^cm -1 
Ij   =  2 GW/cni      . (1.1) 

This value must be considered as tentative, pending experimental results and 

completion of the calculations. 

The band structure and wave functions are needed in order to calculate the 

two- and general n-photon absorption.   T^ere is not agreement in the Uterature 

even on the value of the band gap of LiF. and the wave functions are usually less 

reliable than the energies.   Tims, it appears that an accurate first-principle 

calculation of 0 for multiphoton absorption is not realistic at present.   Never- 

theless, the analysis here, which is based on a simple model that contains the 

essential physics, should give the value of /? correct to within an order of mag- 

nitude or so. 

In Sec. Ill it is shown that three- and higher-order-photon absorption is neg- 

li* ile.   Thus, if it is possible to operate at a frequency below the two-photon 

absorption edge, then multiphoton absorption should be negligible. 
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II.   FIRST-ORDER APPROXIMATION TO ß 

The formal expression for the ahsorprion coefficient 0, which is easily 

obtained from standard perturbation theory,1,2 is 

4ff€
1/2 ~ K*-K 

ß  =   -fr-1    E   E   ß (E) •RcnL     i   f 

fh^hi 
h    Ef-Eh--nCo (2.1) 

where c is the dielectric constant, nL is the number of photons, 6 is the Dirac 

delta function, E . Ef - E. - 2^, Kfli and ^ are the matrix elements for the 

transitions, and Ef, E., and Eh are the electronic energies of the final, Initial, 

and intermediate states, respectively. In the initial state i, the valence bands are 

full and the conduction bands are empty.   In the final and intermediate states f and h 

there is one electron in a conduction band and one hole in a valence band 

con- For the case of a single intermediate conduction band h above the lowest 

duction band c, with spherical bands in the effective mass approximation and with 

matrix elements independent of wavevector k, and with the oscillator strength f 

defined by 

|<1 Iw-ifivh) |2   =    f m E..f..     , n „. 
2 ij   ij      ' (2.2) 

where E.. is the energy difference between electronic states i and j, (2.1) re- 

duces to 

2^1/2^.    .  .    v3/2_    v3        ~     ""^C " ö       (2-3) 

•  (2tico -E 
v   ~c ^ 

c  m^ia+afUtiuf       [Eu   + c;      ™>        ^hv+
a-T^- (2^-Ep)-^] 

where v and c denote the valence and conduction band, respectively, and the a's 

are the inverse effective masses normaUzed to m ; that is, a = m (ö2 E /a k2 ) /fi . 
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By setting co,   =  ^  in Braunstein's result and using (2.2). the equivalence of 

(2.3) and Braunstein's result is easily demonstrated. 

Equation (2.3) can be written in the convenient form 

ß 
fhv_fhc_i_ ^hvEhc (2f1co-E^^ (IRy)5/? 

/ T/2    ' ^ ~ s      I K + ac)     (flwr [Ehv.^ + (2iiW-E )a|A(Qv+a P17 ^ x 1 cm 

(2.4) 

-I 

where, with a0 defined as the Bohr radius, 

2      3 
l0   s  fic  /a0(1447Tcm)   =   1.4GW/cm2 

For f s and as equal to unity and E^  =   2 Ry. E^ =   E     =   , Ry > 

fico = (7.2/I3.6)Ry.   and    c   = (1. 44 )2.  (2. 4) gives     g 

ß  =   (1/1.2 GW/cm2) x 1 cm"1 

■n setting both o.clllator strength, equal to unity, the preUmlnary results of the de- 

tailed calculation   are anticipated    Since the transition would be classified as 

"allowed-forbldden" by Braunstein and Ockman, one of the oscillator strengths 

would have been sntal,.   THU detailed calculation indicates that both transitions 

are strong. 

TTe preUmlnary result of the considerably more involved calculation in pro- 1 

(p-ess gives (1. „, w„icll is in g00d agreement ^ ^ ^ ^^   ^ 

result (1.1) is used in Sec. B in calculating failure intensities. 
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III.   THREE-PHOTON AND GENERAL n-PHOTON ADSORPTION 

It is essentially obvious even before performing calculations that the 

absorption by the three-photon process is mucli weaker than that of the two- 

photon process and that higher-order processes are weaker still.   The general 

argument is that n-photon absorption in gases becomes important for large 

values n at intensities that are orders of magnitude greater than the intensities 

that can exist in solids without failure.   At lower intensities, the higher-order 

processes become weaker rapidly as I is decreased. 

The following order-of-magnitude estimate confirms this conjecture.   For 

n = 3, the expression for ß in (2.1) contains an extra factor F, which is the 

square of a matrix element divided by the square of an energy denominator. 

The Hamiltonian is 

K  =   (e/mc) A • p (3# !) 

with p  =  ill 7 and 

A T      /21Thc \1/2 ^'L    " 

~   q      \~^r) q  e Wq      C'C' 

where V is the volume of the crystal,  w   is the unit polarization vector, and 

the other symbols have their standard meanings.  Thus, 

2 
F   ss 

m 

e / 2Trfic \ i       i2 .„   2 
17    ( — j     nL IPijI   /Eden (3-3) 

\2 . where Eden is the energy denominator and  | p    |    is given by the left-hand side of 

(2.2).  From (3.3), (2.2), w= cq e'1/2, and I = hw cnL/V c1/2, we find 
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3 7Tf.. e" E.. I 
U il 

2 2~ m c co   E 
den 

which can he written in the convenient form 

.3 
F   =   f. 

EjjOKyr I 

"   (^Ede,/    '" 

where 

Ip   =   mcdRyyVsTrf^c2 =   1.2 x in16 W/cm2 

(3.4) 

Since a typical value of the coefficient of I/If in (3.4) is   -10. the value of F is 

F    ~   10 
-6 

for I  =   IGW/cm2.   Thus, ß .  5x lO^cnT1 for I = IGW/cm2 

photon absorption is negligible as expected. 

GW/cm , and three- 
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D. CALCULATED REFLECTANCE OF ALUMINUM IN THE VACUUM ULTRAVIOLET* 

H. C. Chow 

Department of Physics, University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024, and 

Xonics, Incorporated, Van Nuys, California 91406 

and 

M. Sparks 

Xonics, Incorporated, Van Nuys, California 91406 

A calculation of the absorptance A of aluminum in the vacuum 

ultraviolet (vuv) indicates that the lowest values measured to date, 

A = 0.08-0. 10 for fico = 3-12 eV, are very near the intrinsic limit. 

Operating at low temperature, purifying the metal, or improving the 

surface are not expected to decrease A by more than ~0.02, and 

metallic reflectors better than aluminum are not likely to be found. 

Thus, values of A < 0.06 for metals without reflection-enhancing 

coatings are not likely to be attained in the vuv, and lasers with such 

reflectors will continue to be limited by the performance of the re- 

flectors. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

The recent development of xenon lasers       and other high-intensity vacuum 

ultraviolet (vuv) sources'   has stimulated interest in mirrors for high-power 

ultraviolet use.   The importance of the mirror problem is illustrated by the fact 

that the output power of the first xenon lasers was limited by melting of the par- 

tially transparent aluminum film used as the cavity mirror.   Orders of magnitude 

greater power would be feasible if suitable reflectors were available. 

In order to liave high reflectance in the vuv, the plasma frequency cü    must 

be high.   The few metals with large co    have greater absorption from interband 

transitions than does aluminum.   Thus, aluminum is important in the vuv since it 

has the highest known metallic reflectance there   and it appears unlikely that a 

metal with higher reflectance will be found.   Since the lowest absorptance A of 

aluminum measured to date is not sufficient for current needs, the calculation 

of A reported here was made in order to determine if a program to decrease the 

absorptance should be undertaken.  It might be expected that the absorptance 

could be decreased since the great differences in the vuv values of A measured 

by different investigators and by the same investigator on different samples sug- 

gest that the intrinsic limit may not have been reached.   However, the calculation 

indicates that thi.j is not the case.  The lowest measured values of A are very 

close to the theoretical limit. 

Measured values of the reflectance in aluminum in the vuv were quite low6'7 

o _ in 
prior to recent improvement programs. By obtaining supersmooth surfaces 

(by depositing on fire-polished pyrex substrates,9 for example), by improving 

deposition conditions (ultrahigh vacuum and rapid deposition) to remove oxygen 
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and perhaps otherwise improve the films, and by overcoating the metal with a 

dielectric such as Mgl 2 to reduce the deleterious effects of oxidation, the re- 

flectance R was increased to 90-92 percent on the frequency range 3 to 12 eV. 

Such high values of R are not obtained without great care, and they have been 

achieved only in a few samples. 

Since heating of the aluminum is the factor controlling the maximum inten- 

sity in current lasers as mentioned above, it is important to know if :he absorp- 

tance A can be reduced below the current minimum observed value of 8 percent. 

In particular, the broad weak absorption peak with a maximum   of A = 0.10 

(10 percent) at flu =  10 eV would appear to result from the coupling of the in- 

cident photon field to surface plasmons, this coupling being the result of the 

residual roughness remaining on the "supersmooth" surface.  Rougher surfaces 

result in similar, but much greater, absorption peaks, and overcoating with mag- 

nesium fluoride shifts the peak to the xenon-laser photon energy of 7 eV. 

nie calculations discussed below were motivated by the questions of whether 

or not this explanation of the peak was correct and, what is of greater practical 

interest, if the surface-plasmon absorption and perhaps other extrinsic sources 

of absorption could be eliminated, how small would the resulting intrinsic value 

of A be ?   The results of the present calculations indicate that the theoretical 

values of the absorptancc range from 8 to 10 percent on the frequency range 

3-12 cV, the agreement with the lowest experimental values reported to date 

being within one percent (| A^ - A^ \ * 0,01) over this range of hcc.   The 

peak in A at 10 eV is not present in the theoretical values, which further sug- 

gests that the residual surface-plasmon coupling is responsible for this peak 

in A(a5). 
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Since a central result of the calculations is that the absorptivity of the best 

samples measured to date are near the theoretical limit, little improvement 

over the lowest measured absorptance A = 0.08-0. 10 is expected.   An improve- 

ment by a factor of approximately three over the value of A ^0.2 for currently 

available reflectors is possible, but not simple technically.   Since most of the 

intrinsic absorption is a result of interband transitions, which are independent 

of the electron relaxation frequency in the vuv, reducing the temperature, puri- 

fying the metal, or improving the surface are not expected to reduce A signifi- 

cantly. 

The possible use of total-internal-reflection devices, multilayer dielectric 

reflectors, or reflection-enhancing dielectric coated metals rather than simple 

metallic reflectors has been discussed elsewhere. 
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II. CALCULATION OF ABSORPTANCE 

12 
Ehrenreich, Philipp, and Segall  " pointed out the importance of parallel-band 

transitions in explaining the observed reflectance of aluminum.   They associated 

the absorption peak at 1.5eV with the parallel-band structure (away from sym- 

metry points), which contribute appreciably to the joint density of states.   This 

idea was further explored by Harrison     and others.   Using a pseudopotential ap- 

proach, Harrison identified the positions for absorption edges for aluminum and 

found them to occur at 0.4eV and 1.59eV, which compare favorably with the ex- 

perimentally determined values of 0. 5eV 4 and 1. 5eV.15   This parallel-band 

effect, together with the usual interband transitions considered earlier,15 was 

included in the general theory of Ashcroft and Sturm for optical properties of 

polyvalent metals.   '   Excellent agreement was found between the Ashcroft-Sturm 

theory and aluminum reflectance data up to 4eV.   However, no detailed compari- 

son was made in the 4-15 eV region of current interest.   The purpose of this note 

is to report the results of this comparison.   The theoretical results cited above12"16 

are sufficient for the present calculations. 

The results of Ashcroft and Sturm for the interband contribution from one 

reciprocal lattice vector K to the imaginary part c2 of the dielectric constant is 

(K)    4TrcTaa0K(2UK/f1co)2 

€2(w)    -  -77 :7—7^7172 (7 
to[l- (2U1,/-haj)2]1/2 

for UK < fico < -fiüjQ, and is 

(K)   2TTfimaaa0K(2UK/1ico)2Chcü   +fico)(fia:1 -liw) 
e9(co)    = 1  (2) 

2 ? 2 1/2 ^ ' 
(W (-RKT [i -(2uK/iiWr] 
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for fiWo < Tico < fioij.   Here UK is the magnitude of the Fourier component 

of the pseudopotential characterizing the strength of the Bragg reflection in the 

plane defined by K. ^     z2/24^%    5.48x lO^sec"1. a() is the Bohn radius, 

IICOQ  =   eK (2kF/K - 1 ), kf = mvf/fi is the Fermi wa/evector, c    =fi2K2/2m, 
•K 

con- ttc^   " 2^+IICOQ, and m is the mass of the electron. The total interband 

tribution c (w) of the six equivalent (200) planes and eight equivalent (111) planes 

in the first Brillouin zone plus the usual intraband (Drude) contribution <[ (co) is 

,   , (200) (111) 
e2(co) =  6c2(co) + Se^co) + ^(w)     , (3) 

where 

2   2 
€2(w)  a  Wp/cc'Vd + l/^r2) -   to2/a53T 

with  T  the relaxation time of the electrons. 

In restricting ourselves to the optical properties in the 3-12 eV region, we 

assume that the real part of the dielectric constant assumes its asymptotic 

Drude form 

<& 
2,   2 

copAo 
(4) 

The value used for the cak-dations is 1Ucp =   15.3 eV.   The justification 

for using this Drude approximation is that it agrees with the values extracted 

from reflectance data by Ehrenreich. Philipp, and Segall12 to within the accuracy 

of reading their curves, as expected.   In this region, the interband contribution to 

€l is negligible.  Since the theoretical interband results become independent of the 

electron relaxation time r for fico ^3eV for the value of r used by Ashcroft and 

Sturm, neglecting the damping in ,\ should be an excellent approximation unless 

T exhibits an unexpected extreme frequency dependence. 
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The absorptance of aluminum was calculated with the use of (l)-(4) and the 

standard formula17 for the reflectance R, which can be written as 

A EH   1-R  =    4n  
(n + l)W V 

where n.   I ^.^1^^ ^  ^      k = ^^ + ^ _ ^ ^\ 

and scattering is neglected. The values of the parameters used in the calculations are 

listed in TableDI, and the results of the calculation of A are exhibited in Table DII. 

As mentioned above, the Drude contribution to A from the intraband transi- 

tions is smaller than that of the interband transitions. The accuracy of the result 

for the small intraband contribution is rather low as a result of the common prob- 

lem that the value of the electron relaxation frequency T-  1/r typically is greater 

than the value obtained from the dc conductivity.   The value T = 2.0 x lO^sec"1 

used in the calculations is that determined by Ehrenreich, Philipp, and Segall12 from 

the values of R in the infrared.   The value of r obtained from the dc conductivity 

is r = 1.3x 10    sec"1.   The surface scattering term18 rc = Jv  6,  where 
o       8   f    * 

6 = c/cop - 125A is the skin depth, is equal to 4. 0 x lO^sec"1, giving T    +r 
24-1 de     S 

- 1.7 x 10    sec    , which is only slightly less than the value of 2.0 x 1014 sec-1 

required to fit the IR data.   Furthermore, it is not unlikely that in a given sample 

the IR and vuv values could be different.   The accuracy of T should be greater 

than (2.0 - 1.3)/2.0. or 35%, which gives an error in the contribution to A from 

e2 of less than ±0.009 for hec =   3 to 12 eV. 

TTie accuracy of the interband contribution to A is more difficult to estimate. 

A major factor is the accuracy of the values of UK , particularly U^   since its 

^-^.^^■^^■^-„..^-w^ 
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Table DI. Values of parameters used in the calculatior of the absorptance A 

>8 ■1 Other values are k. = 1.75X 10  cm    , Ef =  11.6eV, a = 4.04X 10    , and 

1/T = 1.95X lO^sec"1 (or fiT 5 fi/T =  0.128eV). 

Ka 
K 

10 cm 

4ff 3.11 

2rr/T       2.69 

2UK 
eV eV eV eV 

1.60 

0. 500 

36.6 

27.5 

4.59 

8,22 

77.8 

63.2 
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contribution to c2 is greater than that of U111 as seen in Table DII. A reasonable 

value of the accuracy of the 11, is 10 percent, considering that the values of U„ 
K 

appropriate to the greater values of fioü may be different from the previous low- 

fiw values and that the difference may be relatively less important when averaged 

over all transitions.  A 10 percent error in UK results in ~20 percent error in A, 

as shown below.   Thus, the value of A  = 0.065 at 7 cV is expected to be accurate 

within ±0.065(0.2) ==  ±0.01 for 1ico = 3 to 12 eV.   The resulting overall ac- 

curacy of ±0.02 in A cannot be considered as a precise value, of course, but 

significantly greater errors are not expected. 

It can be seen that the error in A   is approximately twice that in LL, as 

follows: For hco = 3 to 12 eV, c^ - U^  according to (1) and (2), and the ex- 

pression for n and k    under (5) reduce to n a  c2 /2 | e, |1//2   and k2 == | e   |. 

Then (5) gives 

A^ 2c2/|c1|
1/2(l + le1l)   . 

With UK  =  UK0 + 6UK, A1 „   4 ~ UK
2 [1+ 2 (6UK/UK0)] . | 

QED. 

By lowering the temperature, T can be reduced, and it should be possible 

to eliminate the small intraband contribution to A.   The resulting interband 

values of A  (obtained by replacing ci + €~ by A ) listed in Table DII are lower 

than the values of A = A(I + f) by 0.015 to 0.029 for flw = 3to 13eV.   Thus, 

only a small reduction in A would result from eliminating the intraband contribu- 

tion by lowering the temperature, as mentioned above. 
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E. TOTAL-INTERNAL-REFLECTION DEVICES 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As has been pointed out in previous sections, the intrinsic absorption of 

aluminum or other metals is great, thus preventing the use of metallic reflectors 

as cavity mirrors in vuv lasers at high intensities.   The reflectivity of an alumi- 

num mirror can be increased by constructing a multilayer stack of thin aluminum 

layers and approximately quarter-wave layers of MgF^1"3   However, the ab- 

sorption is decreased only by a small factor while orders-of-magnitude decrease 

is needed. 

Therefore we are led to consider reflectors made from dielectric materials 

which can take the form of either thin-film stacks or total-internal-xeflection (TIR) 

devices.  Presently, absorption in all candidate materials for use at 174 nm wave- 

length is impurity limited.4  As these materials are improved, it is expected that 

the absorption will be reduced to very low levels as has been achieved with trans- 

parent infrared laser materials. 

A Umiting factor in multilayer dielectric reflectors is that there are relatively 

few materials available which have sufficiently large band gaps to be transparent in 

the vuv.  Consequently, the choice of refractive indices is limited, especially for 

the high-index materials.  In addition, the optical quality (absorption and scattering) 

of high-refractive-index materials presently is worse than that of low-index materials 

such as UP and MgF2 .   In spite of these difficulties and possible technical problems, 

multilayer dielectric reflectors have advantages as discussed in Sec. B.  They will be 

discussed in the following technical report. 
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II. TOTAL-INTERNAL-REFLECTION ELEMENTS 

A total-internal-reflection device can be constructed from the best optical 

material available regardless of its refractive index (as long as the refractive 

index is large enough for internal reflection to occur).  We have designed several 

TIR devices and optical cavities which are described below. 

Perhaps the best design is one utilizing crossed roof prisms that has been 

described previously by Gould et al.     In order to visualize the optical path and 

the insensitivity of this cavity design to misalignment, a crossed roof reflector 

interferometer has been sketched in Fig. Fla.   A ray in the cavity follows the 

closed geometrical path shown in the figure by the dashed line.   This path is 

similar to that in an ordinary Fabry-Perot interferometer constructed with flat 

mirrors. 

The crossed roof reflector cavity, however, does not suffer the alignment 

difficulties that are encountered with the flat Fabry-Perot interferometer. The 

roof reflector cavity is automatically in alignment.   If the left reflector is ro- 

tated by the angle \j), the rays will still follow a similar closed path parallel to 

the horizontal axis between the reflectors.   Rotation of the left reflector by the 

angle 0 will result in the optical path being tilted by 0 to the horizontal. With 

the angle  ß deviating from 90°, the path will no longer be closed but will be 

rotated about the horizontal axis by 2{ ß - 90°) for each round trip. 

Two disadvantages of the plane Fabry-Perot are still preserved in this 

design. Diffraction losses will be greater than those that would be obtained with 

a spherical cavity.  However with the dimensions used in present xenon-laser 

cavities, diffraction losses should be completely negligible. (For a 20 cm length 
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• • »^_» • • «» • 

Fig. El. Crossed roof prism optical cavity (after Gould, et al). 
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cavity with 2 cm diameter, flat mirrors, diffraction losses will be of the order 

of 10    per transit.   The second difficulty is that paraxial rays will be lost due to 

walk-off from the mirrors.   Both of these difficulties can be remedied by using 

roof reflectors with roof angles slightly less than 90°.   In this case, the rays will 

tend to walk toward the axis of the cavity. 

A cavity constructed from simple roof prisms would be similar to Fig. E la 

except that the roof reflectors are replaced by roof prisms and that the reflec- 

tions are now total internal reflections.   An undesirable feature of simple roof 

prisms is that there are additional partial reflections from the front faces of the 

prisms which are out of phase with the total internal reflections.   The unwanted 

partial reflections can be eliminated by cutting the front faces of the prisms at 

Brewster's angle as is shown in Fig. Elb. (The roof axis must also be tilted to 

allow for refraction when passing through the Brewster face.)   The cavity in 

Fig. Elb will have very little loss for vertically polarized rays. 

In order for internal reflection to occur, the angle of incidence (measured 

from the normal to the reflecting plane) must be greater than the critical angle 

i     =   sin     (n    ../n. ._) c ext     int 

where n.  ,. is the refractive index of the TIR element and n    ^ is the refractive int ext 

index of the medium outside the element.   Using n.      =  1.444 for MgF„ and 

n.  , = 1.460 for LiF at  X = 174 nm with n      = 1, we obtain i    = 43.8° and int ext c 

i    = 43.2°, respectively.   With the roof prism cavity the angle of incidence is 

45° which is greater than i   .   There are two possible difficulties.   First, the 

angle of incidence could be less than i    due to misalignment or due to using a 

roof angle less than 90°. Second, the critical angle could be less than 43° if the 
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external medium has a refractive index greater than unity.   These difficulties 

can be overcome either by using a material of higher refractive index (which 

may be more absorbing), or by using devices having more than two internal 

reflections. 

Another type of liK cavity that has been previously described in the litera- 

ture is one made from corner cube reflectors.7 Although this cavity has retro- 

reflective properties as does the crossed roof prism resonator, the polarization 

properties are less desirable.   It has been shown that there are six independent, 

elliptical eigenpolarization vectors in a corner cube cavity.8 Hence, it is not 

possible to reduce unwanted reflections from the cube faces by cutting the faces 

at Brewster's angle. 

There is a situation where the corner cube retroreflector could be more 

desirable than a roof prism.   This is where a totally internal reflection device 

is used along with a totally or partially reflecting flat to form an optical cavity 

as is sketched in Fig. E2.   In this case the self-alignment property is preserved 

with the corner cube because it is exactly retroreflective.  A single roof prism 

is retroreflective in one plane while acting as a plane mirror in the other plane. 

The undesirable polarization properties and unwanted reflections from the en- 

trance face are still present in the single corner-cube cavity. 

TTiere are many other TIR devices with Brewster-angle entrance faces that 

can be designed.   Examples of elements with three internal reflections are shown 

in Figs. E3 and E4. Elements with two and four internal reflections are shown in 

Fig. E5.  For a chosen number of internal reflections there are four possible ways 

to cut the Brewster-angle surfaces:  For the Brewster-angle surface perpendicular 
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Fig. E3. TIR elements with three internal reflections. 
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B 

Fig. E4. TIR elements with three internal reflections, A. Similar 

element with greater spatial beam separation, B. 
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Fig. E5. TLR elements with two and four internal reflections. 
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to the reflection plane, the Brewster surface can either be a single plane as in 

Fig. E3a, or intersecting planes as in Figs. E3b and R4a. In addition, a single 

Brewster face could be cut at the Brewster angle to the reflection plane. 

All T1R elements with three or more reOections will have spatially separated 

beams, except for the intersecting Brewster faces cut as in Figs. E4a and E5b. Ele- 

ments with an even number of internal reflections and a single Brewster surface 

will be retroreflective, while those with an odd number will act as a plane mirror. 

For elements with intersecting Brewster faces, these reflection rules are approxi- 

mate. 

An approximately retroreflective cavity similar to that shown in Fig. Elb can 

be constructed from T1R elements having four internal reflections.   However, since 

one of the elements will have spatially separated beams, the axis of the cavity will 

be inactive. 

Spatially separated beams may be useful in some cases such as for a ring 

laser.   Fven greater spatial separation can be obtained using elements similar to 

Fig. E4b. 
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III. OUTPUT COUPLING 

Output coupUng from a cavity constructed with total-internal-reflection 

elements can be achieved by two means.   First, variable output coupling can be 

obtained using adjustable frustrated total internal reflection (FT1R).   Second, 

the surface of a TIR device can be modified so that partial or total transmission 

occurs at a small area near the cavity axis, in analogy with a spherical mirror 

which contains a hole in the center. 

Some FT1R output couplers are shown in Fig. E6.   The principle of these 

devices is that when a second surface is brought near a surface at which TIR is 

taking place, the reflection will no longer be total, but transmission through the 

gap will occur.   The amount of transmission will vary from 100% with the gap 

distance d = 0 to less than 10% with d = X (assuming the output coupler and 

TIR device are made of the same material).   Hence variable output can be ob- 

tained by adjusting the spacing d, perhaps piezoelectrically.   The exact depend- 

ence of the transmission on d is discussed in Refs. 9 and 10. 

The scheme shown in Fig. E6a results in two output beams,11   These can be 

made parallel by using the arrangement shown in Fig. E6b.9'12'13 The element in 

Fig. E6c is similar to E6b except that it is reportedly easier to align.13 The ele- 

ments in E6a-6c all have an exit face which is normal to the output beam which 

will result in unwanted reflections. This can be remedied by using a Brewster- 

angle output face as is shown in Fig. E6d for the element in E6b. 

Roof prisms that have been modified to transmit rays near the optical axis 

are shown in Fig. E7.   Part of the roof of the element in Fig. E7a has been cut 

normal to the beam.   It may instead be desirable to cut this surface at Brewster's 

angle as is .shown in Fig. E7b to avoid reflection, which also results in a horizontal 

output beam. 
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Fig. H6.  Frustrated total internal reflection output coupling. 
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^r 

Fig. E7. Output coupling by transmission. 
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IV.   MATERIAL I'M LUKE 

Beside actual material damage (fracture or surface damage) to TIR elements, 

thermally induced optical distortion can also be a problem.   Optical distortion will 

be especially troublesome with FTIR output coupling, where the coupUng can be 

changed considerably if the surface elements expand a small fraction of a wave- 

length. 

TIR elements will be subject to the same failure mechanisms as windows 

such as bulk or surface inclusion damage, impurity absorption, two-photon ab- 

sorption, etc.   An advantage of TIR elements over thin-film reflectors is that 

absorbed energy is distributed throughout the bulk of the element rather than in 

a thin film.   The long patli length through a TIR element (of the order of a few 

centimeters) requires that the absorption be kept to a very low level.   Absorp- 

tion coefficients  ß ^ 0. 1 to 1 cm'    that are observed at 174nm in presently 
4 

available materials    will result in roughly 60% (^ 1 - 1 /e) absorption per pass. 

Clearly, orders of magnitude improvement in  ß is needed.   These problems are 

discussed further in Sec. B. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we present a theoretical description of the 

scattering and absorption of electromagnetic radiation Induced 

by roughness on the surface of a semi-Infinite crystal.  We 

approach the problem by the use of scattering theory applied 

to the classical Maxwell equations.  We obtain formulas for the 

roughness induced scattering froir. the surface of an Isotropie 

dielectric for both s and P polarized waves incident on the 

surface at a general angle of incidence.  When the real part 

of the dielectric constant of the material is negative and its 

imaginary part small (as in a simple nearly free electron metal), 

we extract from the expressions for the total absorption rate 

that portion which describes roughness induced absorption by 

surface polarltons (surface plasmonsj.  We compare our results 

with those recently published by Ritchie and collaborators for 

the case of normal incidence, and we present a series of 

numerical studies of the roughness induced scattering and 

absorption rates in aluminum. 
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I.   Introduction 

Our purpose in the present paper is to present a theoretical 

discussion of the effects of surface roughness on the interaction 

of incident electromagnetic radiation with the surface of a 

serai-infinite crystal.  In the presence of roughness, which will 

be present on even the most carefully prepared sample, the 

Incident radiation may be scattered away from the specular 

direction, either into the vacuum above the sample, or into 

the crystal, where it is absorbed  if the sample is thick.  Thus, 

the presence of roughness decreases the value of the measured 

reflection coefficient below the value appropriate to the 

idealized semi-infinite crystal with a perfectly smooth surface. 

In a simple metal, for which the real part of the dielectric 

constant is negative and its imaginary part small, one physical 

process that makes an important contribution to the absorption 

rate is the roughness-induced coupling of the incident electro- 

magnetic wave to surface polaritons (surface plasmons)^, which 

exist in the frequency region below Uü /V2, where m  is the bulk 

plasma frequency. 

Over the past several years, several theoretical investi- 

l(2)-(6) gations of   these phenomena have  appeared, In these papers. 

attention  is confined  to  the case of   normal   incidence.     With 

one exception       ,   the  authors have  examined only  the properties 

of  the simple  free  electron metal,   which  is  described by   the 

(real)   dielectric  constant  €   =  1  -  uUp/uu2.     We  feel   it   desirable 

to extend  these  discussions  to  the crse of  non-normal   incidence, 

so the  relative  effect of  surface  roughness on  incident  radiation 
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of s and p polarization can be compared.  Furthermore, even in 

simple metals such as aluminum, the dielectric constant may 

have an appreciable imaginary part in some frequency regions, 

and the real part of the dielectric constant need not be 

negative always. 

Also, if one examines the recent papers of Ritchie and 

his collaboratorsf )~(6) one sees that in one of themf5) the 

expressions obtained for the surface roughness induced 

scattering and absorption of radiation normally incident on 

the sample differ substantially from the results of the other 

two papers.4 '(6)  The question of which set of results is 

correct remains. 

The remarks of the two preceding paragraphs suggest  that 

the theoretical description of the surface roughness induced 

scattering and absorption of electromagnetic radiation remains 

incomplete at the present time.  It is for this reason that 

we have chosen to examine these questions. 

In some of the papers cited earlier, the analysis proceeds 

by the use of the formalism of second quantization.  The 

quanta associated with the incident and scattered waves, as well 

as those associated with the surface polaritons, are described 

by introducing appropriate annihilation and creation operators. 

This formalism, while elegant, is difficult in practice to 

generalize to the case where all of the modes have a finite 

lifetime as a consequence of the imaginary part of the 

dielectric constant. 
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We view the problem as a problem in classical electro- 

magnetic theory, and we choose to work directly with Maxwell's 

equations.  We formally expand the dielectric constant in a 

Taylor series in the amplitude C(x,y) of the surface roughness, 

(7 ) 
and use a method described earlier   to convert Maxwell's 

equations to integral form, with the term proportional to C,(x,y) 

treated by the methods of scattering theory.  Within the first 

Born approximation, one obtains from this approach the contri- 

bution to the roughness-induced scattering and absorption rate 
2 

proportional to C,   , where £ is the rms deviation of the rough 

surface from a perfect plane. 

When our results at normal incidence are compared to the 

appropriate expressions in the recent work of Ritchie and 

co-workers,  ~   we find agreement with the results of the 

first   and final^  papers, rather than with those of the 
(5) 

second.    We also believe that one assumption in reference 5 

is not valid, and as a consequence the results there are not 

correct.  A comment aboct this point may prove useful. 

In reference 5, which confines its attention to the simple 

free electron metal, the calculation proceeds by introducing 

a transformation to a curvilinear coordinate system within 

which the rough surface is mapped into a smooth plane.  By 

transforming the field variables and coordinates, the Hamiltonian 

H is broken up into a part H , independent of the roughness 

amplitude CCx.yK and a part 1^, of first order in this parameter, 

with higher order terms ignored.  The part Hj is treated via the 

Golden Rule of perturbation theory.  Since H has the form of a 
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Hamiltonian of a semi-infinite solid with a plane interface, it 

is presumed that the eigenstates of Ho are those associated with 

the plane surface problem in a flat space.  However, the trans- 

formation from the initial flat space to the curvilinear 

coordinate system is non-unitary in nature. 

The commutation relations between the field amplitudes and 

their canonically conjugate momenta are not left invariant 

by this transformation.  The commutation relations in the 

new space contain contributions proportional to the roughness 

amplitude C(x,y) (or more precisely, to certain of its 

derivatives).  Thus, while Ho has the appearance of a Hamiltonian 

of a semi-infinite solid bounded by a plane surface, the 

equations of motion generated by it contain terms proportional 

to C(x,y), contrary to the assumption made by Elson and Ritchie. 

Thus, their calculation includes some terms proportional to the 

derivatives of C(x,y), but not all of them. 

In their second paper(6), Elson and Ritchie again use the 

transformation to a curvilinear coordinate system.  However, 

as we do here, they work directly with the wave equation of 

electromagnetic theory.  In this second work, the method 

generates all terms proportional to C(x,y). 

The transformation to curvilinear coordinates, while it 

yields correct results when all terms of the same order in 

C(x,y) are retained  in the theory , has one cumbersome feature, 

in our view.  When applied to the slightly rough plane interface. 
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it converts a problem with a perturbation highly localized in 

the z coordinate (normal to the surface) into one which extends 

from z=-oo toz = +CD.  We use here the very simple and 

straightforward approach described earlier which allows us to 

work with a perturbation that is highly localized, and which 

also generates in a formal sense all contributions to the 

scattered fields which are of first order in C,(x,y). 

This paper is organized as follows.  In section II, we 

derive expressions for the fraction of energy scattered from 

the surface into the vacuum outside the crystal by the roughness, 

for both s and p polarized radiation at non-normal incidence. 

In section III, we use the same form of scattering theory to 

obtain expressions for the fraction of energy scattered into 

the solid (absorbed) by the roughness.  In section IV, we 

examine the structure of the expressions obtained in section III, 

and we obtain from them expressions for the contribution to 

absorption by roughness induced coupling to surface polaritons, 

when the real part of the dielectric constant is negative and its 

imaginary part small.  In section III and section IV, we find 

that at non-normal incidence  the Poynting vector has a non- 

zero time average parallel as well as perpendicular to the 

surface.  To our knowledge, the properties of the component 

parallel to the surface have not been considered previously, 

and under circumstances described below, it may play a 

significant role in the absorption process.  In section V, we 

present a series of numerical calculations carried out for 

parameters characteristic of aluminum.  The purpose of these 
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calculations is to explore the predictions of the theory at non- 

normal incidence, and to explore to what extent the simple 

expressions derived in section IV describe the roughness induced 

absorption.  Finally, in an Appendix, we derive the complete 

set of electromagnetic Green's functions required for the 

scattering theory presented in the text.  These Green's functions 

are also useful for a variety of other problems, and it is 

therefore useful to present their full form. 
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H.  Scattering i>OJ^tron^^^ Surface 

In this section we formulate the problem of the interaction 

of an Incident electromagnetic wave with a rough surface, and 

obtain the cross sections for the scattering of s- and p-polarized 

incident radiation caused by the surface roughness.  In the next 

section the general results obtained here will be applied to 

the determination of the fraction of the incident radiation 

absorbed by the medium bounded by the rough surface. 

Let the height of the surface above the xy-plane be speci- 

fied by the equation 

z = C(x,y) 
(2.1) 

Above this surface is vacuum, while the medium occupies the 

space below it. and is characterized by a (complex) frequency 

dependent dielectric constant, a.), which we assume to be 

Isotropie.  Thus, the dielectric constant of the system of medium 

plus adjacent vacuum can be written as 

6(z;u») = e(z-C(x,y)) + (E(aOö(C(x.y) - z), 
(2.2) 

where e(z) is Heaviside's unit step function.  We now expand 

€(z;aj) in powers of ;(x,y): 

eCzjuj) = €o(z;u) + [6(UJ) _ i]C(Xiy)6(z) + 0(c2) 

where 
(2.3) 

€0(Z;UJ) = 1 

6(uu) 

z > 0 

z < 0 

(2.4) 
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A surface, even a rough surface, represents a static scatterer 

of electromagnetic radiation.  Thus, If In Maxwell's equation 

VXVXE= ijr 1    * 

c  at 
2 2 (2.5) 

we  substitute 

E(x;t)   =  E(x;UJ)e 
-luut 

D(x;t)   = D(x;u))e~lu,t   , 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

and use the relation 

D(X;UJ) = €(Z;U;)E(X;Uü) , (2.7) 

the equation for the Fourier coefficient of the electric field 

E(x iw) can bo written in the form 

V x v x E(x;uJ) - € 
0(z;u;)^E (x:u;) -^ [c (x) - ll^x .y )6 (z)E(x ;*) 

C r» -' **    rv 

(2.8) 

We   now   introduce   the  Green's   function   D^Cx.x'ia-)   as   the   solution 

of   the  equation 

^ ieo(z'w)^  6XM-ä7F^3r  +  öX1a
72}^v^'2S/'UJ>t=4TT6Xv6(i -   X')   ■ 

(2.9) 

With the use of this function we can convert the partial 

differential equation (2.8) into an integral equation 

~4 
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- r(o) V*:^  ^V't*''*)  - ^ [€(*)- l]^Jd3x'D^v(x,x
/;uJ)C(x

/
)y') x 

4TTC y 

x  «(Z')EV(X
,
;Uü),       (2.10) 

where E^  (^■.«J) is a solution of the corresponding homogeneous 

equation 

C ^l   V     ^ 

and describes  specular reflection of the incident electromagnetic 

field from a plane surface.  Since the right hand side of 

Eq. (2.10) is already of first order in the surface profile function 

C(x,y), the first Born approximation suffices to yield the 

scattered electric field 

E<s)(x;w) V^") - E^Oc;«,) (2.12) 

to first order in C(x,y), and we find that 

E   (x ;UJ) = -   
4TTC 

r ,3 /, 
2Lc(uj) - ^K^'v^*'^* 

xC(x,,y')6(z/)EN
(

j
o)(x,;uj)  . (2.13) 

To proceed farther it is convenient to introduce the Fourier 

representations of I)  (x .x ' ;uu) and ^(x.y), l-i v ~ ~ 

r A2\ Ik 11 * (Xii - XM ) 

"■-'^-""^•W6 -"'^(k^Uz')     (2.14) MV 
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"3' -J-^ 
Ik 11 • xii 

(2n) 
C (k II) , (2.15) 

where ky and xy are two-dimensional vectors whose Cartesian 

components are (kx>ky,o) and (x.y.o), respectively.  The form of 

the representation (2.14) is dictated by the fact that the 

system of medium plus vacuum characterized by the dielectric 

constant 6o(z:JJ), Eq. (2.4), is invariant against an infinitesimal 

displacement parallel to the plane z - o, but not perpendicular 

to it.  If we also write the field E^^x;^) in the form 

E^XJJO = e 

(o) 

ikJo). . 
~

,I
P(O),.(O) , , 

(2.16) 

where k,,   is the component of the wave vector of the incident 

radiation parallel to the surface, we can express the scattered 

field In the following form 

2 ikn-xn. (0) 
E(S)(X;UJ)   = - uu 

X^ l*^ -  lj\d klie C(k|rk||     )  x 
16n  c ~    ~ 

);jdz'dMV(kllUu|zz')6(z')E^0)(k{0^|z')      . (2.17) 

It might bo thought that the integration over z' in this 

expression could be carried out directly in view of the presence 

of the 6-function in the integrand.  However, as we will see 

explicitly below, the functions d^v(k„wIzz ') and E^o)(k{o)w|z ') 

can be discontinuous across the plane z' == 0.  In evaluating 

the integral over ?.'   we therefore use the rule that if F(z/) 

Is a function of z' which possesses a (finite) jump discontinuity 

at z' ■= 0, 
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\F(z')b(z')dz'   = I     [F(O+) + F(o-)] , (2.18) 

a result which has its origin in the evenness of the 6-function, 

and its normalization to unity, and which clearly reduces to 

the usual one if F(z')   is continuous across z'=0.     The result 

(2.18) enables us to represent the scattered field, Eq. (2.17), 

as 

(s) 
E   (x;u)) UJ 

IbTT C 
6(u)) - ljjd2k,|e 

Ikii -x. 

X^kn-ky^^A (kyk/0^^)  , (2.19) 

where 

^CkllkH^^lz) =  ^{^(kll^z^E^^kJ0^!-.) + 

+d (oK.jo), . a 
UV()SIIH^)C (^   H-)) (2.20) 

and the notation + and - denotes o+ and o-, respectively. 

It is shown in the Appendix that the function d  (kyuulzz') 

can be expressed in terms of a simpler function g  (kyuulzz') 

according to 

duv(klx|zz')< = )j S^^i(kll)Sv/v(k|,)^,v/(k11uJ|zz') ,  (2.21) 

(j'v' 
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where   the  3  x  3,   real,   orthogonal   matrix  SCkn)   Is  Riven by 

k   k   0 

-Ck;:) J      |-kykx0 

0   0 kn 
S"1^«)   ^ 

kx^y
0 

k     k   0 
y    x 

0     0 kn 

(2.22) 

In calculating  both   the   scattering  and  absorption of 

electromagnetic   radiation  by  a  rough  surface,   we  assume   that   the 

plane  of   Incidence   Is   the  xz-plane.     The  vector  kJo)   is   then 

given  by 

feit0'  -   (k<°',o.o)   . (2.23) 

We will consider only Incident radiation which Is polarized either 

parallel to the plane of Incidence (p-polarizatIon; or perpen- 

dicular to It (s-polarlzatlon).  It Is then a straightforward 

matter to find the electric field E(o) (x ;w)e-
llWt l„ the vacuum 

and in the medium.  The results are: 

z>o. 

k       (x;t)  = x      ~ 
l(k(o)x mMf     ^(o) k(i) + 6(uü)k(o) 

x-i«t)r -ik      z z       ^^z lkwHr,(l) 

^-^^ 
i^0k.(i 

(2.24a) 

E^0)(x;t)   = 
y     ~ 

E<0)(x;t)   = 

i(K^)x,wt){ ,lk(o)z + ^Y"       (o) 
1 k^0)-k(i) JEy 

(2.24b) 

i(k(öUt)k(o)  r -lk.(0)^    k(i>+6(«,)k(^    iiJ0)5 
T^T 1 

^^^ 
'JE^: 
J   x 

(2.24c) 
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z<o 

E^0)(x;t) 

E^0)(x;t) 
y 

E<o)(x;t) z  ^ 

i(k(o)x-a;t) Ik^z    2^^     (., 
e e -m TTTT Ex 

Kk^'x-wt) Ik^'z  2k<o)    (1) 

z   z 

l(k(o)x-u;t) ik^^z    2k(o)      (1) 

k'^-ewk'01 Ex 

(2,25a) 

(2.25b) 

(2.25c) 

The quantities k   and k '   appearing in these expressions are 
z       z 

defined by 

k<°> = (J.k<^ (2.26) 

CJ) -_ (€(uj)-__k(o)2 (2.27) 

where the negative sign for the square root in Eq. (2.27), 

together with the fact that Jm C(a))>o, leads to the result that 

c5in k  <o.  (We take the branch cut for the square root along the 

negative real axis.)  In eacii of Eqs. (2.24) the first term on the 

right hand side represents the incident electric field, while the 

second represents the reflected field.  The vector E   gives 

the amplitude of the incident field, and in writing Eqs. (2.24) - 

(2.25) we have used the fact that 
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E (1) (o)  (1) 

(o)  X (2.28a) 

k(0) E(l) 
i,(o)  X (2.28b) 

for the incident and reflected fields, respectively. 

It follows from Eqs. (2.24) - (2.25), and the definitions 

(2.6), (2.16), and (2.23) that the amplitudes E(o) (kifo)aj| ±) 

are given by 

(i) 
E (o),, (o) (oK, (o) 2k 

(kr^i+) =E^(kr^i-) =-TTT 
k—-6(0,)^ 

-J^^      (2.29) 

„(o).  (o), Iv _ „(o),. (o)  I  v E
v  (fen  Iü|+) = E   (k|| ^l-) = 

-2k 

z        z 

(o) 

(o)  y (2.30) 

Ei0)(k,f0)-k) - 26(oü)k(o)  „(1) 

ZJ Z 

(2.31a) 

E(o)(k.(o) 
z 

ky;-6(uj)k^o; 
(1) (2.31b) 

The results obtained so far apply equally to the scattering 

and absorption of light by a rough surface. In the remainder of 

this section we confine our attention to the scattering problem. 
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In the scattering problem the coordinate z In Eqs. (2.19) 

(2,21) must be positive.  The results of the Appendix show us 

that for z>o the function g  (k|Hij| z±) has the form 

Ik  zA 

g^v(kiiujl z±)   = e     ^ gJJV(ki|U)|±) (2.32) 

where 

k     = z (Vk?) ^- >  k? 2       K|1 (2.33a) 

.   /. 2       UJ2  \^     UJ2  ,,  .2 1   (kl1   " ~2   I       ^2 " (2.33b) 

The function g  (knuilzi) clearly satisfies the outgoing wave 
(J v ' 

2     2 2 
condition  at   infinity   for   (uu   /c   )   >  k|| ,   and  describes  exponentially 

2  2     2 
decaying waves for (x /c ) < k||.  The nonvanishing functions 

g  (kiiou |±) are given explicitly by 
%iV 

^xx(k||UJ l + )   =   gxx(kl|llJ l") 
4TT1C' 

uu 

k.k 
1  z 

k1-e(uü)kz 
(2.34) 

,1^2 kii kn 

gzx(k,iwl+)   =  gzx(k|1U)|-)   =—2-    k     6(UJ)kr 
UU X y < 

(2.35) 

4TT1 
gyy(kllii)|+)   =  gyy(k,|U)|-)   - ^_.k (2.36) 
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ßxz(k||uu| + )   = 
4nlc2    «(^k,,^ 

^2 kr€(UJ)k2 
(2.37a) 

gxz(ki|U)|-)   = 
knk 

4TT1C 

u,2     kre(w)kz 
(2.37b) 

*     ,        , 4TT1C
2

       
f-(u,)k 

g„(k|iuül + )   = ■4TUc ^    V^nr 2.38a) 

*     /i       i\       4nlc 
'zz ^2   i^roryiT (2.38b) 

The quantity  k1   appearing   in   these  equations   is 

h 
k1  =  -   [^(w)^ -   ki 

and c9mk <0 

(2.39) 

Combining Eqs. (2.20), (2.21), and (2.32), we can express 
(o) 

A^kjlkjl     uu|z)   conveniently  as 

ik  z .   . 
Xp(k||k||   ^) (2.40) 

where 

'Xu(k„k|fo)gü) 
^■Z     '   ^w»  ' 

^X^(kllkJo)
U))S^v(kll)    , (2.41) 

with 

V^lllSlf0^)   =  i I {gnvCkllH + ^^kHkJ0^^)   + 

%V(kl>(Wl")e:v0(iSllkll     <«!-)} (2.42) 
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and 

e^rfM*) ^ V!s«)Ev0)(fe«0,«l±)- (2-43> 

The scattered field amplitude (2.19) can now be written as 

E^U^)   =--* 
/s/ r* 

iblf   c 

lk-x 
'6(uü)-ll   f d2k|ie  ',"w 5(kirk}o))I(ki|k„w/uü), 

(2.44) 

where k   Is   the   three-dimensional   vector 

k   =  kii   +  zk 
z 

(2.45) 

it must be kept In mind that k  is a function of k\\   given by 

Eq. (2.33). 

If we write the scattered magnetic field in the form 

H(s)(x:t) = H(s)(x:uJ)e-
iu,t , ^^      ***; (2.46) 

then from the Maxwell equation v x E = - c  (öH/öt) we find directly 

that 

ik • x 
h(s)(x;W) -V [ecuo-i] J d2klie - ~ Jcktr^^kxxcknk}0^). 

16n3c 

(2.47) 
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The complex Poynting vector for the scattered radiation i! 

therefore given by 

§-^E<S)(i;:t)*xH(s'(x;t) 

tu 

204 8TT c 
7-2 le^)-!!2 Jd2k|Jd2k|;e-i(k-k').x x 

^ 2(k,i-k,f0))* 2(k|l-k|l0)/) I   (kllkJ0^)* X (k'xUkfef0)'«,)). (2.48) 

In order that we can compare our results with experimental data 

for a metal surface it is reasonable to assume that the surface 

profile function C(x,y) is a stationary stochastic process, and 

that our result (2.48) for the Poynting vector should be averaged 

over the probability distribution function for this process.  In 

fact we have to average the product ^ (k,,)? (k,!).  The averaging 

restores infinitesimal translational invariance parallel to the 

plane z = o, and we have that 

({(k^Ck,!)) -I|iL. sck^xieck,,)!2) . (2.49) 

where A is the area of the metal surface, and use has been made 

of the reality condition C (-ky) = 2(k„)*.  Follow! 

Ritchie (5) 
ng Elson and 

we make the replacement 
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A"1<|ä(kt|)|
2> = t2eikO    , (2.50) 

where 6  Is the mean square surface height variation, and the 

surface scattering factor g(k||) Is assumed to depend only on the 

magnitude of k(| , but not on Its direction.  With the use of 

Eqs. (2.49) - (2.50) the spatial average of the Poyntlng vector 

(2.48) can be written 

/ c s   A
2
 U)3|g(uj)-l| 2  r .2.  ,,.  ,,(0)., v 

512TT c 

X {kIX(k||k{o)u))|2 - X(knkf
o)t«) (k • UkiikJ0^)))  (2.51) 

where we have expanded the triple vector product.  With the 

aid of the definitions (2.41) - (2.43), and the results given 

by Eqs, (2.34) - (2.38), It Is straightforward to establish the 

two useful results 

k • X(k|ikJo)iu)* = 0 (2.52a) 

\  (k,|k{o)w)l2= lUknkil0^)!2 
/x/  r»^ r*s 

(2.52b) 

The first of these is a consequence of the transverse nature of 

the scattered electric field.  Thus the spatial average of the 

Poyntlng vector takes the simple form 
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<S> = 6' uu 1ffffi^Kkllg(|kjl-k(°'|)Jslx(kl|k|f°).)|2, (2.53) 

which is manifestly real.  The magnitude of the real part of the 

averaged Poynting vector describing radiation associated with 

wave vector components parallel to the surface between k,, and 

kn + dkn is therefore 

Ol^Tf   C 

(2.54) 

where  we  have  used  the  result   that k  =   (k^ + k2)^  =   (uu/c). 

To proceed  farther,   we  require   the  X   (k||k|(o)u;).     We  first 

record  the  expressions  for  the quantities £(o) (knkj^u, I ±). 

Combining Eqs.    (2.22),   (2.29)   -   (2.31),   and   (2.43)   we  obtain 

^0)qs.iiJ0W) kn   I 

2k  k(i) 

x  z 

kp^)k(°> 
(1) 

2k  k(o) 

y z 

^-k 
(o)     y (2.55) 

e'y        (iSlliSll        l«i±) 
,     ,     -2k  k 

— (-7   yz 

k,,   1,(1) 

(i) 

k:^/-6(Uu)k^ 

(1) 
(o7  "x 

2k  k(o) 

X   z 1   " ^t^Jy E
y 
(i) 

} (2.56) 

(o)n,   ..(o)    , .. -26(W)k(o)     „(1) ez '^iiisirM-o =-T- 
k!:"-6(W)k^o)    x (2.57a) 

p(o). (o)    1    . -2k 
TIT 

(o) (i) 

k;^-6(^)k(o)     x 

^ z 
(2.57b) 
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Substitution of   these  results,   together with Eqs.    (2.34)  - 

(2.38),   into Eq.    (2.42)   yields  the  results 

Xv(k|1k|f
o)

U))   = - -r^  X   (k||k{o)i«) (2.58) 

x  (knkj0^) = ^Hi- J^ {   .^V2    ,  , E(1) +    ^fz
r   , E(1)} 

y Jl~11        krk
z 

kii lk(i)-6(lW)k
(0) x      k(i)-k(0)  y J 

z z 
(2.59) 

2 
%    fu   uCo)   \   _ 4TT1C 1 1 

9 lr 9lf   k^0' 

x(2k  k  k(i)-A(o)r62(a))+l1\ E(1) -   4TTic 1 y   z      ,   F Xrkxklkz      kllk      L6   (u,)+1j;Ex ^2      k1-€(uü)kz k(i)_k(o) E 

z   z 

(2.60) 

When we substitute Eqs. (2.58) - (2.60) Into Eq. (2.54), 

the contribution from |X |  + |X |  corresponds to scattered 

i  i 2 radiation that is p-polarized; the contribution from |X | 

corresponds to scattered radiation that is s-polarlzed.  Within 

each category the contribution containing IE   |  corresponds to 

Incident radiation which is p-polarlzed, while the contribution 

(W   2 
containing   |E       |     corresponds  to   incident  radiation which  is 

s-polarized.     We can  therefore  decompose  the  differential 

Poyntlng vector   (2.54)   Into contributions associated  with the 
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scattering of incident radiation of a given polarization into 

radiation with prescribed polarization.  Thus, in an obvious 

notation 

(S(kll|S-.p))d
2kll - 62 !LLl(|hUi gdk.-kf«»!)^ 

k2  (o)2 
z 

8TT c 

lt .^(1)12,2, 

ki-6(u))k l-lk,:"-!« 1     z' ' z   z 
2TrnTTT3Tr2 lEy  I d ki (2.61) 

<S(kJ1|s-.s)>d2k11    =  62 ütiiiJ^llf g   (Iku-k^D  ^  /0)   x 
8n c 

(1)|2 

Ih-K^-^l* 
d2k, (2.62) 

2|t.(i).2 
(S^lp-s))   d

2
k||   = 62W

4|6<.)>l|2g(||s[rjS[(o)|)  kylkz     I 
8TT c 

(D^ 

lkrkzl2lkil)-^^^0)l2 d2ki (2.63) 

(SOcnlp.p))   d^,,   =  62yi!lii|Illl^g(|k|1.k|(o)|)    1 
BTT  c 

IWJ1*-*^0^)*!)!2 , (1)|2 2 
|kr6(.)kz|-|k^^€(.)k^>|2     |E-     '    dk| (2.64) 
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We can simplify these results somewhat.  We note first 

from Eqs. (2.24) and the scattering geometry depicted in Fig. 1, 

that the incident flux, per unit area of the surface is 

e(o)     C        Q  |„(1)12 S   = -5- cos 6 1E       , s    8rr     o1 v  ' (2.65) 

for s-polarized  Incident  radiation,   where  9     is  the angle  of 

incidence,   and 

(o)        c 
8TT     COS   9 

E (1),2 
(2.66) 

for p-polanzed incident radiation.  We will normalize the 

expressions (2.61) - (2.64) by dividing Eqs. (2.61) and (2.62) 

by Eq. (2.65) and Eqs. (2.63) and (2.64) by Eq. (2.66).  We also 

note that Eqs. (2.61) - (2.64) give the energy crossing unit area 

normal to the direction of k per unit time.  We normalize the 

scattered flux to unit surface area by multiplying each of 

Eqs. (2.61) - (2.64) by cos 8 . where 6  is the polar scattering 

angle.  We next note that 

2 
d k||   = k||dk||dcpc 

uu 
ö cos   9     d  fi 
^ s s (2.67) 

where dO - sin 9 df) dm  is the element of solid angle about the 

scattering direction (9 ,cp ).  Finally, we note the geometrical 

relations 
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UÜ — sin 9  cos CD k -Ä 

— sin 9  sin cp 
c     s    rs k(o)=^ sir 9 

c     o 

k  = - cos 9 z  c     s 
, (o) U) kv  = - cos 6 z   c     o (2.68) 

k, = = -«[*(*)-sin* oj* ,      k^.-a[e(.)-si„\]J 

Again, we point out that the negative signs attached to the 

square roots in the expressions for k, and k^ lead to the 

results c9mk1< o and Jmk^
1^ o, required by the boundary 

conditions at infinity. 

Combining the normalizations described above and the 

results given by Eqs. (2.67) and (2.68), with the results 

expressed by Eqs. (2.61) - (2.64), we obtain finally the cross 

sections for the scattering of radiation into unit solid angle 

about (9 ,m ): 
S   5 

dfOMils-^p) _  2 uj4k(uü)-l|2   ,    (o),,     .     20  , 2 
dfi Ö 24 b(l}Sll~iSil P     COS     Oo    COS       9oSin      ^c:       X 

s rr c «J fa s 

|€(uu)- sin2 9   | 

|6(uü)cos9s  +[f(uj)-sin29s]2|2|cos9o+ [_6 (a))-sln29o]2 | 
(2.69) 
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df (fen | s -» s) 
dn -  S2^   \iMz2il  g(|k|rk||

0)|)  cose   cos2 6   cos2cp      x 
TT   C 

|cos es + [ecuu) - sin2esJ*|2|cos eo+  € (UJ) - sin2eo]^ 

(2.70) 

— 6     —L-^ L_   g(|k|rk|]    'D 
S TT   C 

9 2 cos 0^ cos" 9    sin cp       x o s ^s 

e(uü) - sin e 

|coses^[e(uj)- sln20s]^l2l6(lJu)coseo+ [€ (u))-sin2eoJ^| 
(2.71) 

df(kjp.p)   _     2  /ig^),!^ (o) 

dH ö  —Vr—^ g(|kii~^ii   i) 
S TT   C 

cos e^ cos   e     x o s 

|coscps[€(uü) - sin2 es P[6(m) - sin20o]2 - |  sineosin0s[62(uj) + l]| 

|6(UJ)COS0S  + [eöu) - sin20o]^l2|6(uü)cosOo + [€(U)) - sin20oj^ | 2 

(2.72) 
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III.  Absorption of Electromagnetic Radiation by a Rough Surface 

In the preceding section wo have developed a formalism for 

treating the interaction of an electromagnetic wave with the 

rough surface of some medium, and applied it to the determination 

of the cross sections for the scattering of the electromagnetic 

wave by the surface roughness.  In this section we apply the 

^ame formalism to the determination of the absorption of the 

electromagnetic wave by the medium arising from the surface 

roughness. 

Our starting point is the expression for the scattered 

electric field given by Eqs. (2.19) - (2.21).  In contrast with 

the scattering problem, in which it is the values of g (k\\\u\z7.') 

for z > o that are required, in the absorption problem 

it is their values for z<o, i.e., in the medium, that are 

required.  From the results of the Appendix we find that for 

z < o we can write 

lk,z A 
g    (k,|w|z± )  = eIKlzg      (knuul ± ) (3.1) 

where   the coefficient  functions  giiV(ki|U)| ± )  are given explicitly 

by 

'jiV 

Bvv(k||w|+)   = gxx(k|n«|-) xx 
4TT1C' 

uu 

k.k  1  z 
k1-6(u))k 
i z 

(3.2) 
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gzx(k|iu;| + )   = gzx(k||Uü| - ) 4TTic' 

uu 

knk 

kl" €(w)kz 
(3.3) 

ßyy(kI|*l    +   ) Sy^l-^KT^V (3.4) 

g„_(k||uu| + )   = - 
knk. 

'xz 
4TT1C^ 

v2       kl-6^>k
z 

(3.5a) 

A      ,,,     I      x        4 vie2           kllki gv_(k||yu   - )   =   V ^      -r g/,-. (3.5b) 

*      /.       i      x        4TTic2 kl| 
gzz(k||i«   + )   = ^r-    T: -z-r-r- (3.6a) 

g^(k||tt)| - )  = 
4nic' 

'zz 
u)26(u))    kl-€(lt,)k

s 
(3.6b) 

Thus  we can write  the  function  A   (k||k|f0)uu|z)   entering Eq.    (2.19) 

In the   form 

(o) lk,z  r yk,,^   ^|z)   =e1Klz ^(kHk}0^) (3.7) 
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where ^ (kük,,0^) is again defined by Eqs. (2.41) - (2.43), with 

the only difference being that the functions g v(klluj| ± ) 

appearing in Eq. (2.42) are now those given by Eqs. (3.2) - (3.6). 

The scattered electric and magnetic fields are now given 

by 

E(s)(x;t) -e -iuut uu 

16TT   c 
[€(>.)-i]jdV%j   ^k.-kj^ruknk,!0^ 

(3.8) 

H(s)(x;t) - e -iüüt -V[e(«)-i]Jd2kl|e
l!s-i   Jck.-kjo)) 

IbTT   C ~      ~ 

(o) X   (iS  x  M^llJSlI     üü))    -(3.9) 

where the three-dimensional wave vector k is now given by 

k = kn + z k, ~  ~M  ~ 1 

It should be kept in mind that ^ is a function of k,, through 

Eq. (2.39), and Is complex, 

k, = k^ - ik52) 
k{2> > O (3.11) 

The vector k, therefore, is also complex. 

The complex Poynting vector obtained by substituting 

Eqs. (3.8) - (3.9) into Eq. (2.48), and averaging the result with 

respect to the distribution function for the surface profile 

function C(x)y), now takes the form 
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21[,
(2)z 

(s(z)> . 62 äUlls^iif JA,/^    g(l!s«-i«<0>l)   « 
512TT c 

x{k|I(k,k,(0>U)|2-I(k|lkl|
0)»)(k-X(k„kli

0),))*)}      . (3.12) 

However, In the present case the scalar product k-\(k||k||  w)  does 

not vanish, and both terms in braces contribute to <S(z)).  It Is 

therefore convenient to define two vectors A(ki|k|i \a) 

and B(k||k}o)w) by 

A(kii!siio)^= is lM!siiisW)l (3.13) 

B(k„k{o)u)) - XCkllk^^XiS-XCkHkS0^) )   .     (3.14; 

With the aid of Eqs. (2.22) and (2,41) we can rewrite these 

vectors In terms of the functions X^(k||k|| tu) as 

A^-igxl2   , Ay = kylxl2     , A^-kJXl2 (3.15) 

Bx-irF (Vx- Vy)(k||Xx + ki^) 

B
v-K <Vx + Vy'^'^x^l^' 

(3.16a) 

(3.16b) 

BZ   "   X2(k"XX   +   klXl) (3.16c) 
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We  now  require  explicit  expressions   for  the  functions 

X   (k||k||     uu)   appearing   In Eqs.    (3.15)   and   (3.16).     Combining 

Eqs.    (2.42),    (2.55)   -   (2.57),   and   (3.2)   -    (3.6),   we  find   that 

X^kHk^w)   = - ^  X^k^V) (3.17) 

\y(k|ik,50)u,) 
^j     ^-f 

-4TT1       _1_   f        2kyk
Z (1) 2kxk

Z
0     ^(in 

ki-kz kii 1k(1)-€(uJ)k
(0)  *    k(i)-k(o) y J 

(3.18) 

X2(k11k^o)
t»)) 4TT1C 1  1 

2 k, - 6(uü)k       , (1) 
UU z    k;^ - €(uu)kio) 

x{21cxk2k(1'-k(0)k?[6C1U)+r
1(^)]}E<1>     - 

4TT1C 
2k  k(o) 

y z 

u,2   ' ^~^K k^)-k(o) Ey 
(i) (3.19) 

To obtain the power absorbed by the medium we need the real part 

cr the complex Poynting vector (3.12).  If we combine Eqs. (3.17) 

(3.19) with Eqs. (3.15) - (3.16) we find that the real part of 

<S(z)) depends on the following quantities: 
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Re 
r     n    fk?+Re(k,)

2   0     _-     / k1
(2)\ 

(3.20) 

Re A -B 
L y yj 

= k { o-1— UJ +lx I l+2k   1   Re(U X*) I   .2      " z1   ! y1 J    x \ k|| /   v  y z' 

Re A - B L z  zJ ^'{^^ig^ig2}- 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

With these results we can now write down the components of 

the real part of <S(z)> In the case that the incident light is 

s-polarized.  We have that 

Re<Sx(z))s 

3. ,2    k(o)2lF(1)l2 

8n3c2 |k(i)-k(o>l2 J ,2.    ö2k1
(2)z d kne     1 

z 

9C2,(2)R /  ^-ec^k, 
2^2kl     Rellkz—k. 

-€(w)kz^ . 

:l-kz     /J 

X 

Ik, - k 1     1 2 

(3.23) 

Re   <Sy(z))s (3.24) 
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Re<S^(z)>c  =  6 
„     3|cr   ,     ,,2     k(o)2|E(1)|2     r   9 2 uj    6(UJ) - 1 z       '   y     '        P ,2 

1   z z      ' 

2k<2)z 

x  g( kii - k 
k;*', 4 (k?+ |kJ2)k2lk i (o)| ^     1     Jc "      '   1'        y'   z 

(1) 

k^ UÜ Ikx-SCuOkJ k, - k 1       z1 
} (3.25) 

The vanishing of  Re<S   (z))     is  due  to  the  fact  that   the   integrand 
y       s 

of   the expression  for  it   is  an odd function of k   . 

We can simplify  Eqs.    (3.23)  -   (3.25)   by  going  to  polar 

coordinates  and setting 

k
x  =  kll   cos  CPS      » ky = k||   sin cps (3.26) 

In  this way we obtain 

Re<Sx(z))s 
I^V A2 unjo«) - ir      2Q       ' y   '        r,2. 

=    6 *     r,    n l—   COS    0       rT\    /    \    n       d   k II ^ 0^3^2 o   [..(I) _ ,.(0)12 J        " 

^\ 

8TT  c kv   ' - k z z 

xgOiSlI - k^^kHCoscPg {• 
c2 Sin ^s r,._2 ,  ...   ,2,,,.   ,2 

s   12 v       |k1-6(u))kz| 
[(kf+ikj^ikj 

9. (2). (2).2  fir.2     u)2  1   ,   u)2     COS ^s       ] 2k1     kz     kp   0(k|| --g)J   + -g -72; (3.27) 
c       k, - k 1   1       z' 
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Re<S2(z))s 52tt
3|tW-l|2cos2e    _ 

o~*>    * Oil 8TT c k 

,(1)|2 

(i)     Jo) ,2    JAne"' l 
2k<2)z 

- k 

2     ,,    12,1.    |2 0 2 
2     cos cp 

1   w^      s   k -€(u))k r c2  l^-^l2 } 

(3.28) 

In Eq. (3.27), k(2) = (k? - (UJ
2
/C
2
))2 , and the term In which 

2    2  2 
it appears contributes only when k|| > (uu /c ) , as the presence 

of the Heavlslde unit step function Indicates. 

Turning now to the case of p-polarized Incident light we 

find that 

(1)|2 
x 

Re<s (z))   - a* *3I^3'2-M2 l^_ ^v-^ 2       2^2)
Z d kiie x 

^g<l^-iSli0)|)^{ilf        '    w   ,2^   (^ + Re(k2))kx     x 
k|i     |k1-€(w)kz|       a) 

x   |kxkzk^1)-ik(o)kf(6(uJ)+6-1((U))|
2 + 2 4k2k{2)  x 

uu      y 

(i)kl " ^^^ 
1       z 

kk2lk<l>l2 
x y'   z     ' 

Ik, - k 1     1 i 
} (3.29) 

Re<Sy(z)>p = o (3.30) 
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Re<S   (z)> z p 
fi2 Uj3|g(u))- 1|2 

Q  3  2 
8TT C 

E (l)i2 

^-t^i 
r 2    ""i 

0)72 Jd k«e 
2k<2)> 

k'1'     4 
Xg(|iSll-iC|{°)|)-4r{

£4(kf^|l'1|
2)     XZ' -   -   |2     ■ 

k,     m jkj-6(l»)kz|^ 

k^k«1']2 

y1    z      ' 

Ik, -k   I2 1
   1       z1 

}   • (3.31) 

The  function  Re<S   (z)>     vanishes  for  this  geometry  also,   because 
Jr r 

the Integrand lu ^.he expression for It is an odd function of k . 
y 

We have .•• rded here the expression for Re<S (z)> 
x p 

associated with  p-polarized  incident  radiation  for completeness. 

However,   in  what   follows  we will  consider explicitly  only   the 

component  Re<S   (z)>      Induced by  p-polarlzed  incident  radiation, z p 

With  the  use of  Eqs.   (3.26)  we can write   it  as 

Re<S   (z)> z p 
,2 Uü3|6(u))- ll2 

or, 

32n c 

E (1)|2 

^-ti*)^ 

{< 
uu 

(i)i2rJ21. „—I 
l2J 

2k<2'z 
d kne g(|ki -ül^l)^1' 

01 

2 2        (kf+|k1|
2)!kz|

2       ^2      sln2cps 
cos cp 

Ikj-ecu))^! c2   l^-kj2 ]  + ^ sin28   |€(u))   H 
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2k(2)z 
+ 6"1(u))|2Jd2k|le     1 g(|k| - k (o) D 

(ktf + i^nkifk^ 
Ikj-ed«)^ 

2k<2)z 2       — (   .        (k,| + jkJ    )k||k1 
- 4^sin eoJd2k1|e gClkn-k^D I* 

w Ikj - €(u))k 

(1) 
1  
2 

x cos cps Re(kV
1)*(€(uü)+e"1(u))))}  . (3.32) 

Having obtained the real part of the complex Poyntlng vector, 

averaged over the surface roughness, Inside the medium, for both 

s- and p-polarlzed Incident radiation, we now turn to a discussion 

of the physical significance of these quantities. 

Let us denote by P the energy Incident per unit time on 

unit area of the surface.  Explicit expressions for this quantity 

are given by Eqs. (2,65) and (2.66), for s- and p-polarlzed 

Incident radiation, respectively.  We then define the vector 

S(z) by 

S(z) = -^ Re<S(z)) 
f** gf *** 

O 

(3.33) 

where It should be kept In mind that In this section z Is negative, 

The z-component of the Poyntlng vector gives the energy 

crossing unit area perpendicular to the z-axls per unit time. 

To obtain the portion of the Incident flux entering the medium 
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we clearly require the z-component of the Poyntlng vector 

evaluated at z = 0-.  If the incident bea. strikes a rectangular 

area of the surface of linear dimensions Lx and Ly, then the 

total energy carried into the medium per unit time by the 

scattered waves is 

dE 

■df = Sz(o->Eo (3.34) 

where 

Eo = LxLyPo (3.35) 

is the energy per unit time that strikes the area LxL .  Thus if 

we denote by f^   the fraction of the energy carried off by the 

scattered waves in the direction of the normal to the surface, 

we nave 

^"V0")    • (3.36) 

Combining Eqs.   (3.28)  and  (2.65)  and Eqs.   (3.32)  and   (2.66) 

according to Eqs.   (3.33) and  (3.36),  we find that  this  fraction 

fz   Is given   by 

f(s)  « 6
2 m3|6(w)- 1|2 cos9

< 
:(u)) - ll cos ö 

'7? 7^177^772 Idk||g(|k,,-kfo) I )k1
(1> 

X {^sin^cp    i!lil^^+^        coS%s 

<« s   Ik.-ec^k i2 2  17—72 )   , Ik.-CC^k   |2 c2     |k ,2/      > (3.37) 
*■ '   1       z' Z i 
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for s-polarized Incident radiation, and 

£(P) . 62 aijjM-iif coseo r. c2 ,. (D^ rrt2t 
II       X 

X   g 
,|k       ,(o)n,(l)rc2 2       Ckf+lkJ2)]^!2 2    sinV     -, 

^ Ik.-cr.«^ I2 cz Ik.-k 12J 
|k1-e(tt))k I 

+ £2  sln^o|€(uü)+€"1(u))|
2 JAügdkH-kJ0^) 

(o),,   Ckf + lkJ2)^1) 
|k1-6(ui)ki. 

-  4 c3 r 2 ro^      (k?+ Ikil2)k||ki(1) 

u) k, - e(tu)k M2 l^-ecuj)^ 

x  Re(kV1)*(6(uj) +€"1(UJ)))}     , (3.38) 

for p-polarized incident radiation. 

Turning now to the x-component of the Poynting vector, and 

consequently of the vector §(z)f we see that Re<S (z)> gives the 

energy traveling parallel to the surface which crosses unit area 

at a depth z per unit time.  The total energy per unit time 

carried by the wave is therefore 

dE 
 x = . 
dt y f  dz  Re   <S   (z))   = L P 

-& x y   0.; 
dzS   (z) x (3.39) 
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We divide this expression by Eo to obtain the fraction f of the 

incident energy absorbed by the medium and carried off in the 

x-directlon, 

fx-Tr. x & 
dzS (z) x (3.40) 

Thus the quantity §x(z) Itself has no direct physical meaning. 

The physically meaningful quantity is f , which is obtained 
A 

from Sx(z).  Combining Eqs. (3.27) and (2.65) with Eq. (3.40), we 

find for f  the result 
A 

(s) i? uJ3|6(u)) - ll2 

L    2 3 
X    TT Q 

cos 0 o    r 9        /■^^ kiicoscp 

r 2 sin cp 

> K.^ ^l^+^Kl'-^2^*^-^] + 

»l2 cos fs 

c2 Ik.-k |2 1 1   z' 
(3.41) 

for s-polarized incident radiation. 

The numerical evaluation of the results of this and the 

preceding section will be carried out in the following two sections, 
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IV'  The Contribution to the Roughness Induced Absorption from 

Coupling to Surface Polarltons 

Many of the earlier theoretical studies (41) of the roughness- 

induced absorption confine their attention to the simple free 

electron metal, which Is described by the dielectric constant 
2 2 

€(0))  l-a)p/u; .  In the frequency region where 60«)*:-1, 

surface polarltons may propagate along the Interface between 

the crystal and the vacuum.8) The waves are described by the 

dispersion relation 

2. 2 
c kii 

uu 
"2" 

€(üü) 

TTürm (4.1) 

Notice that for the surface polarlton ck,,^, a condition that 

must be satisfied If the surface wave Is not to radiate Its 

energy Into the vacuum.  Then In some of the earlier papers, 

the roughness Induced absorption is presumed to arise from the 

roughness Induced coupling of the incident wave to the surface 

polarlton. 

The purpose of the present section is to examine the 

general results of Section III when the real part €(1)(üü) of 

the crystal is negative, and the imaginary part 6(2)(uü) is 

small.  m this case, we find contributions to the absorption 

rate that may be identified with roughness induced coupling 

to surface polarltons.  For small *%),   We extract from the 

general expressions simple expressions for the contribution 

10S 
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described above.  We do this for the cases of sand p-polarization 

at non-normal incidence.  In Section V, we shall make a 

quantitative comparison between the results obtained in the 

present section, and numerical computations of the total absorp- 

tion rate calculated xrom the general expressions 

given above.  We do this for the case of aluminum metal, the 

material for which the approximate results should hold best. 

In their most recent paperv ', Elson and Ritchie have carried 

out an analysis similar to the one presented here, although they 

confine their attention to the case of normal incidence, and 

they have not carried out numerical studies of the sort reported 

in Section V. 

We begin with the general expression for the quantity 
(s) 

fz  , the fraction of the energy of an incident wave with 

s-polarization absorbed by the roughness induced energy flow in 

the direction normal to the surface.  We saw earlier that this 

quantity is given by 

(s) 
Re<S2(o-))s /Po (4.2a) 

where 

P
0 -clE^Vcos eo / Btr (4.2b) 

We have the explicit form from Eq. (3.37) 
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z   v       6  Uü   |6(u))-l|     cos   Qn     *    o fr,} n ^ 
f (8)    .. O      Jd^^dk,,-^!)   kj^    X 

2  3 

2  Si. (i)     . (o),2 n   i   Ik        -k 1   z z     ' 
■i 

2 2       (kjl + l^nlkj r c     .2 
uu 

uu 

Ik^eCu;)^^ c 

cos cp 

!ki-k
5 

(4.3) 

The  first  term  in  braces arises  from scattering processes 

which  translorra  the   incident  wave of  s-polarization  to  a  scattered 

wave with p-polarization,   while  the second  term describes 

scattering of   the   initial  wave   into a scattered wave of 

s-polarization.      It   is   the  first  term which contains a 

description of   the roughness   induced absorption  by  surface 

polaritons.     This may  be  seen by  noting  that 

kj-eOiOkJ 

|k3+6(u))kzr 
"|kf-€20«)k2|2 

or after some  small  rearrangements, 

kl-tiu)kz\ 

\kl + (i(w)kz\ 

|e2(yü)-l|2 
.,2    uu        € (U))   i2 
lkll - 2 6(tw) +1 

.    (4.4) 
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Thus, when tho left hand side of Eq. (4.4) Is considered 

as a function of ky , when 6(2)(u)) Is small and €(1)(uu) negative, 

a strong resonance at the surface plasmon wave vector (Ec. (4.1)) 

appears.  We may obtain the contribution to f(s) from roughness 

Induced coupling to surface polarltons by considering only the 

part that arises from this resonance.  We proceed to obtain this 

(2) 
portion In the limit 6V '(u))-*o, by replacing ky everywhere In 

slowly varying factors by the value 

IT W €(1)(») _ It) €(1)(.) 

c26(1)(u)) + l  c2 |6U)(u))l-l 
(4.5) 

where, as the last step Indicates, we confine our attention to 

frequency regions where 6(1)(u))<o. With such an approximation 

applied to Eq. (4.4), one obtains 

k1- €(u))k. 
I*]2 4k(1)(a))l

2 

U;
  (|eU^)|-l)3(|6U^)|+l) ■ 2 m  €(J)) 12 

1 " T2€(gü)+ll 

Notice also that when €(2)(u)) Is small and €(1)(it)<o 
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(1) 0) 

2c' 

6(2)(.) 

[kf+^|€
(1>M] ^F (4.7) 

(1) i.e. the quantity kj   Is proportional to €(^(UJ) In this 

limit ( 9 ) 

When the approximations described above are carried out 

for all the factors in the appropriate term of Eq. (4.8), the 

results may be arranged to read (for small 6^(üU)) 

(s) 26   cos   9 (1),,.,M2  2    (a) ,     !gvxy(U))r c(2),   , 

r2TT . 

x J       dcpssln2cps g(|fel,ksp.kj
0)|)r 

dkn ki 

%' 
|^_,.2       /U)\2      6C2)(üü)        ~ |k|1   SP HcJ/T7rü7^ rrs /(|e(1)M-i): 

(4.8) 

To obtain this result, it is useful to note the identity ( as 
(2) 

€   (u))-*o and with €v ;(u))<o) (1) 

(i)_w(o)|2 
l+|e(1)(u;) (4.9) 
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(2) 
As €   (u))-*o, the Integral over k,, Is readily evaluated to 

give the simple result 

(s) 
■(f)' 6 cos B l€(1)^)i2        r2TT <% , 2 

x Bt\h*  e„ -k|f0)|) sp   z-1 (4.10) 

At normal incidence, this result becomes equivalent to the 

result of Crowell and Ritchie(4), who derived it through the 

use of quantum mechanical perturbation theory, and also with 

the recent results of Elson and Ritchie/6)lt is interesting to 

note that in the classical theory, this contribution comes from 

a small "leak" of energy out of the surface polariton into the 

crystalline interior, due to the (assumed small) value of 
(2) 

€   (W).  This is evident from Eq. (4.7), where one sees that 

for each k,, , the contribution to the time average of the 

Poynting vector in the direction normal to the crystal surface 

vanishes identically as 6 (2) (u,)-> o.  As we have seen, the 

integrated strength of all contributions to fz
(s) remains 

finite as €
(2)

(UJ) -»o. 

We next examine the behavior of f^, the fraction of the 

energy of the incident wave absorbed by the energy flow parallel 

to the surface.  We shall find for f^> a behavior that differs 

qualitatively from that of f^, m the limit t(2) (v)-* o. 
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I 

As explained carller, If the Incident beam Illuminates a 

rectangular area 01 the surface with length L for the side 

parallel to the x axis and L for the side parallel to the 

y axis, then 

(s) 
o 

(LyJdzRe <S]((z)>) / (LxLyPo) 

where Po Is given In Eq. (4.2b).  Thus, we have 

2.3 (s) = SjQlJw) - ll 
2TT
2
C
3
L 

cos 6 

z     z  ' 

d k 
JrT2y  ß(lisii-isiio)l)kii cos cps    { ^ 

sin cp 

v     |k1- 6(iM)k | 

x [(kf+jkj2)^ 2 - 2k(2)k(2)k?e Ck?-^ \] ,u)2 cos ^s ] 
1  1    21 

(4.11) 

As in the case of f,; ', the term proportional to 

|k1-€(u))kzl 
c' contains the contribution to the absorption that 

arises from the coupling of the incident wave to surface polar1- 

tons.  We may proceed with the evaluation of f^ exactly as 

before.  We shall simply state the result as a consequence. 

However, before we do this, we make two general observations. 

lil 
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First, notice that ffs) is proportional to L-1  The 

reason for this is that the incident wave Illuminates a 

rectangular area of the surface with area L L , while the 
x y 

energy absorbed from the incident wave which flows parallel 

to the surface is carried in a small channel of dimensions 

Ly x (the skin depth).  This is evident from the factor of 
(2) 

1/k,   in the integrand of Eq. (4.11).  Because f(s) is 
x 

inversely proportional to Lx, it will not appear in any 

calculation which assumes the incident wave to illuminate 

the whole surface, and then takes the limit as the surface 

area becomes infinite.  Most of the quantum field theoretic 

treatments discussed in Section I fall into this class. 

It is apparent also that in the limit as €(2)(u))-»o, 

the quantity f^s) will diverge as S^üü)"1.  This is apparent 

at once because k,, cos cps appears in Eq. (4.11) in place of the 

factor k1
1) in Eq. (4.3).  As we see from Eq. (4.7), as 

(2) 
6   (iw)-»o (in a frequency region where €(1)(u))<o)) the factor 

of k1
1) introduces a factor of 6(2)(u)) into f(s), and as 

6  (uJ)^o this cancels the factor of (Z(2) (v))'1  that arises 

from integration over the surface polariton resonance.  We 

shall discuss the physical origin of the divergence below. 

As remarked above, when €(1)(w)<o, and in the limit 
-(2), x 
e   (U))-*o, one may evaluate the surface polariton contribution 

(s) 
to fx  exactly as before.  Upon carrying out the calculation, 

we find 

j 
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(s) 
X 

c2 3|£(1),   ,,5/2 
o U)   |€        (uu)|       cos 

TU ay Lxc0(l^^(üü)l+l)(|eU;(u))| - l)2     r:U%) 

.2n  dcp f ^s 2 
i      "IT cos ^s  slncPs g(I^llkSp - £11    I) (4.12) 

The physical meaning of   this result  becomes more apparent 

If we   introduce  the mean  free path £     (w)  of   the  surface polariton, sp 
The mean free  path  is  defined  by 

sp 
JmCkii) (4.13) 

where JmCky) is the imaginary part of k|| , calculated by 

inserting the complex dielectric constant in the right hand side 

of Eq. (4.1).  As 6(2)(uü)- o, and with €
(1)

(Uü) negative one has 

^ (4.14) T^T 

JL 
zc 

(1) (1) e^M^le^M-i) 3/4 
so that we have 

U (s) 
*2 4 

2c4 
|e(1)(a))|2 cos e o l    (üü) sp 

(|6(1)(u;)| +l)(|6
(1)(ll))|-l)7/2   Lx 

»217 dcp o / 
XJ   ^T coscPssin ^s g(l^lk«n-)Sl|0)|)  •    (4.15) o sp 

At normal incidence, k}o) =0, and the angular integral on the 

right hand side of Eq. (4.15) vanishes. 
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The physical interpretation of the result In Eq. (4.15) 

is the following.  The incident wave has frequency uu that matches 

that of a surface polarlton (when 6(1)(uü) < o as assumed here), 

but its wave vector component k;fo) l„ the plane of the surface 

does not, since necessarily ckj0^, whlle for surface 

polarltons ck,,0 > UJ , as remarked above.  The effect of the 

surface roughness is to mix into the incident wave a broad 

spectrum of spatial Fourier components k,, , and the electric 

field at each k,, oscillates with frequency u).  There is thus 

in the scattered field a component which matches both the 

frequency of the surface polarlton and its wave vector, the 

latter computed from Eq. (4.1) with €(w) replaced by €
(1)

(Uü). 

Thus, in the language of non-linear optics, the surface roughness 

Induced interaction between the incident wave and the surface 

polarlton is phase-matched.  For the incident wave, k,,   is 

purely real, while the surface polarlton has the finite mean 

free path ^(u,) parallel to the surface.  Thus, the surface 

polarlton mean free path ^(a;) plays the role of the coherence 

length of the phase-matched interaction, and the energy stored 

in the driven surface polarlton is proportional to the 

coherence length. 

We can see from the discussion of the preceding paragraph 

that the result displayed in Eq. (4.15) is valid only in one 

limit (which in many circumstances is the one relevant to 

experimental situations).  If 6(2)(W) is so small, or the incident 

beam so well focused, that l^)  > Lx, then quite clearly the 

coherence length of the phase matched interaction becomes L 
x 
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rather than ^cn(u)).  In our discussions, we have implicitly 

assumed Lx and L are both very large, and integrations over 

spatial coordinates parallel to the surface have been freely 

extended to ± ».  Had they been kept finite, then we would 

have found Eq. (4.15) valid only when I     (u)) < L , and when 
sp      x 

■^e,«^) > Lv i the factor I     (uu)/L  would have been replaced by sp      x sp    x 

unity.  Throughout the visible range of frequencies and into the 

(2) 
ultraviolet, €v '(ID) is large enough that the condition 

4-  (w) < Lx should be satisfied, unless the beam is focused 

very sharply.  However, in the infrared, it has been demonstrated 

that ^„_(UJ) can become very large     , and the limit 

^„„(w) > L may be appropriate most commonly here. 

Notice that when £c_(iu) > L , | f(s) | and f(s) become 

comparable in magnitude, so both components of the Poynting 

vector must be considered when the total surface roughness 

induced absorption is calculated.  When I     (u)) « L , then 
o |v X 

| f    1 Is small in magnitude.  However, the energy density 

stored in the surface polariton can be very large when 
(2) 

6   (UJ) is small and this may lead to a number of physical 

effects, such as the diffuse scattering of the Incident radiation 

through the surface polariton as a- intermediate state, a 

phenomenon observed in a number of experiments    .  This 

question, along with related problems, is currently under 

investigation. 

The discussion presented above is confined entirely to the 

case of s-polarized incident radiation.  We conclude this section 

by stating the expression for the contribution from surface 
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polaritons to f^P , the fraction of the energy absorbed from 

the Incident wave due to surface roughness that comes about 

because of the presence of <S >.  When £  (uu)«L . this is the 
Z Sp A 

dominant contribution to the roughness induced absorption, as in 

the case of s-polarization. 

We find, after a series of manipulations very similar to 

those above, that the surface polariton contribution to f p is 
tu 

f(p) =  62 /» 
z (;) 

(1) 6  /(uj)|cose( 

[l€(1)(.)lcos2eo + sin\J [It^^l-l]5'2 

"I" -IT e0fel|ksp-k|iO)l)  [coscps(l€(1)(uJ)|
2

+l€(1)(u;)|sin29o)' - 

r 

-i(l+|6(1)(üü)l2)  sin ej' (4.16) 
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V.   Numerical Studies of Roughness Induced Scattering and 

Absorption 

In this section, we explore the predictions of the results 

derived in Sections II - IV.  The purpose of the calculations is 

to explore the dependence of the roughness induced scattering on 

the polarization of the incident wave, on polarization at normal 

incidence, and to test the accuracy of the simple results given 

by Eqs. (4. 10)and (4.16) against the predictions for aluminum, both 

because it is the material which most closely approximates the 

nearly free electron metal for which one would expect Eqs. (4.10) 

and(4.16)to be valid, and because one can prepare films of this 

material with well characterized surface roughness.  We refer 

the reader to the very complete study of aluminum films carried 

( 12 } 
out by Endriz and Spicer as an example of such studies     . 

In the numerical calculations reported below, we have 

presumed a gausslan distribution function for the surface rough- 

ness correlation function.  More specifically, the correlation 

function (C(x||)C(o)> is related to the quantity g(Q||) Introduced 

in the preceding section in the following manner. 

<C(x||)C(o)) ^J 
d2Q| 

(2TT) 
2 S(Q||) e 

iQli -xn 
(5.1) 

where if g(Qi|) is normalized so that 

. 

-'-- —■~-*- — m 
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J d
2Qil 

(2TT)
: 

g(Qll) = 1 (5.2) 

then <C2(o)> = <C2) = 62, so the parameter 6 Is then the rms 

height of the surface roughness.  In the calculations 

reported below, we have used a gaussian 

for gCg,,): 

9 2   o 
E(Q||) = TT a^exp (- ^ Qf) , 

(5.3) 

where a is a transverse correlation length.  With this form of 

g(Q||) , one finds 

<ax,|)C(o)) = 62eXp (. x2 /a2) 
(5.4) 

The gaussian form for gCQ,,)  has  the virtue  that  all   the 

integrations  over cps may  be  performed analytically,   and 

expressed   in  terms of  the  modified Bessel  functions   In(x). 

Thus,   the  numerical calculations   involve only  a  single" integration 

over  0s   in  the case of  the  scattering calculation,   or k,,   for 

the case of  the absorption calculations.      In our numerical 

calculations,   we have chosen 500? as   the value of   the   transverse 

correlation  length a which  enters  gCQ,,).     The real   and   imaginary 

parts of  €(00   have been extracted  from  the analysis  of   the 

optical  properties of aluminum by Ehrenreich,   Philipp and 

Segall(13 \ 
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We first consider the behavior of the roughness induced 

scattering of light from aluminum.  If we let f(s) and f(p) 

denote the fraction of the energy scattered away from an incident 

wave of s and p polarization respectively, then we write 

f(s) = f(s-»s) + f(s-*p) (5.5a) 

and 

f(p) = fCp-^s) + f(p-»p) (5.5b) 

where f(i-*j) denotes the fraction of the energy of the incident 

wave of polarization i scattered into the final state of 

polarization j.  Of course, 

(i-j) = J m df(i-»j) 
dn s 

(5.6) 

where the integration is over solid angle with o^6 ^TT/2, and 

the df(i-»j)/dn are the differential scattering cross sections 

presented in Eqs. (2.69)- (2.72). 

To present the results, it is useful to introduce dimensionless 

quantities R(i-*j) related to the f(i-*j) of Eq.(5.5)as follows: 

f(i-j) - 62a2(^4 R(i-j) (5.6) 
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In Fig. 2, we show the variation with angle of Incidence 

of the two functions R(s-»s) and R(s-*p) , for a photon of energy 

7eV Incident on aluminum.  The two functions are comparable 

in magnitude, and they both fall off smoothly and monotonlcally 

with angle of incidence. 

In Fig. 3, we show the behavior of R(p-»s) and R(p-»p) again 

for fiuu = 7eV on aluminum.  The behavior of R(p-*p) is quite 

striking, since it exhibits the pronounced broad maximum centered 

about B «50°. o 
In Fig. 4, we illustrate the variation with angle of Incidence 

of the total reduced scattering efficiencies R(s) and R(p), 

defined by 

R(s) = R(s-*s) + R(s-*p) 

and 

R(p) = R(p-+s) + R(p-*p) 

The broad shoulder in R(p) reflects the off-center maximum in 

R(p-*p) illustrated in Fig. 3. 

In Fig. 5, we show the variation of R(s) with frequency, 

for three angles of incidence.  The fact that R(s) decreases 

substantially as UJ Increases means that the total scattering 

efficiency  varies with frequency considerably more slowly than 

tt)4.  Of course, this comes about because €(u)) Is strongly 

dependent on frequency in this region.  Notice that at normal 
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Incidence, R(s)   displays  a  feature  at   the  bulk plasma  frequency 

Wp where   6       (UJ)   = o.     This   feature  becomes  small  by  the   time 

e - 40°. o 

We next turn our attention to the roughness Induced absorption 

cross section.  We introduce dimensionless measures of the 

absorption rate A^ similar to those employed in the scattering 

calculations through the relations 

(s> = 62a2 (f)> SP + ASB ] (5.7a) 

and 

<p) - A2 

(S)4Ks + *pp] (5.7b) 

The function A^ is a diuensionless measure of the contribution 

to the rate of absorption of radiation of polarization 1 through 

roughness induced coupling to final states of polarization j.  In 

the general expression for f^s) , Asp comes from the contributions 

proportional to sin cps while Ass comes from those proportional to 

cos cps.  In fz
p , Aps arises from the portion proportional to 

sin cp and A  from the remainder. B     PP 

In Fig. 6, we show the angular variation of A  and A   for 
sp     pp' 

the case where fm, = 7eV.  Note the similarity in the dependence 

on angle of incidence to the variation with 0 of the reduced 

scattering cross sections Rsp and R^.  The solid lines in the 

figure are obtained by fully evaluating the integrals numerically, 
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and the dashed lines have been calculated from the approximate 

expressions presented in Eqs. (4.10) and (4.16). The agreement between 

the analytical approximation and the full calculation is 

remarkably good at 7eV although for reasons discussed below, 

we will see it is less good at both lower and higher photon 

energies.  At 7eV, we find both Ass and Aps are quite small, of 

the order of two or three percent of Asp and App at all angles 

of incidence. 

In Fig. 7, we present calculations similar to those in 

Fig. 6 for fiu) = 9eV.  The agreement between the analytic 

approximation and the full calculations is now less good than that 

at 7eV.  We believe that the reason why this Is so is apparent 

from the form of the integral over k,, in Eq. (4.8). One sees that 

the width of the resonance in the integral scales as 6(2)(u,)/ 

U€   (w)| - l]  .  As u) increases, |6(1)(a))| decreases until 

at « 10.6eV, the surface plasmon energy in aluminum, |€
(1)

(UJ)| 

approaches unity.  Thus, even though t(2)(y)  may be small, as 

U) increases  the simple Lorentzian approximation to the structure 

of the integrand in the full expression for A ip becomes less good. 

At 9eV, both Ass and Aps remain a very small fraction of the total 

absorption rate. 

In Fig. 8, we present the frequency dependence of the various 

contributions to the roughness induced absorption rate, for the 

case of normal incidence.  The results of the numerical calculations 

are shown as full lines, and the analytic approximation as a 

dashed line.  The roughness induced absorption rate falls off 
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dramatically as one passes through the surface plasmon frequency 

at 10.6 eV, and one can see that while the analytic approximation 

represents the trend well, the agreement with the full calculations 

Is seml-quantltatlve, with discrepancies of up to 50% In the 

range of energies displayed In Fig. 7.  Note particularly that 

the analytic approximation falls below the full curves below 

7eV.  We ascribe this to the fact that at these lower energies, 

roughness induced absorption by free particle-hole pairs 

becomes a significant fraction of the total, so the picture which 

assigns all the absorption to roughness induced coupling to 

surface polaritons underestimates the total roughness induced 

absorption.  In the figure, the importance of roughness induced 

coupling to single particle excitations is illustrated by the 

fact that Ass now contributes to the absorption rate significantly, 

while above 7eV it represents a very small fraction of the total. 

These calculations suggest that while the simple analytic 

expressions in Eqs. (4.10) and (4.1)) provide reasonable semi- 

quantitative estimates of the roughness induced absorption rates, 

attempts to provide quantitative contact between theory and 

experiment should proceed with the use of the full expressions. 

In this regard, the calculations presented here should place the 

analytic approximations in a most favorable light, since 

aluminum is the metal most accurately approximated by the free 

electron model. 

i 
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Appendix 

In this Appendix we outline the derivation of the elements 

of the Green's function tensor D  (x x'•ml  whi^ <  *u 
uv^'^S 'W'>  wnlch is the solution 

of the equation 

S{ 6rt(z;u)) ^ 6 
c2 ^ ^ öxxöxM 

+ 6xu v 3 DUv^.>S'^) 

4TT 6
XV 

6(x - *'). (A.l) 

where 

€0(2;u)) = 1 z > 0 

€((!))     Z < 0  , (A. 2) 

together with boundary conditions which will be specified below. 

We begin by Fourier analyzing D  (x, x';u)) and 6 (x - x') 

according to 

DMV(X,   x';.)   -J  Ai       ^'^   -*'") 
(2n)' 

d
Mv(Sl|U,lzz/) (A-3) 

6   (x -  x')   = 6   (z -  z')   r Ä.       ^H-^II   -  x'l) 
J   <2n)2 

(A.4) 
«terekt and x, are two-dlmenslonal vectors given by (k   ,k   ,o)  and 

(x,y,o), respectively.     The decemposltlon   (A. 3)  rellectsX the fact 

that the system for which the Green's function D v(x,x';il,)   Is 

belns sought retains  Infinitesimal  translatlona^lnvarlance In 
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the  x-  and y-dlrections,   even  If   it  has   lost   it   in the 

z-dlrection.     Substitution of Eqs.    (A.3)   and   (A.4) Into 

Eq.   (A.l)   yields  the  following set of   differential equations 

for  the  Fourier coefficients  d     (kumlzz'): 

k k x y 
(C    v2       k2        d2 

(€o 72 " kx + T-2 c dz 
) 

ik    TT x  dz y dz 

-ik 

0c2 
(€. ^ - kjf) 

d d        d xx      xy      xz 

d d yx       yy yz 

d d d zx       zy       zz 

4TT   6 (z - z  ) (A.5) 

At   this  point   it   is convenient   to  exploit   the   isotropy 

of  our system   in  the xy-plane by pre-multiplying  and 

post-multiplying Eq.    (A.5)   by  the matrices  S(k||)   and S"1(k||), 

respectively,   where 

S(k||) 

k
x 

k
v  o  \ / k    -k       o 
y -1               1    I     X       y 

-ky 
k
x 

0   I' S    ^11)=^-  [   ky    kx    o 
o    o    ki 

(A.6) 
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(The matrix SCk,,) is recognized as the matrix which rotates 

the vector (I^.iyo) into the vector (^,0,0).)  The result of 

this transformation is the simpler equation 

€o "5 +--2 dz 

2 

2 

lk« ^ 

gyx gxy gxz 

gyx gyy gyz 

gzx gzy gzz 

= 4n6(z - z') 
(A.7) 

for Fourier coefficients ^(k,,. |zz') which are related to 

coefficients d (kii^lzz') by 
the 

|J     V 
(A. 8) 

In what foUows we win obtain only the coe„lclents g^h,,*^') 
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We note first from Eq. (A,7) that the functions g  and 

g  satisfy homogeneous equations 
yz 

U *2   k2 * o2 \ g  = o &yx 
(A.9a) 

ss-k^i)^-° (A.9b) 

The functions g  and g  satisfy a pair of coupled homogeneous 
xy     zy 

equations 

2 ^2 v 
A   V 4-  d   I €o-^ +~2) c dz / ^xy " lk" d^ gzy = 0 

(A.10a) 

lk" di ßxy + (€o 4 - ^) SZy = o (A.10b) 

These four functions therefore vanish.  We are thus left with 

the following sets of equations to solve: 

(•• 

2 o          ,2 
W i,2   , -ö - k||   + 
c dz 

J)   Byy-^(z-z') (A.11) 

2 ,,2 u)     .   d 

(•.>•*) 
4 —ö I g„„ -   lkll TT: B.,^  = 4Tr6(z - z') dz    zx 

(A.12A) 
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-ikll d^ gxx + K 4 - ^ ß   = O Bzx (A.12b) 

/  i»'2   d2 \ 
= o (A.13a) 

-ik'l d^ gxz + K4-k?) kn I gzz = 4TT6(Z - z') (A.13b) 

From Eqs. (A.11) - (A.13) we see that we can regard the Green's 

functions gxx, gyy, and gxz as the primary functions to be solved 

for, since the remaining functions g^ and g  can be obtained 

from gxx and gxz, respectively. 

We must now consider the boundary conditions which supplement 

the differential equations (A.11) - (A.13).  They are of two 

types:  (1) boundary conditions at z = ± oo, and (2) boundary 

conditions at the interface z = o.  For the former we assume 

either outgoing waves at infinity, or exponentially decaying waves 

at infinity, depending on the values of ky and uu.  To obtain the 

boundary conditions at the interface z = o we proceed as follows. 

It is straightforward to obtain from the Maxwell equations 

in the presence of an external current jext(x,t), in a gauge in 

which the scalar potential cp(x,t) vanishes, 

4TT 

c 
v  x   M   - ~ ^ext  + ~   U 1 

c  ~ V  x  E H (A. 14a) 
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H - V X A ,   E=-Iä,   V = 0 
c (A. 14b) 

B = H ,    D = €  E 
(A.14c) 

that the vector potential A^x^) is related to the external 
.ext current j^  (X,üü) by 

V-'^) "-^ Jd3^ß(x,x';u,) j^Cx'.^)  , (A. 15) 

where D^ix',*.'w)   is the same Green's function as appears in 

Eq. (A.l).  it follows from Eqs. (A.14) that the electric and 

magnetic fields induced by the external current are given by 

a(x..) = - -| E JdV Daß(x,x';.) J-V.*)      (A.16) p J    -aß^Ä'Ä »«" Jß 

(A.17) 

The boundary conditions on D^Cx.x';^) follow from the continuity 

of the tangential components of E and of ß,   and the normal 

components of D and H across the plane z = o.  Since fXt(K,v) 

is arbitrary, we see that the following quantities must be" 

continuous across the plane z = o, for ß = x,y,z: 
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Dxß(*'£'''w) .  %(x,x';u)). S 6zv(x;i«)Dvfl(x,x';«,) 

a ^ .  . -  a 
37 Dzp^.X'^) -^ D  (x,x';u,) 

(A.18) 

(A.19a) 

3 ~  ,   .  -   9 
äSV*'*''•*) -^Dzß (x.x'ju.) (A.19b) 

9x DyB(^/;u;) - ^7 D «(x.x/;,«) ay xß v~'~ 
(A.19c) 

In writing the third of the quantities in (A.18) we have assumed, 

for greater generality, an arbitrary position-dependent dielectric 

tensor 6aß(x;u,) which, however, still possesses a discontinuity 

across the plane z = o.  The boundary conditions which follow 

from the continuity of the six quantities given by (A.18) and 

(A.19) are not all independent, however. 

With the aid of Eq. (A.3) we find that these boundary 

conditions translate into the following conditions on the Fourier 

coefficients d^Oc^ | zz').  The quantities 

Vk||U)|2Z')    ,     dyß(kI|lW|Z2')   ,     €0(z;W)dzß(kl|UJ|zz') 
(A.20a) 

Vzß^l22')  -■£ d     (k||U)|Z2') (A.20b) 

dl dxß(IS",Mlzz')  - ikx dzP
(!s^lzz/) 
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ikxdyß(k,|UJ|z2') -   ikyd^Ckiiüülzz') (A.20d) 

must be continuous across the plane z = o.  Note that the first 

two conditions imply the last, which will therefore be discarded 

In what follows.  We have JXISO assumed a z-dependent, scalar 

dielectric constant in writing these conditions, the situation 

appropriate to the problem at hand. 

To obtain the boundary conditions on the functions 

^v^lt^l22') for which we are solving, we must combine the 

conditions (A.20) with the inverse of Eq. (A.8), 

ß.1N.(k||ltt|zz
#) = ^. s.. '(kii) SVv'(iSll)dn'x/<JSl|W|zz')  , U V 

(A.21) 

and the differential equations (A.5).  For example, we have that 

gxx 2 (kv dvv + kv15,,^,, + k k d  + k2 d )  . kn   x  xx   x y xy   x y yx   y yyJ 

Since each term on the right hand side is continuous across the 

plane z = o, we obtain the boundary condition 

g XX 'o- 'xx ' o+ (A.22a) 

In addition, we have that 

■ 
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dz gxx 

k k x   (k      d   d       +kd)+ _x(k 
. 2   v  x  dz    xx y  dz    yx 
k it 

2ynx  dz   dxy  + ky  dz  dyy) 

ik 
T^   (-   Ik    — d      -   ik    -r- d     )   + 2 x  dz    xx y  dz     yx 

+  ! 7i  <-   ikx Tii dxy -   lky £ V 
K || 

i. (k? - 6Ä(z;uu) ^ ) (k d^^ + k„ d,„)  , o X  zx y  zy 

where we have used Eq. (A.5) in going from the second equation to 

the third.  Multiplying both sides of this equation by 

T 2 2  2 1 6o(z;uu) lk|| - 6O(Z;UU)(Uü /c )J  we obtain 

€0(Z;UJ) 

k|| - ^oi-z;\ü)^ 
c 

  rr 
dz "xx 4> 1 k € (z;uj)d  + k £ (z;uj)d 1 ,2 L x o     zx   y o     zyj 

According to (A.20a), the right hand side of this equation is 

continuous across the plane z = o. Thus we obtain the second 

boundary condition 
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&, 2     2  dz Bxxlo- 

c 

o     d     I 

,2 " u)2 dz  xx 0+ 
(A.22b) 

In the same way we obtain the remaining boundary condltlo ns 

g yy 'o- g yy '0+ (A.22c) 

dz gyy 'o- dz gyy 'o+ (A.22d) 

g xz ' o- g XZ '0+ (A.22e) 

k" - €o S 
c 

dz gxz !o- 

c 

dz gxz o+ (A.22f) 

Equations (A.22) constitute the boundary conditions at the plane 

z = o on the primary Green's functions g  , e  , and e &xx' ^y' tt"u ^xz" 

In solving the differential equations (A.11) - (A.13) 

the following two results are useful for obtaining the particular 

integrals: 

(Ä--!) 
ia|z-z'! 

2T5 = 6(z - z') (A.23a) 
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/ d2   2\ 1  lal z - z 
sgnCz-z') =7J|6(z-z

/)  .  (A. 23b) 

We illustrate the determination of the g  (k|(U>|zz') by 

working out gxz(kiiiD| zz').  We assume first that z' < o.  On 

combining Eqs. (A.13a) and (A.13b). and recalling Eq. (A.2), 

we find that the equations satisfied by this function are 

(Ä + k2K z > o (A.24a) 

-12  +  kl       gxz 
=     ik. 4TTC' 

dz 6 (uü)u) 
2     dz 6(z - z')        z  <  o     ,      (A.24b) 

where we have introduced the functions 

xr   ■ h2     t2\ *  uü2  ,: 

M) 
2 \ ^    2   _ ÜL . .2 

2 < k" (A. 25) 

k?=- /e^)^- k2^ -f (A. 26) 

The choice of the sign in Eq. (A.26), together with the fact that 

«5m €(u)) > o, ensures that Jmk, < o. 
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The solutions of Eqs. (A.24) can be written in the forms 

g      = A e &xz 
ikz 

z > o 

2 
t 

€(u))u)' 
<ir       2TTC       ^-Ik^lz-z'!        / /v ikz fes! ~   :   2 e       1 'sgnCz-z')  + Be1Klz      z < o   , 

which, in view of Eqs. (A.25) - (A.26), satisfy the boundary 

conditions at infinity.  We now apply the boundary conditions 

(A.22e) and (A.22f) to obtain the following equations for the 

coefficients A and B, 

A - B + 2ni 
kiic' 

eduW 
e^l2' 

kjA 

keTliuT 
kiic' 

B - 2ni 
€(uu)uüä 

elklz' 

In obtaining the second equation we have assumed that z' + o. 

We thus find that 

A = - 
4TTik||C' 

uu k1 - e(uü)k e
iklz/ 

from whence it follows that 
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g^kliuuizz') 
4nlkiic< 

\i) 

k ikz + ik,z' ^ /  ^ e 1 z>o,z<o 
k1- €(UJ) 

2TTikl|C
2 , kjj-ecuQk n,^^^)    .ik |Z-Z'| ,-i 

',   ,     ^1 k -6(u;)k e  !      -el1     'sgn(z-z )) 
6(u;) OJ    1 

z < o, z < o 

When z' > o, the equations obeyed by g  (kyujlzz') become xz 
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2 2v ^ikHC 

-2  + k    Wxz  = 
dz UÜ 

2      -k 6(z-z/)    z> 0 

(Ä + ^) S + k? ) «xz z < o 

The  solutions  satisfying  the  boundary conditions are 

ßxz(k|lU)|^'^ 2— ikT^TTOk e e 'sgnCz-z)) 
yu i 

z > o,   z   > o 

4nik|ic' 

^2 kj- €(uü)k 
1 Ik, z + ikz '     „ ^ ^     „ ' >» ^ e     1 z<o,z>o. 

All  of   the  remaining Green's  functions can be obtained  in  the 

same way.     The  results of   these calculations  are  summarized below. 

z,      i      /x 4TTi       ikz + ik,z' gyy(kl|Wlzz   )   = J^J e 1 z > o,  z   < o 

-k, +k 2^gzie^+*,)+e-^1\*-*'\] 
i "i 

z < o,  z   < o 

2ni ;kl +k     IkCz+z7)       iklz-z 
IT Ik^T e - e ''} z > o,  z ' >o 
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4nl       ^z + lkz' 
e kj-k z < o,   z ' > o 

g     (kiiujlzz')   = - 'xz 

4TTik||C< 

uu 

. ikz + IkjZ ' 

k1- €(uü)k e z > o,   z ' < o 

2TTlkllc
2   ,  k1 + €(u))k     Ik^z + z')     -^ilz-z'I 

z < o,   z   < o 

21.lkllc
2      k^^^k     ^(z + Z')     iklz-z'I 

--^2  1 k1-€(u;)k e -e      sgn(z-z')} 

z > o,   z ' > o 

4TTlk|ic' 

Ui 

lk1z + ikz' 

k{- 6(uü)k z < o,   z   > o 

2  2 
4nlk||C , ikz + ik^ ' 

gzz(k|lu)|zz,)   =  g     ___7___ e 
i 

0) ki" €(u))k z > o,   z ' < o 

2  2 
2TTik1|c '     ,k1 + €(u))k     ik1Cz+z,)     -ik^z-z'L ^ 

}   +-^-2  ^Cz-z') 
6(a))uu 

z < o,   z ' < o 

2TTik?c2   , k, +6(uj)k 

km' (^ eiüDk 
lk(z + z')     iklz-z' \    ,   4TTC     , , / v j   +       2     6(z - z   ) 

z > o,   z   > o 
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4TTik||c 

uu 

j ik1z + Ikz' 

2~   " k. -€(u))k e z < o,   z   > o 

ßxx(k|HJuIzz/)= - 4TT1C
2 kkl 

uu 2      k, •- 6(uj)k 

ikz + ik1z' 
z > o,   z   < o 

2TTlk1C       ,   kj  +€(U))k      Ikj^Cz+z') -ik 

"6(.)W
2    lkl-^^ke 

z - z 

'} 

z < o,   z'< o 

,  JTTlkcg    f   kl+g^)k       ^(^^j 
7      t k1-€(u;)k e + iklz-z' 

| z > o,   z ' > o 

4nlkc2 kl 

uu 2      k,- e(ui))k 

ikj^z + ikz' 

z < o,   z   > o 

n,     I      /^       4Trik||C kl 
'zx 

uu 2        k1-€(uJ)k 

ikz + ikjZ' 
z > O,   Z ' < o 

j^lic    ; k1+6(|i))k     Ik^z+z')       -ikjz-z'l 

SC^uu2    ^ ^i-^^k e     ' +e sgn(z-z')} 

z < o,   z ' < o 
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2TTlh;"c   r ki + €(w)k  ik(z + z^ ,rikiz-z-|    t     ..x 
-^2  Ik^lTüök6 +e 'sgnCz-z)) 

z > o,   z   > o 

4TTik|iC' Ikj^z + ikz' 

uu 2 k1-6(uu)k z < o,  z   > o 

We conclude this Appendix by pointing out that in addition to 

the uses to which they are put in the present paper, the Green's 

functions D  (x,^';yü), whose Fourier coefficients g  (knuulzz') 

have been presented here,also arise in the evaluation of 

thermodynamic and double-time Green's functions, and correlation 

functions of the electromagnetic fields in the layered medium 

for which the present calculations haye been carried out.   ^ 

For example, we consider the retarded Green's function 

Daß(^l'~2;tl " t2) -^W^VSlV' AB(^t2)J)  (A-27) 

where A(x,t) is now the operator of the vector potential in the 

Heisenberg representation, and the angular brackets denote an 

average with respect to the canonical ensemble described by the 

Hamiltonian of the electromagnetic field.  The Fourier transform 

of this Green's function can be written in the form 
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00 

iuuCtT - t9) „ 

--J dx(i-e-ßf'x)  ttß ^ :v— x-uj-lo 
(A.28) 

wh ere the spectral density p^oCx^x^ix) Is given by 
Or p "^X ~iS 

p<»ß{il'52;x) = mn 

-ßE e ^ m (mJA^x^lnXnlA (x2)|m>6(x-^(En-Ein)) 

(A.29) 

in terms of the eigenfunctions |n) and eigenvalues En of the system 

Hamiltonian; Z is the partition function.  We can express the 

Fourier transforms of several useful correlation functions in 

terms of p -(x.,x0;x).  For example, we have that 
ftp  ^X  i-'^i 

Jdc^-v* iw(t1- t2) 
(Aa(^ltl)Aß(i2t2)) = 2TTPftß^1^2:u)) (A-30) 

2 
jdCt^t^ e

iu)(tl-t2)<Ea(x1t1)E (x2t2)) - 2n^2 P«.^ .Xgju») 
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The  spectral  density  Paß (^ ,x2 ;Uü)  
can be obtained   in a 

(15 ) Standard  fashion .     We   introduce a function ou   the complex 

variable z  by 

0<ß   ~1   ~Z J ' x - z (A.32) 

which coincides with  D ,, (x, ^ ;UJ)   for Jmz > o.      (For Jmz < o 
OP    ~i    "d 

A 
Dcrß ~l'~2;z^ coincldes with the Fourier transform of the advanced 

Green's function.)  Then we have that 

)aß(^1^2;tw) = 2^   " l-e-^ [K^zi'^'V+ lo) - %^i^2^ - io)j 

(A.33) 

The importance of the Green's functions D^. (x, ,x0 ;Uü) studied in 
Up      ~.l      r^d 

this  Appendix  for such calculations  lies  in the  fact   that 
( 10 Dzyaloshinski and Pitayevski      ^   have established  the  relation 

.R D     (x.x'.iw)   - hDrvaix)x' ;{u) (A.34) 

from which D (x.x'jz) can be obtained, and hence the spectral 

density p  (x.x'iuu) and other useful correlation functions. 
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Figure Captions 

Flg. 1.  The scattering geometry employed in this paper. 

Fig, 2.  The variation of the scattering functions R(s-*s) and 

R(s->p) with angle of incidence, for a 7eV photon 

incident on aluminum.  The transverse 
o 

correlation length a has been chosen equal to 500A. 

Fig. 3.  The variation of the scattering functions R(p-*s) and 

R(p-»p) with angle of incidence, for a 7eV photon 

incident on aluminum.  The transverse 
o 

correlation length a has been chosen equal to 500A. 

Fig. 4.  The variation of the scattering functions R(s) and R(p) 

with angle of incidence, for a 7eV photon 

incident on aluminum.  The transverse correlation 

a has been chosen equal to 500Ä. 

Fig. 5.  The variation of R(s) with frequency for several angles 

of incidence, at 7cV for aluminum.  The transverse 
o 

correlation length a has been chosen equal to 500A. 

Fig. 6.  The functions A  and A   as functions of the angle of 

Incidence, for a photon of fiuu = 7eV Incident on 

aluminum.  The solid line is a result of a numerical 

integration over the exact formulas, and the dashed 

lines are obtained from Eqs. (4.10) and (4.15). The 

transverse correlation length a has been chosen equal 
o 

to 500A, 

Fig. 7.  The functions A  and A  as functions of the angle of 

incidence, for a photon of energy h\u  = 9eV incident 

on aluminum.  The solid line is a result of a numerical 
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Integration over the exact formula, and the 

dashed lines are obtained from Eqs. (4.10) and (4.15). 

The transverse correlation length a has been chosen 
o 

equal to 500A. 

Fig. 8.  The variation with frequency at normal incidence of 

Asp' Ass and the analytic approximation to the roughness 

Induced absorption cross section.  The calculations have 

been performed for an aluminum substrate with the 
o 

transverse correlation length a equal to 500A. 
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C7. INFRARED ABSORPTION BY THE HIGHER-ORDER-DIPOLE-MOMENT MECHANISM* 

M. Sparks 

Xonics, Incorporated, Van Nuys, California 91406 

Tlie simple model consisting of a one-dimensional chain of 

alternating rigid positive ions and shell-mcdel negative ions connected 

by anharmonic forces gives Insight into the Lax-Burstein ronlinear- 

dipole-moment mechanism (LB) of multiphonon absorption, especially in 

relation to the anharmonic-potential mechanism (AP) in polar crystals. 

The model and general considerations suggest that  LB dominates AP in 

the high-frequency region of current interest and that the  LB and AP 

llamiltonians have opposite signs.   The resulting minimum in the absorp- 

tion coefficient ß should be observable if it were in the region of expo- 

nential decay of ßitc). The most likely explanation for the apparent lack 

of the minimum in experiments is that it occurs at the observed minimum 

nearest the Peststrahlen peak in ß(x).   Even though the accuracy of the 

results from the model is not expected to be great, the minimum is in the 

two-phonon region, though not as close to the peak as the first observed 

minimum. Since a larger value of LB corresponds to a minimum nearer 

the peak, tills explanation results in theoretical values of ß at high CO 

that are considerably greater than experimental values in the alkali 

halides.   In spite of this difficulty, it is unlikely that  LB is negligible in 

the high-frequency region if shell models are believable in general.   Pos- 

sibilities of a positive  LB to AP ratio, which would alleviate the difficulty, 

aro shown to exist but to be unlikely. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

'Hie development of high-power in.6Mm lasers has created considerable 

interest in infrared transmitting materials with ultrasmall absorption.   The 

intrinsic absorption limit in the highly transparent region now appears to be 

set by multiphonon absorption in many materials, particularly the alkali 

haUdes.   There are two sources of multiphonon absorption, the anharmonic- 

potential mechanism   and the Lax-Burstein nonlinear-dipole-moment mech- 

amsm,        which are illustrated schematically in Fig. Gl for the two-phonon 

summation process.   In nonpolar crystals, such as diamond, the anharmonic- 

potential mechanism is inoperative, and only the Lax-Burstein mechanism 

contributes to the multiphonon absorption.   Until recently, it appeared that 

the Lax-Burstein mechanism was negligible in polar crystals, such as the 

alkali halides, although there were conflicting opinions.3 

The recent interest in multiphonon absorption has also stimulated re- 

newed interest in the Lax-Burstein mechanism in polar crystals.4"8   At 

our present state of knowledge, we are still not in a position to answer 

with certainty the question of which mechanism dominates in polar crystals. 

Theoretical calculations are necessarily besed on models, and the results 

must be model dependent since the rigid-ion model gives no Lax-Burstein 

effect,  for example.   There is no obvious way to distinguish between 

the two experimentally.   In view of the renewed attention to the Lax- 

Burstein mechanism, it is of interest to reexamine the effect from a simple 

point of view. Thus, the first purpose of the present paper is to examine the 

simplest model that contains the essential physics to produce the Lax-Burstein 
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effect, which has heen treated in the past mostly by adding the appropriate 

terms to the Hamiltonian.   The model, which is discussed in Sec. II, is a one- 

dimensional line of alternating rigid positive ions and simple-shell-model 

negative ions with one of the force  constants anharmonic.   Both the polarize- 

bility and anharmonicity are required in order to obtain a nonzero Lax-Burstein 

effect.   Extensions of the model are discussed in Sees. II and III. 

Although the detailed features of the results of such a simple model cannot be 

expected to give accurate numerical results for real crystals, and in spite of the 

difficulty of the model dependence of theoretical results already mentioned, the 

general results of the model do have important consequences for real materials. 

Both the relative magnitudes and signs of the Lax-Burstein and anharmonic 

Hamiltonians 3iLß and JC^ are of interest.   The absence of a resonance de- 

nominator in the Lax-Burstein Hamiltonian makes the Lax-Burstein contribution 

to the optical absorption coefficient ß decrease less rapidly with increasing 

frequency cc  so that the Lax-Burstein mechanism dominates at some suffi- 

ciently high frequency u).   At the fundamental resonance (at frequency co  ) in 

the anharmonic-potential mechanism, the contribution fl    ,   to fi from this 
^anh       r 

process is much greater than the contribution ßLn from the Lax-Burstein 

process, which does not have a resonance.    These two limits imply that 

'XLB I =   '^anh I   at S0ITie frenuency co      that is greater than cof.   Since 

values of to       greater than ~ 2. 5 a)f are discussed and the high-frequency 

region is of great interest, an important feature of the calculations below is 

that they are not   restricted to the two-phonon region, as were most previous 

treatments. 
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'Hie model and general considerations of the Szigeti effective charge,9 the 

polarizabilities of the ions, and shell model results for phonon dispersion rela- 

tions suggest that aJeq is sufficiently small that the Lax-Burstein mechanism 

dominates in the high-frequency region of current interest, typically co ^ 7üJ 

Furthermore, the model predicts that the Ilamiltonians for the two processes 

have different signs, which implies that there should be an observable minimum 

at M = ^eq in the absorPtion coefficient.   There are no changes in the parame- 

ters in the model that give a positive sign.   Different models that could in prin- 

ciple, though apparently not in practice, give a positive sign are discussed in 

Sec. III.   This negative sign poses a difficulty to any theory which predicts that 

^LB >> ^anh' since no such minirnum has been observed. It is possible that the 

minimum occurs in the two-phonon region and is obscured by the two-phonon 

structure. Simple estimates in Sec. IV indicate that if this is indeed the case, 

then the theoretical values   of ß that contain no adjustable parameters are sev- 

eral orders of magnitude greater than the experimental values at high frequencies. 

The frequency and temperature dependence of ß cannot be used to determine 

which mechanism controls ß.   Both mechanisms give rise to a nearly exponential 

decrease in ß with increasing co. It has been pointed out previously10 that the 

explicit temperature dependence is the same for the two processes.   The implicit 

temperature dependence resulting from wavevector-conservation effects10 and 

from the temperature dependence of the phonon frequencies ami lattice constants11 

does give a slightly different temperature dependence for the two processes. How- 

ever, at the present time it would be impossible to distinguish between the two on 

the basis of this rather small difference. 
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It is shown in Sec. II that the difference between the present negative sign 
4 

of K. n/K    i    and the positive sign suggested by Mills and Maradudin   results 

from their assumption that charge flnvs from one ion to another as the spacing 

between the ions changes, in contrast to the present assumption of a polariza- 

tion change with no net change in charge.   The polarizable-ion model is more 

plausible than the charge-flow model, which involves the transfer of small 

fractions of the electron charge from one ion to another. 

Using an analysis, quite different from the present one, of a one-dimensional 

model with both ions polarizable, Keating and Kupprecht  concluded that the   Lax- 

Burstein mechanism was negligible.   Their results in the two-phonon region appear 

to be similar to the present results with n = 2 .   In Sec. Ill it is shown that their 

different conclusion results from their neglect of the frequency dependence of the 

ratio 3C T „ /K   , . LB     anh 

The simplicity of the model and analysis affords intuitive explanations of 

the Szigeti effective charge, the fact that a crystal of uncharged atoms can be 

polar, the need for both anharmonicity and polarizability in order to have a Lax- 

Burstein effect. 
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II.   MODEL 

A .simple model that gives the Lax-Burstein effect is a one-dimensional 

chain of alternating point-charge positive and simple-shell-model negative ions 

as shown in Fig.G2. The positive ions are rigid, that is unpolarizahle, a^d have 

charge q .   A negative ion consists of a massive positive core of charge q and a 

massless shell of charge -2 q.   The electronic excitations that would result from 

a small shell mass are not of interest here.   The core is connected to the shell 

by a Hookian spring having spring constant g.   That is. the force on the core is 

-gi, where Z is the relative displacement of the core and shell.   The positive 

ions are connected to the shell of the negative ions by a nonlinear spring having 

force constant  F a^d nonlinear force constants Gn .   That is. the force on the 

shell from the left in Fig. G2 is 

force   =   -Fx  + G2 x2 + GgX3 + •••   . 
(2.1) 

where x = (u0 - £ ) - u . is the relative displacement of the positive ion and the 

shell of the negative ion.   The equilibrium positions of the ions are r.  and r. ± a. 

and the displacements of the ion cores from equilibrium are u0 H  u(r. ) ^ 

u± =   u(r.  + a). 

Bilz     calculated the phonon frequencies from this model without the an- 

harmonicity (all Gn = ()).   Previous absorption coefficient calculations have 

considered the two-phonon summation process. Since the general n-phonon pro- 

cess is of far greater current interest and the analysis is only slightly more 

complicated than that for n = 2 , the case of general n is considered. 

The net dipole moment <? of the chain determines the coupling to an applied 

electromagnetic field, as is well known and demonstrated explicitly for this 
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model in Sec. III.   The contribution p+  of a rigid positive ion to ^  is 

p    -^ qu   ,   The contribution p_   of the polarizable negative ions to ^  con- 

tains a displacement term proportional u,.   plus a contribution from the rela- 

tive displacement of the core and shell.   In particular, p_ = q UQ - 2q(Ug - A), 

where un - i.   is the displacement of the core.   Tlius, 

p_   =   -q u0   +  2q£      , (2.2) 

which shows that the un   term is the same as that of a rigid ion of charge -q 

and the >hell polarization term is 2q£. 

In the n-phonon region      [(n-j)a)f<W<(n + j)cüf, very roughly], 

all C      with  m $   n   contribute to the absorption.   However, it has been shown 

that the leading terms come from G   .   The value of £ can be determined from 

the condition that the sum of the forces on the massless shell be zero: 

10 

gX   =   -F(u+0 + i)   +    Gn(u+0+£) 

(u.0 H)  -   Gn(u0. - i 

where u u^    -   u    and u,   :-r  -u „.  In keeping track of the signs of the G 

terms, it is useful to realize that the G9 force lends to extend the springs when in 

either tension or compression.   These equations can be rewritten as 

^  =   -!V{uiO+u-0)+  GnK[
(u

+0 + A)    " (VX)    ]' 
(2.3) 

wliere 

Fg =   F/(g + 2F)    , G      =   G   /(g + 2F)    . ng n' Vb 
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Since the C^ term is small, the first approximation £(1) to X is given by 

the first term on the right-hand side of (2. 3) 

,(1) 
•Fg(u+o+ "-o* • (2.4) 

In the rigid-ion limit of g  going to infinity, this gives l^ =0.   In order 

to obtain a reasonable fit to the phonon dispersion curves, the value of g is 

large; that is, g » F.   Then  F    -s   F/g « 1, and (2.4) gives 

U      I <<   I ^ '- u_0 | , which means that the dipole moment associated 

with polarization of the negative ions is much less than that of the ionic dis- 

placements.   In this case, die second approximation i^ to i is obtained by 

replacing Z by r     on the right-hand side of (2.3) and using | £(1) | « | u      |, 

I u_o I' which gives 

(2) 
;        ;V/      -Fg(U-K) + U-0) + Vu

+0n- V")    ' (2.5) 

This result for X, which is related to the dipole moment by (2,2), illustrates 

how a nonlinear-dipole moment arises for the simple shell model with anhar- 

monic forces.  Both the polarizability and the anharmonicity are required. 

It is of interest that the model illustrates several interesting effects. 

First, it shows how crystals with no net charges on the ions can be polar, 

that is, have dipole moments Unear in the displacements. Specifically, if the 

rigid ions in Fig. G2    are uncharged and the shell of the polarizable ion is 

singly charged (so that the ion has no net charge), then i still has a term linear 

in the displacements according to (2. 5). The corresponding dipole moment fr 

(2.2) is nonzero. Diamond would be a polar crystal were it not for symmetry. 

om 
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This is illustrated schematically in Fig. G3 where the two types of ions (both 

carbon, but on different sites) are equally polarizable so that the two JL's 

add to zero. 

9 
Second, the model illustrates that the Szigeti effective charge     q^, which 

relates the dipole moment to the displacement u, is less than the ionic charge q. 

The dipole moment resulting from the displacement of the net charges of a pair 

of ions is qu^Q, while that of a shell is 2qi, according to (2.2),   From (2.5), 

E 2 q X.   =   - 4 q F   u _ - 

qSu+0' where 

Thus the net dipole moment per pair of ions is 

qs   =   q(l-4F) (2.6) 

is less than q . If the polarizability of the positive ion were greater than that of 

the negative ion, q^ would be greater than q. This is an alternative explanation 

to that of the electron cloud of the negative ion moving toward the positive ion as 

the positive ion moves toward the negative one 3 

Third, the model indicates the source of the difference between the negative 

sign of K, r, /3<    ,   obtained in Sec, III and positive sign suggested by Mills and 
4 

Maradudin.     Their suggestion is based on a flow of cliarge from one ion to 

another as the spacing between the ions is changed.   They envision neutral atoms 

at infinite separation, which become chaiged as they are brought closer together. 

This gives a decrease (relative to the initial linear response) in the dipole moment 

p as the spacing x between the ions increases, which is easily shown to corre- 

spond to a positive sign of K, n/K   h •   By contrast, the present model envisions 

charged ions at infinite separation, which become polarized but retain their 
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overall charges as they are brought closer together.   This gives a decreasing 

value of p as x   increases, which corresponds to a negative sign of KLB/Kanh. 

The two situations are illustrated schematically in Fig. G4. The curve marked 

"present model"  is the sum of two contributions.   The first, marked "u," is the 

linear ionic term qx, and the second, marked "JC is the contribution from the 

polarization of the negative ion. Since the latter goes to zero as x goes to infinity 

and the two contributions have opposite signs, the sum increases more rapidly 

than that of the original linear response, as shown.   In passing, notice that if 

the positive ion is polarizable, the contributions to the dipole moment from u 

and i have the same signs, and the dipole moment decreases less rapidly at 

large u than at small u, in agreement with the Mills and Maradudin suggestion. 

In searching for effects not contained in the simple model, the following 

features could be added to the model:  long-range forces,  shell to shell coupling, 

coupling of positive and negative cores, three dimensionality, polarizability of 

both ions, vertex corrections,     nonzero masses of the shells, non-spherical and 

"breathing" shells, incorporation of other recent refinements in shell and de- 

formation dipole models, and higher-order multipole moments of the polari- 

zable ions. 

Two such extensions, those of including a nonlinearity in the shell spring of 

Fig. (".2 and of including the polarizability of the positive ions, are interesting 

because they can give the same signs for the Lax-Burstein and anharmonic- 

potential I lamiltonians.   This has important consequences as discussed in 

Sec. IV.   These extensions are discussed in Sec. Ill. 
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III.   n-PHONON SUMMATION PROCESSES 

In the two-phonon summation processes, a photon is annihilated and two 

phonons are cieated.   In the Lax-Burstein nonlinear-dipole-moment mechanism, 

the interaction occurs at a single vertex, as illustrated in Fig. Gla,   In the an- 

harmonic-potential interaction, the photons couple to fundamental (Reststrahl) 

phonons which in turn couple to two other phonon modes. 

hi order to determine the relative importance of the two mechanisms, the 

absorption coefficients could be calculated and the two contributions compared. 

Fortunately, the easier procedure of comparing the Hamiltonians for the ab- 

sorption processes can be carried out.   The Hamiltonian for the Lax-Burstein 

process is the nonlinear-dipole-moment pan of the usual Hamiltonian 

'KPh 

2N 
-   E     pi 

j=l I 
■$ ■ E     , (3.1) 

where X is the number of unit cells (ion pairs),  p.  is the dipole moment of the 

jth ion,  !■: is the electric field, and &       Sp.   is the total dipole moment of the 

sample.   For the one-dimensional case, the vector scalar product p. • E   is the 

simple product p E.   With p   -  q u      for the positive ions and p.   for the 

tive ions given by (2.2) and (2.5) with the subscript  j added,  (3. 1) gives 

nega- 

KpE =   -q E 
N 
L 

1=1 I(u
+0i+u-0i) + 2C;ng(u+0in-u-0in> (3.2) 

13 The linear term of order  F   « 1 was neglected in (3.2).       The Lax-Burstei 

n-phonon Hamiltonian is the nonlinear part of (3.2) 

ui 

JCLB  =   - 2 q E G 
N 
L ng   ^    (U+0i   " u0-i > (3.3) 
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Tlie llamiltonian for the anharmonic-potential mechanism is obtained from 

second-order perturbation theory.   The standard result is 

^KlJ1^  <flKn+ll
nf+1'np-1> 

x < nf + 1, n    - 1 | Kp^1* | i ) /-R ( w - Wf ) + 3 terms (3. 4) 

where the initial state  | i ) =   | nf, n   i n^, n_0 ),  the final state  | f ) 

=   | m, n   - 1, HQ + 1, n_Q+ 1 )» 5C ,,  is the anharmonic potential for the 

n-phonon process, and n,, n   . n.., and n_()  designate the numbers of 

f phonons, photons, Q phonons, and -Q phonons, respectively.   The other 

three terms in (3.4) correspond to the two time orderings of the vertices and 

the two directions of the f-phonon line, as illustrated in Fig. G5. 

The Hamiltonian KpF      in (3.4) is given by the first term in (3.2).   The 

anharmonic-interaction Hamiltonian K   ,-,  is the sum over ion pairs of the 

(n+ I)"1-order anharmonic interaction in the Taylor expansion of the potential: 

KnM   =  [W^DM   E    (u^+1-H   vf1) (3.5) 
i=l 

t]-\ 
where 0    . is the (n-i-1)    derivative of the potential energy with respect to the 

relative displacements evaluated at equilibrium.   In order to evaluate the 

matrix elements in (3. 4), the displacements are expanded as 

.1/2 
i kr. 

u(x.)  =  E wb±(1i/2a)QNM)l/    e      J AQ    , (3.6) 

where Q denotes the set of numbers (k, b) with k  the wavevector and b the 
t 

branch (acoustical or optical), w. + are the polarization vectors, A„ = ^Q + a_Q 
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with a   and a    the phonon annihilation and creation operators and -Q = (-k, b), 

and ±  denotes the positive or negative ions, respectively.   The ion masses M 

are assumed to be equal for simplicity.   The result (3. 10) is valid for unequal 

masses. 

When (3.6) and the expansion of E in photon creation and annihilation 

operators are substituted into the expressions for JC ., and JCpJ;   , the matrix 

nd elements can be evaluated.  Uns can be avoided by noticing that in both K , , a 

JCpp    , one of the A(    must be A, in order for the matrix element not to vanish. 

From (3.6) with k s: 0 and w - w_   = /2_' for the fundamental mode, 

u+0.   = {fi/oi N M )1/'2 Af + terms with Q £ f   . 

Thus,  (3.5) and (3.2) become 

N 
Kn+1 =  [(n + l)0n+1/(n+l)I](1i/coM)1/2Af   S   (u^' - UQ,

1
.' )      (3.7) 

i=l 

and 

KpE
(1)   "--   -ql-  (Ti-X/o; M)172 Af      . (3.8) 

The factor of nH 1  in (3.7) accounts for the fact that each u in the (n+1)    -order 

expression in (3. S) contains an A,   in its expansion. 

1 /9 
Using the well known matrix elements ( nf - 1 | af | nf ) = nf       and 

t 1 /2 
( n- + I 1 a, | nf ) = (n, + 1)      , summing the four terms in (3. 4), and deleting 

( f |   and  | i )  in (3.4) gives 

N 9 9 
Kanh =  -2a;fqE(0n+1/n!) E   (u+0i   - u^" )/M w (w    - w/)   . (3.9) 
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With ä    , /nl   =  -G    (which follows from the result, force = -d0 /dx) 
^n+1 n 

and  cc? = 4F/M, the ratio of KLB  in (3.3) to K^ in (3.9) is 

^LB^anh  =   -4co (a;2 - cof
2 ) cof-3 ( F/g) (3. 10) 

Notice that the ratio is independent of the anharmonicity constant Gn. In particu- 

lar, the negative sign in (3. 10) is independent of the sign of the anharmonicity 

constant G   .    For the two-phonon region (tu <  2.5cof, very roughly), 

IK     /5C   .  I < 52 F/K.   Thus the Lax-Burstein mechanism would be negli- 1    LB'   anh \ 'b 

gible in the two-phonon region if F/g « 1 /52   were satisfied. 

Since (3.10) was derived for arbitrary n, it is valid for co > 2.5 a!f. Thus 

for a sufficiently high frequency, the ratio l^^/iK^ 1 becomes large, and the 

Lax-Burstein mechanism dominates. 

As mentioned in Sec. II, a nonlinear spring constant in the shell spring g in 

Fig. G2 is of interest since it results in a positive value of KLB/Kanh.   Very 

briefly, if G   =0 and Gq     ^ 0, where Gs    =   "*Sm/(m " !) !' (2-3)is 

replaced by 

g£-GSfn^=-F(u+0+u_0)-2F;, 

and (2.5) becomes 

I *  -Fg(u+0-fu.0) + (GStn/g)[-Fg(u+0+u.0)]
n 

Equation (3. 8) is unchanged, (3. 3) is replaced by 

N n 
KTn   =  -2qE(Gc     /g)   Z    [-F(u,n.+ u      )]       , 

^LB S,n 1=1 
gvu+0i '     -0i 
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At the risk of pushing a simple model too far, consider the size of F/g. 

For KC1 with M - 6> 10"    g and  u;f  =   1.1 ^ 1013sec'1,   the equation 

Ir =  Mcüf     ' gives  F =  1.1/ 10   dvnes/cm.   hi a local field E,     , the force 1 loc 

compressing the shell spring is qE,     , which is equal to the restoring force 

gX; thus g = qEloc/£.   The relation between  1-        and /, is obtained by 

equating the two expressions 2q£ and a E,      for the dipole moment of the 

chlorine ion, where a - 3.Ox 10      cm    Is the polarizabiJity of the ion. T 

gives g = 2q /a =   1.5 x 10   dvnes/cm for q ~ |e|.  Thus, F/g =   1 / 15. 

With (3. 10), this value of  F/g =    1 / 15 indicates that   IK, „ I = IK    J at 
'    1.15 '      '    anh ' 

frequency w      -  l.8cüf.   Thus,  in the high frequency region  w  ^ 3cof> the 

Lax-Hurstein mechanism dominates.   It is encouraging that essentially the same 

values of F/g and  w      are obtained from (2.6).   With q^/q       0.8 for KC1 , 

v2.6) gives  F/g =   1 /20, and (3. 10) gives  w      =   l.9aJf.   If the shell charge eq 
is changed, the results from (2.6) are unchanged, but the value of u.1       ob- 

eq 

tained from the polarizability estimate becomes greater. 

Keating and Rupprecht   considered a one-dimensional diatomic chain witli 

both ions polarizable.   The simplicitv of the model was lost in their treatment 

since the model was analyzed by relating it to a previous general treatment that 

was more involved than is needed here.   They considered only the two-phonon 

region.   Their conclusion that the Lax-Burstein mechanism was negligible, which 

contradicts the present results, was based on their approximation that |j      /JC       I 
l.B    'anh ' 

is of order Fg.   This approximation is fair for values of ^ near u      but is not good 

for larger values of w.  It is understandable that the frequency dependence of the 

ratio and its importance were overlooked since the interest in the higher-frequency 

regions was not as great in I1^ as it is at present. 
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IV.   FHF.niJHNCY DFPENDl-NCH 01; AHSORP'IION 

The negative sign in ('.i. 10) shows that ß, which is proportional to 

I K, n + K   , I , has a zero at frequency CO       at which }CT „ = -K    ■ . At the 1    ili       anh ' ' eq LB anii 

fundamental resonance at oc   :  uCs,  |JC   , j    »|3C.n 1 •   (Finite phonon 

Lifetimes prevent }<"    .   from diverging at  co = a;. •)  At sufficiently high 

frequency,  IK, n      :>> IK    , I   , according to (3.10).   Thus, if ß is mea- 1 '    LB ' '    anh i   ' ' r 

sured over some frequency range a;.- < a; <  ma.'    and if a theory suggests 

2 2 
that   |KTR|    >> \K   . I ' at the high-frequency end mo:,-  of the range, then 

the effect of the "zero'   in /3 at u;  : to      should be considered in the theory. 

An actual zero in ß at ^     x       would not he observed, of course, as any 

one of a number ol effects such as instrument resolution or other absorption 

processes   would give rise to a nonzero value of 8 at  w     09 r eq 

According to {'.]. 10),  if LC       were in the exponential frequency region, 

the resulting deviation from an exponential decay of ß would be readily ob- 

servable, as seen in i ig, G6. The light solid curve is the theoretical curve of 

Sparks and Sham       with only the anharmonic-potential mechanism included, 

and the heavy curve for the theory with both mechanisms included was obtained 

by multiplying the values of ß from the light curve by Riuc, 3cC|.) where 

R (u.'. x     ) eq 
■VI.B   ■J- 

anil 
1  - 

•^   .2 2 ^ a. ( u,     " O) f    ) 

2 2" 
a;    (a;      - u;,■ ) e(|     eq        t 

(4.1) 

Comparison with (3. 10) gives 

3 2 
=   (Of /4 CÜ       ( OL) "   1 ) g       "'f        weq       eq (4.2) 
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1 hf gross features of the heavy curve in Fig. 06 agree well with the curves of 
4 

Mills and Maradudin   obtained for the quite different model of noninteracting 

ann< harmonic molecules.  Since experimental results such as the heavy curve in 

Fig. G6 have not been observed, the simplified theory suggests that to      is nor 
eq 

in the exponential region,   'llie dashed curve will be discussed in Sec. V. 

The numerical estimate of Sec. Ill puts a) .     in the two-phonon region, 
eq 

where ß does show structure experimentally that could include the minimum; 

Weq   could bc ^ UIiy of t,le minima in the two-phonon region.   However, if the 

experimental values of ß are divided by R  in order to obtain ß       . there 
'anh 

results a fairly large peak in 0,^ at to  =  to       for all of the minima in KBr, 

KC1, NaCl, and LiF except the one nearest the fundamental resonance.   An 

example of the peak is given in Fig. C~ for KC1. It is unlikely that fl    ,  would 
^anh 

contain a large peak at CO =   to       in all four materials.    Thus, if to      is In ecl eq 

the observed region, it is most likely to be at the first minimum to    . . 
ml 

Figure G8 illustrates the resulting ß(u) for w      = Cü    , .   'Hie soüd light 

curve of ß^ was obtained by dividing the experimental values      of ß by 

R (aJ, 1.3 tof).   In order to avoid the clutter of the multiphonon peaks, which lie 

in region S, and to illustrate the effect of the minimum, the experimental curve 

in this region S was replaced by a smooth curve that joins the experimental 

curve at the ends of S.   'Hie heavy curve was then obtained by multiplying the 

values of ß from the Light curve by R .   The original experimental curve is of 

course retrieved outside the region S, and the heavy curve in the region S con- 

tains a minimum near  co   - to l.3tOf and a correspoiu \ng peak which result 

from the zero in  R  in (4.1).    'Hie actual zero was eliminated by arbitrarily 
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rounding the curve near  UJ =  l.3a>f  as shown, in keeping with the discussion 

above.    The structure .ear the zero at W     . which is shown in the "unrounded" 

curve in the inset, is a very narrow slot.   The central feature of the heavy curve 

is that the structure in region S resulting from the minimum is virtually indis- 

tinguishable from typical two-phonon structure, as shown in Fig. G9. 
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V.   DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The magnitude of F/tr and the sitm of v      /ir / fe anu me sign oi K LB/K^   are important in the 

comparison of 8, _ and B Wirh /..       -IT       t , 
^LB anu Panh'   Wlt,1 ^eq  "  I,3wf from the previous section. 

(4.2) gives F/g = 1/3.6, which is considerably smaller than the estimated 

values of 1 / 15 and  1 /20 from Sec. III.  Tins may not be too serious since 

great accuracy cannot be expected from such a simple model.   Furthermore, 

the similarity between the resulting heavy curve in Fig. G8 and the experi- 

mental curves of Fig. G9 is striking. 

However, there is a somewhat more serious problem.   The previous theore- 

tical results    for /J^ (which do not include the L^.,^^^ term) ^ no ad_ 

justable parameters were only slightly less than the experimental values over 

wide ranges of frequencies for KBr. KC1. NaCl, and LiF.15   If a)      = 1.3W , 

then the Ux-Burstein mechanism dominates the anharmonic-potendal mechanism, 

and the agreement between experiment and theory is considerably worse.   For ex- 

ample, the theoretical value of ^ = 3x lO^cm"1 for NaCl at 10.6Mm (i.e.. 

CO/Wj - 5. 75) is a factor of 2 x 103 greater than the extrapolated experimental 

value of ^ = l. 5 x lO"8 cm"' (obtained from ^nh = ^/R (5.75tüf, ^ 3 Wf) 

= 6 x 10   /4 x 10  ).  It is of course possible that the previous theoretical values 

of ß were too large, and the values including the Lax-Burstein term are correct. 

It is important to notice that if the sign of K^/K^ were positive, the dif- 

ficulties would not arise.  For example, changing the sign of jr/JC   u   from 
Lu     anh 

negative to positive in (4.1) and keeping the same value of ^    = 3 Wf used in 

Fig. G6 gives the dashed curve in Flg. G6. In fact, this theoretical result is in quite 

good agreement with the experimental curve (even though the value of cc     - 3 u 
eq       "-f 
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was chosen quite arbitrarily for the purpose of illustrating the dip in the solid 

curve). It is conceivable thai for Kjo/K ^ negative, the dip is removed for 

some presently unknown reason. 

These difficulties are not unique to the present model.   The proponents of 

a dominant Lax-Burstein effect in the alkali halides will have to address these 

problems in order to obtain a viable theory.   The general features of the results 

above surely will apply to more sophisticated shell models, which are commonly 

used to fit experimental phonon dispersion relations.   Tie fact that  F/g is suf- 

ficiently large to give noticeable deviations in the phonon dispersion relations 

and in the Szigeti effective charge from rigid-ion results implies that the Lax- 

Burstein mechanism dominates in the observed high-frequency region discussed 

above. If F/g were completely negligilile, there would be no such effects.   Ac- 

cording to (4.2),  F/g =   1.2 x 10 '  for cü      = 6oüf.   The k= 0 intercept of the 

optical mode is at (4 F / M)        for the rigid-ion model and is at (4 F¥/ M)      , 

12 
where  F   -  F/(l + 2F/g), for the Bilz model     (G    = 0 in the model of 

Sec. II).   This gives a 10 percent frequency shift for F/g =1/10 and only 

_3 
a 0. 12 percent shift for F/g =   1.2 x 10 ' ,   These results suggest that the 

value of to ^    is well below 6 cof . 

One final observation about the sign of K , ., /K   ,   is that if the sign were 

2 2 
positive for the case of cc    > a;f   considered above, it would be negative for 

2 2 
LC   <  LCf , according to (3. 10).   It might be expected that a minimum in ß(u:) 

would then occur at some w =  OJ        <   üC.-.   This is, however, not the case 
feq 1 

9 9-3 
because  |KL1J/Kanh| = | 4 cü (cü    - Wf   )a)f    (F/g) | <  1 for reasonable 

values of F/g. 
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Summarizing briefly, the model and analysis are sufficiently simple to 

yield unambiguous general results that are expected to be common to other 

models.   The results strongly suggest that the Lax-Burstein mechanism domi- 

nates the anharmonic-interaction mechanism in the high-frequency region of 

current interest.   They also point out difficulties in any theory that predicts 

such a dominant Lax-Burstein mechanism.   The most likely of the known pos- 

sible solutions to the problem of the minimum in ßioc) at a;       not having 

been observed is that  w      = Wml.   Other possibilities include a positive 

value of KLB/Kanh   or a negligible value of 0 LB, either of which would re- 

quire drastic changes in the results above.   The model affords simple ex- 

planations of a number of effects, as listed in the introduction. 

Conversations with Mr. Armando Moreira are gratefully acknowledged. 

Dr. C. J. Duthler made useful suggestions on the manuscript. 
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Figure Captions 

FIG. Gl. Two-phonon summation processes: (a) Lax-Burstein nonlinear-dipole- 

moment mechanism, and (b) anharmonic-potential mechanism. Wavy lines repre- 

sent photons and straight lines represent phonons. 

FIG. G2. Simple model for Lax-Burstein effect. 

FIG. G3. Schematic illustration of diamond showing that symmetry is necessary 

to prevent diamond from being a polar crystal. 

FIG. G4. Schematic illustration of the decrease in dipole moment p   as x  in- 

creases according to Mills and Maradudin and the contrasting increase in p from 

the present model. 

FIG. G5. The four diagrams contributing to the llamiltonian for the anharmonic- 

potential process. 

FIG. G6. Fffect on absorption of including both the Lax-Burstein and anharmonic 

mechanisms.   The negative sign of KLB/Kinh leads to the great deviation of the 

heavy curve from an exponential.   The experimental curves for this and the follow- 

ing two figures are from p. 133 of Kef. 14. 

FIG. G7. Large peak in ß   Au), at to/a!f  ^   1.5, that would result if w eq 

were in the two-phonon region. 

FIG.G8. Construction showing that if the first observed minimum of ß{u) were 

at co     . the resulting maximum (at co/cof   a   1.6) would resemble a two-phonon 
eq I 

absorption peak. 

FIG. G9. Experimental absorption curves foi comparison with the heavy curve of 

Fig. G8 resulting from the LB-anisotropy crossover at w     = 1.3 a;f.   The curves 

are from •?. 149 of Ref. 14. 
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H. STIMULATED RAMAN AND BRILLOUIN SCATTERING: PARAMETRIC 
INSTABILITY EXPLANATION OF ANOMALIES* 

M. Sparks 

Xonics, Incorporated, Van Nuys, California 91406 

The Raman and Brillouin processes have important sharp- 

threshold parametric instabilities that afford explanations of 

long-standing anomalies in stimulated scattering and self- 

focusing experiments.   Below the threshold intensity I  , the 

gain is nonexponential and greater than that of previous theories 

of stimulated scattering, and at the threshold the Stokes intensity 

increases nearly discontinuously.   Typically, I    ~ 10   W/cm 

for a number of gases, liquids, and solids.   The theoretical re- 

sults agree well with previous experimental results. 

Some of the major problems of the physics of quantum electronics, which 

concern stimulated scattering, have remained unsolved in spite of numerous in- 

vestigations.   These include "oscillations" observed in a number of systems with 

insufficient gain to cause oscillations, insensitivity of the "oscillation" threshold 

to changes in gain, deviations from exponential gain,   sharpness of changes in 

Stokes output, anomalously high gain in a number of systems, a theoretical gain 

that is orders of magnitude too small to explain the complete conversion to Stokes 
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radiation in the self-focused forward-moving focal region observed in several 

liquids, and continued dif'iculty in explaining the limiting diameter of self- 

focused beams. 

190 

These anomalies are explained in terms of a parametric instability that 

has been overlooked previously even though parametric instabilities were well 

known in ferromagnetic resonance, plasma physics, and radio-wave propaga- 
1,2 

tion. '      In ferromagnetic systems, instabilities are observed in samples that 

are small with respect to the microwave-photon wavelength.   The stimulated 

scattering processes are more complicated since propagation of the photons 

must be considered. 

By using the well known perturbation theory result for the rate of transitions 

between states, the rate of creation of Stokes photons per volume V by the Raman 

process can be written down immediately as C [ (n,. + n^ + V"1) n   - n   n    1 
2 a      g L      S   Q J' 

where C=2TrlVR/r1l    V 6 (S ), with VR the Raman matrix element,  6 the 

delta function, w = coL - ws - coQ, and L, S, and Q denote laser. Stokes, and 

phonon.   The n's are Boson occupation numbers, which come from the well known 

three-Boson factor nL(ns+V-1 )(nQ+V"1) - (nL + V-1) nsnQ Z   In gases and 

liquids, "phonon" means the nearly dispersionless excitation of the system that is 

excited in the Raman process.   The intensities 1 are related to the n's by the ex- 

pressions IL = *uLcLnl   and Ig = E ti WgCgHg . where the sum is over S and 

Q  in the appropriate solid angle and bandwidth.   (Wavevector conservation, which 

was not displayed explicitly in VR , eliminates one of the sums.) 

By considering the values of ns  and nQ  in a small element dx  of the laser 

beam at position x, we obtain 
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ans/at = C (ns + nQ+V -1 
nL " nS nQ CS^lossnS -csönS/ax'   (1) 

9 nQ / 3 t = C (ns + nQ+V   )   nL-nsnQ     -rQ(nQ-nQ)  -vQönQ/ax. (2) 

where c^ß. and F,-,   are inverse lifetimes and c,-,   is the velocity of the Stokes 

wave.   The last term in (2) is negligible since the phonon velocity v-  is negligibly 

3 4 small, as is easily verified. Previous treatments' '    considered only (1) or neg- 

lected the terms C( m   l-V    )n,   and -Cn„n    . By keeping (2) and C(nn +V"  )n1 , 

where the bar denotes the thermal equilibrium value, the solution automatically 

included "amplification of noise," which was introduced intuitively in the past. 

By keeping the term C(nQ - n()) n, , the parametric instability is obtained, and 

by keeping the term  -C iig HQ , the infinity at the threshold of the instability is 

removed, allowing effects above the threshold to be studied. 

Summing (1) over S, adding the result to the analogous equation for n. , setting 

the time derivatives equal to zero, neglecting the 0,    o terms, using c,, 2s cT , 

and integrating over x gives nL = ni i " Sns' where "T • is the incident value of 

n, , and the sum is over Stokes modes.   Using this result, setting dno/ät 

= anQ/3t = 0P subtracting (2) from (1) and solving for n^, which is substituted 

into (1), and using the well satisfied approximation n0 « n. .   gives 

(nc-nLi + ns + Ens)  ^ + ß^ „<, )  - ßc  (nLi - 1^) ( KQ + V1^ ) 

where ß    = TQ/C^ and n   = FQ/C is the instability-threshold value of n, . as seen 

below.  For values of lc well below the saturation value 1T. s fi cOx cT nT ., the fac- S Li L   L   Li' 

tors ng + S ng  and L ng are negligible, (3) is linear, and the solution 

(3) 

ßtnt* 
ns(x>2:n

Sp   (e       -1)  +nS(0 ) e 
tof 

(4) 

■■ 
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-1 "I 
where n       = (nn +V *) (1 - ß.       /ß )   ,   0^    = |3 - ß,       , and 

sp Q ■ loss   ^g new        rtot    rg new    ^loss 

ßrr v,^,., = ^^no /"T ; " 1)  » is a central result of the paper.   The first term on the 
G|  rlCinf C        C i-tl 

right-hand side of (4) is the amplified spontaneous emission and the second term is 

the amplified input Stokes wave. The latter term in the limit IT, /I    «  1 is the 
-Lil       C 

3 4 previously known result for stimulated Raman scattering. '     The well known ex- 

pression for the previous gain ß  = ßcnu/nc = 2^0   NaRIL/-n(nL +V-1) CüjWg TQ 

at resonance, where aR is the Raman cross section and N is the number of mole- 

cules in the system, is easily derived from (1) with SiW dt = 0 , ans/ax = ßnr, 

and a  = j3 V/ N. 

In ord -r to study the saturation of 1^  as L   is depleted, the divergence in 

nS  at nU   ~ nc   in ^ is removed by retaining the nonlinear terms in (3).   The 
5 

gross features of solution    are approximated by formally replacing E n^  by 

Tl ns   , where ns    is the resonant value (lineshape factor 6(co) -> I/TTTQ) of 

n„  and   91 is an effective number of modes.   For large values of IT. , 
Li 

,-1 ns    » n0 + V     is typically satisfied, and the solution to (3) is 

■ßcx I     -I    \V0a Li    ^   \  c     CT 
T        \   i"1    /IT- Ig   \ c'   U 

I, SO 
(5) 

where ^ . ßc/(Ic/ILi + l/W, Ig = ^scsnnSr, l^-^^lln^ 

" ^ ^i " ^ ^ ^ /( ^ + 1 ^   for ^ > ^ ' and ^0  is the incident (input) value of 

Ic for IT .  < I  .   For I 
S Li c u = Ic. the solution to (5) is Ig s: Ic [ 1 - exp(-/3 x)], 

and for ^ » Ic  and  Tl » 1,   Ig ^ I     - T   exp(-ß x).   For I« I  , 

-1 
(5) gives Ig = ILi [(^/Iso - 1) exp(-j8 x) +1 ]   , which reduces to (4) when 

nn + V'    =0 and Icn « IT. « I  . 
V SO Li c 

g 
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These three limiting cases are sketched in Fig. HI. The portion of the lowest 

curve marked SRS corresponds to the previously studied case of stimulated-Raman- 

scattering amplification.   Note the saturation L, 3; T   . for x» 1/ß    in all three 
o        Li "c 

cases.   As 1^ increases, the distance required for saturation decreases, and for 

ILd > Ic* ^ is nonzero at tlie inPut surface.   The characteristic distance  1 / ß 
-2 

= c^/Tg   has a typical value of order 10     to 1 cm.   Thus, for L . g I  ,  large 

conversion to Stokes radiation occurs near the input face of the sample. 

There is evidence for the instability throughout the literature in various types 

7-12 
of experiments in gases, liquids, and solids. However, there is little data for 

which accurate quantitative comparison with experiment can be made, a notable 
7 

exception being the experiment   on liquid CL and N9 .   As the laser power was 

increased, the Stokes power exhibited successively regions of spontaneous emis- 

sion, gain, a nearly discontinuous increase by 3-6 orders of magnitude (called 

the jump), and a saturation region of little further increase. See Fig. H2. There 

was no self focusing.  All known mechanisms for explaining the jump, with the 

possible exception of oscillations due to feedback by Rayleigh scattering, were 

ruled out by the authors. 

Fig. H2 illustrates the good agreement between the experimental points from 

Ref. 7 and the theoretical curve, plotted from (4), which is valid for most of the 

curve (WI    < 0.1), and (5) using the theoretical value of ß   = 1^ / c0 = 0.51 

cm     and the observed values of the spontaneous-emission and saturation Stokes 

intensities and adjusting the value of I    to position the jump properly.   Thus only 

the scale factors for the axes, and not the shape of the curve, were adjusted to fit 

the experimental points.  Adjusting ßc to smaller values improves the fit, but is 
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Fig. HI. Schematic illustration of the Stokes intensity Ig for three limiting values 

of incident laser intensity IT .. 
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Fig. H2. Comparison of experimental points from Ref. 7 with theoretical curve. 
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unnecessary in view of the already satisfactory agreement and the scatter in the 

experimental points.   The jump, the saturation at large 1. . , the transition from 

unamplified to amplified spontaneous emission, and the previously unexplained 

magnitude of ß    and deviation from exponential gain   in the gain region 

0.3 ^  ILi/Ic  ^  0. 9 (resulting from 3 > ß   ), are apparent in the 

theoretical curve. Second-order Stokes radiation was observed at high intensi- 

ties, as expected.  For l^ ^ I  , which covers the major region of interest in 

Fig. 112, the steady state is approached in a time of order rn   =" 10       sec, which 

is short with respect to the ; J.se duration of ~ lO-8 sec. 

Similar jumps have been observed in numerous other investigations in gases, 

liquids, and solids,       ' but focusing and/or self focusing make accurate compari- 

son with the theory difficult.   Amplifiers have not reached their expected gains, as 

the jump could not be suppressed no matter how much the feedback was reduced. 

The present interpretation of the jump as the parametric instability at 1T    =1 
Li        c 

explains the insensitivity to and lack of need for feedback.   Hagenlocker and co- 
8 

workers   observed that the Stokes power generated by a laser beam focused in 

hydrogen gas at 100 atmospheres and room temperature, where self focusing is 

not expected, increased by 10 to 11 orders of magnitude as the laser power was 

increased by a factor of two.   Such a aha :p increase cannot be explained by normal 
Q 

stimulated Raman gain,    but agrees well with the present theory.   The laser inten- 

sity at the threshold was of order 250 MW/cm   (for ~ 2. 2 MW in an area of ap- 

proximately 0.01 cm   or slightly less).      From the values of TQ - 2 X lO^sec"1 

-9 
and Pg/ljj = 1.5 x 10    cm/W, the theoretical value of lc is TQI,. /cs)3    = 450 

2 ^ S 
MW/cm .   The agreement is satisfactory since the experimental value of 250 MW/cm 

is only an order-of-magnitude estimate in view of the uncertainties in the focused 

spot size and the value of TQ . 
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Sec. H 

Self-focusing results can be misleading because it is difficult to obtain 

detailed information on self focusing and experimental results reported in the 

I literature are conflicting.   Nevertheless, a number of observed jumps4'9"12 

undoubtedly result from an increase in intensity by self focusing and the para- 

H metric instability in the region of high intensity.  Also, Loy and Shen14 observed 

that the energy in the forward moving focus in a number of liquids was essentially 

completely converted to Stokes radiation.   Unless the instantaneous length of the 

j focal region is two orders of magnitude greater than the diameter, previous theor- 

ies cannot explain such great scattering.   According to the present theory, if the 

steady state were attained, complete conversion would occur at I - I   = 4 x 109 

2 c 

W/cm .   This value is less than the experimental value of I = 8 kW/(7T/4)(5um)2 

10 2 
= 4 x 10    W/cm , in agreement with the prediction based on (1) and (2) that the 

steady state is not attained.  Preliminary results of an investigation of the transi- 

ent solution of (1) and (2) indicate that limiting of the focal-spot diameter df by 

conversion to Stokes radiation explains the size of df in a number of materials 

at least as well as other proposed mechanisms.15"17 Appropriate experiments, 

important practical consequences of the theoretical results. Brillouin and back- 

ward scattering, second- a^d higher-order Stokes generation, and the time- 

dependent solution will be discussed in the detailed presentation.5 
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Sec. I 

I. EXTRINSIC ABSORPTION IN 10.6Jim LASER WINDOW MATERIALS 

C, J. Duthler and M. Sparks 

Xonics, Incorporated, Van Nuys,   California 91406 

Two types of extrinsic absorption are discussed.   First, our 

calculations on absorbing inclusions, presented at the 1973 NBS-ASTM 

Symposium on Laser Induced Damage in Optical Materials, have been 

extended to explain the cone-shaped surface pits observed by Doling, 

For a spherical inclusion of radius a located a distance d below the 

surface, the cone half-angle is  em = cos'^a/d).   The second type 

of absorption is that due to polyatomic molecular-ion impurities in 

alkali halides.  A literature survey indicates that concentrations of 

less than 0. Ippm of NO", HCO~, S04" , or CrO^"  will result in a 

bulk absorption coefficient j8( 10. o(im) >  10"4 cm'1. 
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Sec. I 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

We have previously reported our calculations of infrared absorption and 

materials damage in transparent materials containing inclusions.1   We have 

extended our studies of extrinsic absorption in transparent laser materials to 

include two new effects.    First, the mechanism is described for producing 

cone-shaped surface damage sites that are observed when certain materials 

are irradiated with a high-power, short-pulse-length laser at the threshold 

for damage.   Second, certain molecular-anion impurities that substitute for 

the halide ion in alkali-halide crystals can contribute substantially to the 

extrinsic  10.6^m absorption in these materials. 
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Sec. I 

a. CONICAL SURFACE-DAMAGE PITS 

A, the 1973 NBS-ASTM Symposto on User Indue«, Dainage ln ^^ 

Materials, Bollng. D^e', and Criap2 presented electron aerographs of .several 

materials whleh suffered pre-plasma surface damage when irradiated with a 

30nsec, ,. 06^m laser pulse of energy from 7 to 25 J/cm2.   TOese damage sites 

are nearly perfectly conical having diameters of a few microns and depths of the 

order of one micron. 

Due to the statistieal distribution of the pits on the sample surface, it was 

proposed that the damage was initiated by an absorbing inclusion located just 

below the surface.  Differing damage thresholds observed when various poUahing 

compounds are used indicate that the inclusions may be polishing grits that some- 

how become embedded below the surface.  Similar damage sites have been observed 

with thin films by Milam, Bradbury, and Bass.3 

During the discussion following the talk by doling, i, was proposed that the 

conical pit was a crater resulting from the explosion of the inclusion as with con- 

ventional explosives.  With conventional explosives the crater radius is related 

to the 1/3 power of the energy, and it was suggested that this may apply in the 

case of laser damage. 

h a discussion with Dr. Robert HeUwarth after the symposium, we realized 

that the explosive mechanism is incorrect since it implies that the material in 

the conical section is completely broken up.  A simple calculation reveals that 

there is only enough energy absorbed by the inclusion to disrupt the chemical 

bonds along the conical surface and that there is not enough energy available to 

further disrupt the cone. 
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Sec. I 

Consider a conical pit of 7 pm diavneter and 2 ßm depth resulting from 

absorption by a Ijim radius inclusion.   The absorption cross-section of a dielec- 

tric inclusion is given by 

aabs  =  AMa3    . (1) 

where ßl  is the absorption coefficient of the inclusion material, a is the inclu 

radius, and A is a constant of order unity. 1    If we use ßl  =  10 cm"1 and a laser 

one chemical bond of energy leV per 4 x 10"16cm2 of surface, the energy re- 

quired to remove the conical section is 1 x 109eV. 

Therefore a mechanism is needed whereby the conical section is removed 

intact, or in a small number of fragments.  One is led to consider shock waves 

which, however, can be quickly ruled out by mechanical equilibrium considera- 
4 

tions.     In order for a compressive shock propagating outward from the inclusion 

to be able to produce fracture, the pulse length of the shock must be short com- 

pared to the time for sound to travel from the inclusion to the surface.   In sap- 

phire the velocity of sound is  1.1 x 106 cm/sec.   This yields a round-trip time 

for sound of less than 10"   sec which is less than even the 30nsec rise time of 

the compressive pulse.   For the sake of completeness, we mention that Fox and 

Barr    have observed laser-induced shock-wave damage in the back face of alumi- 

num samples. 

Hence the incision is viewed as acting as a source of quasistatic hydrostatic 

pressure within the cavity in the host material. The situation is sketched in Fig. II. 

Neglecting heat flow out of the inclusion, the pressure P at the inclusion-host inter- 

face is found by equating the volume change of the heated and compressed inclusion 
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Sec. I 

to the volume change of compressed but unheated cavity in the host material, 

which Welds 

P =  3 a, B „ T l   eff 
(2) 

to Eq. (2) T is the tempemure of the inelusien. a,  is the Unear thermal expan- 

sion «efficient of the inclusion, and i^ is an effective bullc modulus given by 

Beff     =   l!I   + B|| • where 1 and 11 denote inclusion and host. 

If hydrostatic pressure P is applied within a spherical cavity in an infinite 

median,, the tensile stress along the spherical surface is given by „t  =  P/2. 

However, due to the proximity of the plane surface in the present case, the 

tensile stress is no longer uniform over the spherical cavity. 

The exact solution for the 3-dimenslonal problem of stresses surrounding 

a spherica! cavity near a plane boundary is very difficult, and approximate solu- 

tions converge very slowly.   Forttmately. the exact solutions have been obtained 

for the qualitatively similar problem of a long cyfindrical cavity aligned with Its 

axis parallel to the plane surface.6  T^ese solutions can be used to gain insight 

into the present problem. 

■t is found that the tensile stress along the cylindrical cavity is anisotropic 

and is enhanced above the value that would be obtained in an infinite medium. 

The stress along the cylindrical surface a   is a maximum at the angle 6 

=  cos    <a/d)asissketchedlnFig.u.  Along the plane surface, maximum 

stress CTX occurs at x = 0. 

Tim dependence of the stresses a, (6 = 9m) and ^(x = 0) on the depth 

of the inclusion is drawn in Fig. 12. For an inclusion near the plane surface 

(d/a -. 1). the stresses are very much enhanced over the infinite medium 
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Sec. I 

values.  As d becomes large compared to a , the stresses approach the infinite 

medium values of CTt =  P and ax  =  0.   Tlie two curves cross at d  = /T' a. 

Due to symmetry, the maximum stress along the surface of a spherical in- 

clusion is expected to occur at the same angle em as is shown in Fig. II. However, 

the exact dependence of the stress on d/a will be slightly different from those 

shown in Fig. 12.  First,  the infinite-medium value for the stress on the spherical 

surface is at  =   P/2.   Second, since the stress in the medium surrounding a 

sphere falls off more rapidly with distance than those surrounding a cylinder, 

the a versus d curves are expected to be more strongly peaked near d/a = 1 

than in Fig. 12. 

The mechanism proposed for producing a conical pit is that a crack is nucleated 

at the point of maximum stress. For d greater than approximately /'S1 a, this max- 

imum stress occurs at the angle em on the spherical cavity. The crack then propa- 

gates normal to the surface of the spherical cavity until it reaches the plane surface, 

directly forming a cone-shaped cavity. This is sketched in Fig. 13(a). The half-angle 

of the cone is em, which is given as a function of d/a in Fig. 12. 

Inclusions very close to the surface (d/a < v^T ) will produce maximum 

tensile stress at the point x = 0 on the plane surface.  As is sketched in Fig. 13(b), 

a crack will first propagate from the point x = 0 to the cavity surface.   Further 

expansion of the inclusion could result in additional failure near em to produce a 

cone-shaped damage site. 

The following considerations favor fracture first occurring at 6     as in Fig. 13(a) 

rather than at x = 0 as in Fig. 13(b): Fracture in bulk materials is strongly depend- 

ent on surface cracks and imperfections which have the same size as the inclusion. 
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Similar, but smaller, defects are expected to affect the fracture in the present 

case.  If the inclusion is formed by melting surface material over an embedded 

polishing grit, more defects are expected on the surface of the inclusion than on 

the highly polished plane surface.   In addition, there is much more surface area, 

hence more probability of finding a defect, along the circumference of the inclu- 

sion at the angle 9     than at the point x = 0. 

Calculated laser pulse energies It  for failure are very imprecise due to 

large uncertainties in the failure strength af for the material in the vicinity of 

the inclusion and in the bulk absorption coefficient ß,  of the inclusion material. 

The failure strength crf for sapphire is estimated to be between 6 x 10   psi, ob- 

served in bulk samples, and the theoretical strength cr, = 6 x 10   psi esti- 

mated from ^    r  
=  ITjE» where E is the Young's modulus.  Assuming 

CTf = 2 P at the point of failure and using af =  6x10  psi, we estimate that 

failu-e occurs at approximately It = 400J/cm   accurate to only about two 
9 

orders of magnitude.  Pulse energies for damage observed by Doling etal    are 

well within the range of reasonable theoretical values. 

For the 30-nsec pulse durations used in many experiments, the assumption 

of no heat transfer to the host material is not valid.   It is reasonable to expect 

that heating has little effect on the failure strength and that the principal effect 

will be to lower the pressure at the inclusion-host interface, hence increase the 

required energy for damage, rue to thermal expansion of the cavity in which the 
7 

inclusion is contained. 

Apart from the time for the crack to propagate to the surface, with very 

short pulses t < T  . damage could be delayed until the time T   after the s s 
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laser pulse.   Tins will occur if the initially formed Isotropie stresses are 

insufficient to cause damage but the quasiequilibrium anisotropic stresses, 

established after the time T    for sound to make a round trip to the plane 

surface, are enhanced sufficiently to cause damage.  Delayed surface damage 
Q 

on dielectric mirrors has been observed by Bliss et al,    but it is uncertain 

whether this is the result of crack propagation or stress enhancement. 
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III.   MOLECULAR-ION IMPURITIES 

In this section we consider increases in the overall absorption coefficient 

due to molecular-ion impurities.  This applies mostly to 10.6^m wavelength cw 

systems, in contrast to the previous section which was concerned with fracture 

due to localized heating in pulsed systems.   The increased absorption heats the 

windows and can result in either undesirable thermal defocusing of the beam or 
9 

fracture of the window. 

Among the most promising materials for use with CO., lasers are the alkali 

halides, in particular KC1 and KBr.   The absorption coefficient as a function of 

frequency in a typical material is sketched in Fig. 14. At low frequency, the mech- 

anism for absorption is the creation of phonons, with the fundamental Reststrahl 

peak occurring in the far infrared.   It has been well established experimentally10 

and theoretically     that the intrinsic absorption coefficient decreases exponen- 

tially with increasing frequency in the multiphonon region. 

In the ultraviolet, the mechanism for absorption is the excitation of an electron 

across the band gap to create an electron-hole pair.   In the Urbach-tail region, ß 

decreases exponentially with decreasing frequency.   In between the two exponential 

regions, the absorption is thought to be dominated by impurities and imperfections. 

The absorption coefficient ß in this region is represented by a wavy line in Fig. 14. 

At the C02 laser frequency of 943 cm"   {lO.ö^xn wavelength), the absorption 

for KC1 and KBr samples is extrinsic, having ß > 10    cm"1.   This is to be com- 

-SI 7 
pared to the extrapolated intrinsic values of 8 x 10    cm     for KC1 and 5 x 10 

cm     for KBr. 
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Sec. I 

Last year we showed that infrared absorbing inclusions dispersed throughout 

the crystals can contribute to the overall absorption.     In what follows, evidence 

will be presented showing that another important type of impurity limiting 10. 6 ^m 

wavelength transmission in the alkali halides is molecular-ion impurities that sub- 

stitute for the halide ions in these materials. 

As an example, the case of N02   substituting for the Cl~ ion in KC1 is drawn 
12 

to scale in Fig. Li. '   This ion fits loosely into the lattice and suffers little distor- 

tion.   Consequently the internal vibrations of NO" and other substitutional anions 

are only slightly affected by the presence of the host crystal.   Frequency shifts of 

the molecular modes and splittings of degenerate modes are small.   Infrared inac- 

tive modes may be wealdy absorbing in the crystal. 

Because of the small interaction with the host crystal, spectroscopists have 

used the technique of alkali-halide matrix isolation for a number of years to con- 

centrate and isolate ions for convenient study using conventional absorption spec- 

troscopy.  A literature survey has been made of those ions that have been studied 

in KC1 and KBr crystals.  Those that most severely limit 10. 6 ^m transmission 

are presented below. 

To estimate the absorption at the laser frequency of i^ = 943 cm"1 due to 

impurity mode at VQ, a Lorentzian lint shape 

an 

ßiv) =  (const) &V 

iv- vn) + (AiV2) 
(3) 

'0 

is assumed.  In Eq. (3), Al' is the full width at half maximum, which is assumed 

to be frequency independent. When available, measured line strengths and line 

-1 widths were used for extrapolation to 943 cm" .   Typically for a crystal with 0.1% 
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NOg in KCI 

Fig. 15. Orientation of N02   impurity in KCI at low temperature. 
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214 

impurity concentration, the absorption coefficient ß{v(.) at the center of an 

2 3-1 
allowed transition ranges from 10   to 10   cm    , with A v ranging from 4 to 50 

cm     depending on the particular molecular species and host. 

Impurities that substitute for lattice ions can be grouped into a few general 

types.   First, atomic impurities can either yield an infrared active local mode 

of tiie lattice, or can activate normally infrared inactive phonons.   However, 

because the frequencies of these modes are generally small compared to 943 cm"1, 

little absorption occurs at the C02 laser frequency.   The U center at 500 cm"1 has 

the highest frequency of this group and we estimate that more than 10 ppm H" is 

needed to produce ß{v = 943 cm'   ) =  lO^cm"1. 

Diatomic ionic impurities that have been studied in KC1 and KBr crystals, on 

the other hand, have absorption frequencies that are too large to result in signi- 

ficant absorption at 943 cm      in spite of their large line widths.   The hydroxyl ion 

(OH   ) with v = 3640 cm    , is a member of this group.   There has been concern 

regarding the hydroxyl ion because of the difficulty in removing this ion from 

alkali-halide crystals.       However, using A^ = 50 cm'1 in Eq. (3), we estimate 

that greater than 100 ppm of OH   at isolated lattice sites is needed to yield 

/J(943cm    ) = 10    cm    .       At high impurity concentrations, the OH-may 

combine with other impurities to absorb more strongly at 943 cm'1. 

Polyatomic impurities have several infrared active modes, some of which 

may occur near 943 cm     and produce considerable (XL laser absorption. This 

group can be further subdivided into small and large ions.  Small polyatomic ions 

such as N02   fit loosely into the lattice and have large, temperature dependent 

line widths due to rotational and translational degrees of freedom.   Larger ions 
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^ 

such as HC03  fit tightly into the lattice and have several narrow, temperature 

insensitive lines. 

9 
In addition to the above groups, polyvalent ions such as SCT- can substitute 

for the singly charged halide ion.  In order to preserve the charge neutrality of 

the crystal, these ions must be accompanied by a compensating vacancy or by a 

divalent cation impurity such as Mg    .  The infrared spectrum and 943 cm"1 ab- 

sorption is dependent on the particular compensating species. 

Our Uterature survey indicates that 0.03 ppm of either NO~   HCO~, SO2', 

or Cr04" will result in ß(v = 943 cm"1) = 10"4cm"1.   Calculated spectra using 

an assumed Lorentzian line shape along with experimental frequencies and line 
9    16 

widths are shown in Figs. 16-18 for NO«, HCO„, and SO^", 

In each of the cases shown in these figures, the laser frequency, 943 cm"1, 

falls at the edge of a small number of peaks representing the infrared active in- 

ternal modes of the impurity.   It would seem from looking at these figures that it 

would be easy to measure the spectrum of a crystal containing an unknown impurity 

and hence determine the impurity.   However, there are two difficulties. First, the 

-2       -1 
absorption coefficient at the peaks is only 10    cm     so that it would be difficult to 

make high resolution measurements using conventional spectroscopy.  Second, and 

more important, there will be more than one impurity present in a real crystal so 

that the actual spectrum will look more like that of Fig. 14 than Figs. 16-18. 

In Fig. 19 we represent a real crystal by adding the absorption coefficient in 

the previous three figures.   The individual lines near 1200 cm"1 have merged to 

form a relatively featureless, broad peak.  The only distinctive lines remaining 

are the two HCO~ lines at 840 cm"   and 971 cm" .   If in addition we decrease the 
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— 2+ 
a mount of HCO„ and add different compensating divalent cations such as CO 

2- 
along with a small amount of GrO.  , even the calculated spectrum would appear 

featureless from 1000 to 1500 cm    . 

Die above examples serve to illustrate the importance of molecular-ion 

impurities on 10. 6>im transmission in alkali halides.   A more complete survey 

of the ions that have been studied in KC1 and KBr crystals will be published 

elsewhere. 
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Fig. 16. Calculated absorption coefficient of a KCI crystal containing 0.03 ppm NCL 
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Fig. 17. Calculated absorption coefficient of a KC1 crystal containing 0.03 ppm HCOo 
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Fig. 19. Calculated absorption coefficient of a KCI crystal containing a few impurities. 
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J. ERRATUM 

High-power 2- to 6-^1 m window material figures of merit 
with edge cooling and surface absorption included, M. Sparks 
and H. C. Chow [J. Appl. Phys. 45, 1510 (1974)] 

The calculated values of AT for SrF« and BaF9 contained errors that 

were propagated throughout the tables and figures.  The corrected values 

are given below in Table I and Fig. 1.    The conclusions of the paper are 

unchanged, except that the rating numbers on the original Fig. 3 for BaF2 

and ZnSe are reversed for D =  1 cm.   The figure captions for Fig. 1 and 

Fig. 3 should be interchanged. 
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Table Caption 

TABLE Jl. Corrected values of parameters for SrF2 and BaF2 .   The subscripts 

on the materials designate wavelength in |im and diameter in centimeters.   An 

asterisk indicates values calculated with measured absorption coefficient ß 

(4.1 x lO^cm"1 for SrF2 and 3. 0 x 10'   cm'   for BaF2). 

Figure Caption 

FIG. Jl. Corrected diameter dependence of the pulse and cw powers transmitted 

by BaF2 at 3. 8|im. 

/   4 
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10' 
BaF2, X = 3.8^m 

pulse 

DIAMETER D IN cm 
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High-power 2- to e-^m window material figures of merit with 
edge cooling and surface absorption included* 

M. Sparks 
-Tonics. Incorporated.   Van Suys. California 91406 

H. C. Chow 

Depanmenl of Physics.  University of California. Los Angeles. California 90024 
ana 
Xonics. Incorporated.  Van Nuys. California 91406 

(Received 30 August  1973; in final form 26 November 1973) 

Values of the total power P that a window can transmit under specified conditions are calculated for 
use as figures of merit for window materials   New features of the figures of mcnl are consideration 
of edge as well as face cooling, treatment of surface as well as bulk absorption, use of P rather than 
intensity as the figure of merit, effects of improving materials, and calculation for 3.8 and 5.25 um. 
New results include the following; For continuous operation, large-diameter windows should be face 
cooled, but small-diameter window may be edge cooled, and P often decreases as the diameter D 
increases. For pulsed operation. P increases as D  increases, as was intuitively expected. Values of the 
diameter D^f, above which face cooling should be used, are surprisingly large, ranging between 7 
and 100 cm. typically. For pulsed operation and for O >fli,. in cw operation./3 is independent 
of thermal conductivity K while for D < DEF in cw operation, P* K The alkaline-earth fluorides 
have the greatest figures of merit for large-diameter windows with /3= 7& MW, AT = 50 K, and / = 0.5 
cm for a I-sec pulse on a 10-cm-diam window of BaF, at 3.8 (im with a bulk absorption coefficient of 
JO"* cm"1. For small-diameter windows (1-cm diameter). Si, BaFj, and GaAs have the greatest values 
of / = 1.8, 0.94. and 0.76 MW, respectively, for cw or 1-sec pulse duration 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There have been extensive programs within the last 
three years to obtain materials for high-power inl rared 
systems at 10.6 Mm.1 Window materials for the 2- to 
6-Mm region have received far less attention. However, 
there is considerable interest in chemical lasers 
operating in the 2- to 6-Mm range and increasing inter- 
est in window materials for this range. 

In addition to extending the previous figures of 
merit2-4 to 3.8 and 5.25 Mm, the following new features 
are added: (1) Edge cooling, as well as face cooling, is 
included for continuously operated (cw) systems. (2) As 
materials are being improved, surface absorption ap- 
parently is becoming relatively more important. Surface 
absorption may also be of interest in field use where 
contamination is likely. Thus, surface as w-Ml as bulk 
absorption is included. (3) The total power p that a 
window can transmit under specified idealized condi- 
tions is used as the figure of merit. Use ol p, rather 
than intensity, is more convenient wheii considering the 
effect of changing the window diameter. (4) Effects of 
improving materials, particularly lowering the absorp- 
tion coefficient ß and increasing the strength a, are 
Included. 

In addition to the new ratings for materials, new re- 
sults Include the following: (a) Edge cooling, which Is 
technically much simpler than face cooling. Is more 
effective than previously realized. Before the Impor- 
tance of thermally Induced optical distortion and frac- 
ture was realized,3 edge cooling to prevent melting was 
considered. Subsequently, only face cooling was con- 
sidered since AT" must be kept small, and large-diam- 
eter windows, which have large values of AT for edge 
cooling, were contemplated to keep the  ntenslty small 
and to avoid diffraction In long-focal-ler ^th systems. 

It will be shown that edge cooling can be used for sur- 
prisingly large diameters DSF, ranging between 7 and 
100 cm, typically. In order to obtain the greatest value 
of/3 in a cw system, large-diameter windows (D>DEF) 
should be face cooled while small-diameter windows 
{.D<DEF) may be edge cooled. 

(b) For pulsed operation (pulse length of tht order of 
1 sec with rapid laterpulse cooling) p Increases as D 
Increases, as was expected Intuitively, but for contin- 
uous operation p often decreases as D Increases. Thus, 
for cw systems that can tolerate small-diameter win- 
dows (without excessive diffraction, for example), there 
are the dual advantages of technically easier edge cool- 
ings and often greater/3. (3) For small diameters, I» 
<DBF, the value of p^ depends on the thermal conduc- 
tivity K, whereas, ior D>DEF, pm is Independent of 
K. For pulse operation, ,Opulii Is Independent of K. 

In considering window materials for high-power In- 
frared lasers, previous theoretical Investigations3'4 

have established the effects of temperature gradients 
and pressure differentials. Briefly, as a result of the 
spatial inhomogenelty of the Intensity of the incident 
laser beam, a radial temperature gradient Is set up, 
bringing about radial gradients In the thickness and the 
index of refraction. The resulting optical distortion may 
cause significant reduction In the target Intensity, 
especially for long-focal-length systems. Optical dis- 
tortion may also be caused by deformation of the window 
under pressure. In addition, both the temperature 
gradient and pressure can cause fracture of the window. 

Application of these confalderatlons to obtain figures 
of merit for window materials Involves the following 
three distinct factors: 

(1) Pre,ss«re-lnduced optical distortion and fracture 

1510       Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 45. No. 4, April 1974 
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1511        M. Sparks and H.C. Chow: Window material figures of merit 

1511 

D, The use TABI F I   Values of material parameters used In calculatlnK flRures of merit and values of critical window diameter 
of symbols   calculation schemes, and the meaning of superscripts accompanying numerical values in this and the following tables 
■ire explained In Sees   11 and III. The values of the nnrameters are from Kefs.  1-3 unless otherwise stated.  

Material 

Oe 
Hi 
CaAs 
CdTe 
ZnSe 
MgF, 
CaF; 
SrF," 
BaFj 
NaCl 
Kn 
MRO 

A l2Oj 
Tl'llV 

glas? 

-1. (12 
:t.4.1 
:i.^n 
2,69 
2,44 
1. 3fl 
1,41 
1.14 
i. 4 n 
1. 52 
1.47 
1.67 
1.67 
2 fin 

c 
(J/cm3K) 

l.fif) 
1.63 
1,42 
1.3 
2,fi c 

3. 14 
2.71 
2.37 
1.9fi 
I. »A 
1.35 
rt. n 
3.0 
1.25 c 

K 
(\V/cm K) 

0, 59 
1.4H 
0.4H 
0.06 
0, 13 
0,1-0.3 
0. 09 
o. l • 
0, 12 
0,065 
o. onr, 
0.6 
0.45 
o.on:) 

do5 pf.i) 
E 
(10* psl) 

13,5 
9.0 

20.0 
0.85 
7 2 II 

7.8 
5.3 
6, 1 
3,9 
0.35 
0,33 

20 
65 
6.3 

14. 9 
19.0 
12.3 
5,3 

10,3 
24.5 
11.0 
14.7 
7,7 
5.8 
4.3 

36. 1 
50 
3.1 

a 
(10-6/K) 

•Values of n at \   4 (im arc used in all calculations with the 
exception of TI 1173.  for which the 10. fi-(im value is used. 

"In calculating B„T, the values of OH/BT),, at X   4 um are used 
except for MgFj (al A    0, 7 Mm). 

5.7 
2.3 
5. 7 

5.9 
7.0 
13.7 
19.7 

15.8 
20.3 
44 
36 
10,5 
r r 

15,0 

(10-''7K) 

DEF (3. 8 (itn) 
(cm) 

320 
140 
1 60 
120 
64 
10 
3. 1 
l. o 
1.8 
0,66 
4,6 
26 
16 

120 

40" 
105« 

31" 
nwi 
H.lW 

121" 
6.61" 
6.Hl/' 
IOC 
19(" 
19'" 
23V) 

nm 
0.2"' 

cSee nef.  3. 
dP. Miles (private communication). 

•Estimate. 

DEF (5, 25 (im) 
(cm) 

37' 
97 

((J) 

(0) 

2gt0) „(/) 
8.1<" 

12(/) 

6,6"' 
6.flt/l 

lO«" 
19"1 

19<" 
23 Ui 

9  7"), 

0" 2,/' 

are avoided by making the window thickness I greater 
than a critical value ltr. 

(ii) Thermally induced optical distortion and fracture 
arc avoided by kcepinK the lemperatnre difference AT 
between the center and rim of the window below a criti- 
cal value AT,,,,. 

(iii) The fact that AT must be kept below AT^,, 
limits the total power that a window can transmit to 
values below a critical value P^,, for pulse operation 
or/5 , for cw operation. The relation between p and 
AT depends on the type of operation (pulse or cw), the 
thermal properties of the window (heat capacity per 
unit volume C and thermal conductivity A'), the type of 
heatinR (bulk or surface), and for cw operation the type 
of cooling (edge or face cooling). 

Two of the new features of the figures of merit, sur- 

face absorption and edge cooling, pertain to relation 
(iii) between P and AT. 

II. FIGUREOF-MERIT ANALYSIS 

The figures of merit arc obtained as follows3'4; (1) 
The thickness la required to withstand the given pres- 
sure P is calculated first. The thicknesses lf and /„ 
required to withstand the pressure without fracturing 
the window and without causing excessive optical dis- 
tortion are4'5 

and 

lf D =0.433(PSF a)"2 

J0/U = 0.842[(w-l)(P £)2(ß A)]"5, 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

respectively, where a is the window strength, P is the 
pressure, the safety factor SF is taken as SF = 4, « is 

TABLE II 
fracture-t 
cm'1 for a 

Figures ?f merit   values of thermal time constant rlm,. critical thickness ;,r, temperature difference ArlM„ and 
o-optic. distortion crossover strength (TIrf, for the case A - 3. S wm and ß- 100 cm. In Tables Il-Vl. the choice of ,i- 

II materials except MgO (ß " 8 'inJ) and AUO, (0-2 xlO-1 cm"1) is explained in Sec    III.          

10" 

Materlal 

Ge 
Si 
GaAs 
CdTe 
ZnSe 
MgF, 
CaF3 

SrF," 
Ba F, 
Nad 
KCI 
MgO 
AUO, 
Tiim 

glass 

TlMa 
(sec) 

69n<£' 
760"'' 

2400"'' 
i5on(f' 
1300"1 

i4on"'1 

1200 "'' 
nnn"'' 
6200,'r' 
4Hon('r, 

K30u', 

700(Jr) 

ioooo"r| 

(cm) 
AT 
(K) 

ttu 
(in1 psi) 

Bulk absorption Surface absorption 

/'pulse /cw / miia« ri* 
(kW) (kW) (kW) (k\V) 

4.4(0) 
- otn „(/) 
5,0"» 
3,8'" 
4,6<" 
4,3"" 
5,3"' 

1S(/) 
1H<" 
2.6,l" 
2.3<01 

0.030"" 
n.077<l» 
0, 058"" 
0. OSS101 

O.^i"" 
1,2"" 
3.4"11 

11"" 
4.9,0I 

0.69 
0.57 

,1/1 
(in 

0.70"» 
1.3"" 
0 or.o"" 

.4.;) 
5, 7 
4.1 
2.4 
4.3 

15 
7,6 

11 
5, 5 
4.1 
3.4 

16.0 
21 

1.6 

3. 8 xin1 

l.OxlO1 

6.4 M01 

n.gxio5 

.'LOxlO1 

3. OxlO6 

7.1 xio'1 

2.0xl0'; 

7, 6x10'' 
1. 0 x 10f' 
6.0X10' 
2.2 xlO1 

1. 5 x IO1 

4, 
14 

8. 
16 
20 
24 

4 
1. 

5 2.0xl0, 

4.3 xlO' 
fi 3.3X104 

3. 9X10* 
1.5 xlO5 

1,2x10 
9 xlO2 3.3 xlO8 

8 xl0J 

4. 9 x 103 

7. 2 x 10! 

16 
13 
26 

2. 1 
0.46 

8.6 xlO6 

4.1 xl0e 

1.7xl0fi 

1,1 xlO6 

4.6X105 

6.9x10* 
4. 1 xlO4 
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23 
62 
44 
16 

1. 0 x 102 

94 
2. 3 xio3 

7,7 xlO3 

3. 8 xlO3 

2.SX102 

2.3xin2 

5.4 xlO2 

1,0 xlO3 

3.8 :  : 
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TABLE III. 
frncture-to- 

FlRurea of merit, values of thermal time constant T,M, critical thickness / 
optical distortion cr ■r strength ot^ for the case X-^.R^m and D   10 cm. 

temperature difference AT,, and 

Material 
Isec) 

I* 
(cm) 

Ge 17'«' 0 32(0) 
Si (i. 9tE) 

0. 35W 
GaAs IS'*' 0. 33'0) 

CoTe 140"" l.l1" 
ZnSe lOO1" n.^n"/' 
MgFj 9HlB) 0..18"1 

CaFj ]:\o'F) 
0.4«'" 

SrF, lnoif, 
o..);^1 

rial-. 10l)<fl 
0. r,:i(" 

NaCl ISO«*' I, 8*" 
KC1 130(f) l.S"1 

MRO M1*» 0. art"' 
Al.,0, 42<£) o.ir.101 

Ti 117:1 lOO"'» 0, 53(81 

Rlass 

AT,, 
(K) 

i) 47(01 

0.96<0> 

o.gi"" 
n.34"" 
i.o'01 

„v. 
12V1 

50'01 

0.891" 
l.l"' 
7 S'01 

21(0) 

0.78(01 

"t-0 
llO'psI) 

II 
M 
10 
B.O 

11 
37 
I!) 
23 
14 
10 
8.4 

40 
52 
40 

Hulk absorption 
/ put« /-cw 

(kW) (kW) 

«.0M02 

1..'! x 1 o3 

l.Oxlo'1 

3. fiMO2 

a.sxio3 

2.MxloJ 

a.ßxio^ 
7.0 *loi 
7.8 »lO1 

1. Oxio1 

1. 1 MO3 

2.4 xio1 

2.4 xlO2 

7.7 xio2 

37 
1. 

ne 

:)n 

00- 

!) >I02 

0 -Id3 

Sxlfl2 

9xlo2 

8.6 
74 

5. 8 
7. ■! 

Surface absorption 
Pm* Aw 

(kW) (kW) 

2.0 xlO' 
4. :t < 1 o2 

.'i.:ixio2 

3.9 xio2 

1.5X103 

1. 1 «10' 
1.2 xio4 

3. OXIO4 

4.1 xio4 

1. 8 x 1 0:l 

2.0 <103 

4.(i xlO3 

7. 1 XIO3 

4. 1 xH)2 

12 
62 
18 
2.9 

15 
1. 0 > 1 ()•' 

»4 
2.!): 
4.2 

10 
If. 
1.4 xlO2 

1. 6 x 102 

rtn 

1(1-' 

io- 

the refractive index, E is Young's modulus, and A is 
the optical wavelength. In order to prevent both fracture 
and excessive optical distortion, the thickness must be 
greater than both lf and /„; that is, /> Z^, which is de- 
fined to be the greater of l0 and lf. 

(2) Next, the temperature difference AT between the 
center and rim of the window that can be tolerated is 
calculated as follows: If AT exceeds AT, or Aro, 
defined as 

UM is the time constant TE for radial heat flow along 

Ar/ = 2aafSF    and    AT0 = V8/,r|3nr| (2.3) 

where dnT = {Sn/ST\ + a{l+ „)(„ -1) + s, in which the 
derivative is taken at constant stress, a is the linear 
thermal expansion coefficient, u is the Poisson ratio, 
and S is a small stress-optic term,n then the window' 
fractures from the excessive thermal gradient or 
causes excessive thermally induced optical distortion,3 

respectively. In order to prevent both of these system 
failures, AT" must be smaller than both AT, and AT0; 
that is, AT<ATlilll, which is defined to be the lesser 
of AT, and AT0. 

(3) For pulse operation in which the heat diffusion 
and, therefore, the cooling are negligible during the 
pulse duration lmltt, the temperature rise at every point 
is determined by the simple expression CV = A£/AT, 
where V is the volume, C is the heat capacity per unit 
volume, AE is the energy added, and AT is the temper- 
ature rise. From this expression it is easy to show3 that 
for intensity / = /„ - ^p/^D)1!,,, where p is the radial 
coordinate, the spatially averaged intensity (/) and AT 
are related by the expression (/) u n = CAT/ßt The 
corresponding total power pmu that'a window "cm 
transmit in the pulse mode of operation is 

/3
wl,.-''(iß)2</>wlM = ^CAT/4/3/pull.. (2.4) 

A continuously operated system must be cooled; 
otherwise, AT goes to infinity as / goes to infinity for 
fixed Prnw as can be seen in (2.4). In this case, (2.4) 
is valid if /pulM is replaced by T,.,,, which is the time 
constant for cooling the window. For edge cooling. 

the radius \D: 

(2.5) 

The exact value of TB has a weak dependence on the 
radial distribution of the incident intensity. The value 
given is for a constant intensity. For /constant inside 
the circle of diameter |D and zero outside this circle, 
the factor i in TE is replaced by 1, 2.9.6 These results 
are obtained from trivial solutions to the heat-flow 
equation. 

For face cooling, T1M, is the sum of the time constant 
for heat flow across the window thickness ltr plus that 
for removal of heat at the interface of the window and 
coolant3: 

F      h    \1 + 3W' (2.6) 

where // is the heat-transfer coefficient (W, cm2K) at 
the interface of the window and coolant. 

TABLE IV.  FlRures of merit and related Information for small- 
diameter (0=1 cm) windows at X   3.8(im. 

Materla TD 'T AriMa P„ P*, (sec) (cm) (K) bulk 
absorption 

surface 
absorption 

(kW) (kW) 
Ge 0.17 0 029(/) 5. 2"" 3.1 XlO2 11 
SI 0.069 o.o.ir.^1 

9. 610' 1.8X10' 63 
GaAs 0. 18 0. 023"' 13(0) 7. 6 xio2 18 
CdTe 1.4 o.n"' 3.4"» 26 2.9 

12 
ZnSc 1.3 o.o.'ig"1 

19"" 3, 1 xio2 

MKF2 0.98 0. O.'tsV' 11"' 2.8X102 11 
CaF, 1.8 0.04^.(/, 

12"' 1.4X102 6  4 
SrFj 1, 5 0. 043"' 38"' 4.7X102 

20 
BaF2 1.0 0. or).'!"» 6r.", 

9.4 xio2 52 
NaCl 1.8 0. 18"' 0. 69"' f). 6 1   0 KCI 1.3 0. 181" 1.1"' 8. 6 1.6 

46 
MRO 0.3.1 0. 02.,!,/' 26"' 2.5 xio2 

AljO, 0.42 0.013"' 120"' 34 86 TI mn 26 0.042"' 9. 9((" 3.7 0  16 
glass 
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TARLE V 
fracture-lo 

Figures of merit, values of thermal time constant T,,,,, critical thickness la. temperature difference AT,, 
-optical distortion crossover strength g^for the case X=5.25(m and D^ inn cm.    ^^^^^^__ 

and 

Material 

c,.- 
Si 
GaAs 
CdTe 
ZnSe 
MgF, 
CaF; 
SrF," 
BBFJ 

NaCI 
KC1 
MgO 
A UOT 

TI 117 

(sec) 

7H01'' 
eHn'^' 

24nn"', 

14 on"'1 

1300*" 
i4on,f') 

l2nn('^, 

iion,F' 
62nn(F' 
4«oo"r' 

7Hn(F, 

fi.iO<f, 

nrinn"' 

(cm) 

4.7"" 
4.1"» 
4   8(0) 

UV) 

4  7I0) 

:!'.s(" 
4.f.(" 
4.:l(/, 

5.3'^ 
IH1" 

2.2 

-(01 

(01 

Art«. 
(K) 

0.04' 
0. 11 (0) 

O.OH(0) 

n.n47<0) 

0  22(0) 

1.7"" 
4.B,,1, 

ir.101 

6.9'»' 
nog''1 

n.79(0) 

i.o' 
1.9 

„(0) 
(01 

0.07:1 (0) 

(in3 psi) 

4.9 
(i. 5 
4. 7 
2,7 
4.9 

17 
8.7 

11 
6.2 
4.7 
3.8 

18 
24 

1.8 

Bulk ah -■rptlon 

rpuiM ' on 
(kW)      • (kW) 

n.sxio3 

1.4 >104 

.4 MO3 

.SxlO3 

.4 xin' 

.OxlO3 

.nxiü'; 

2. 9 xin1'1 

1.0xlOB 

i. nxin'' 
8. r, xin1 

1.7X103 

3") 
7. 1 xlO3 

Surface absorption 

rpulM re» 
(kW) (kW) 

6.B 
21 
13 
2.0 

32 
4.7 
6.8 '102 

2..r
)xl03 

l.OxlO3 

IR 
17 

2 2 
.r).3 xlO-2 

2.6xl04 

6.0x10* 
4.6X104 

r).4xin4 

Oxl0a 

1.6 xin6 

4.6X106 

l^ixio7 

ri.exio0 

1.7 xl0i; 

1. f) x 106 

6.3 »in'-' 
9.4 xio1 

fLfixlfl4 

31 
Hfi 
64 
23 

1. 5x10 
1.3 xin1 

3.2 xlO3 

1.1 xin1 

5.2 xlO3 

2. 7 xlQ2 

:i.2xin2 

7.9 xlO2 

1.5 xlO3 

glass 

In calculating the figures of merit, it is assumed that 
edge coolinp; is used if TH < TF and that face cooling is 
used if TF<TE, since larger values ol P result. Ac- 
cordingly, the cw figure of merit that will be used is 

/>    =7rD«CAT1.„/4flT  (2.7) •as' 

, ,, is the lesser of TE and Tf where T 

The critical window diameter D that determines 
whether face or edge cooling is to be used is simply 
the solution to TB = 7,,. Since the factor hl^ 3K in (2.6; 
is negligible in all materials considered except TI1173 
glass, this term is neglected, which gives Ta-Cltt/ h. 
Solving for D gives 

e.'.m/psFV' 
\ ff   / 

and    £»„ = 
13,WKP*(n 

A1/5/i£2 
lUl"4 

(2.8) 

for /   =L and /„, respectively. The critical diameter 
DEF is the greater of Df and D0. 

If the window absorbs the radiation at its surface 
rather than throughout the bulk, it is easy to show that 
ß in (2.4) and (2.7) is replaced hyf/ln, where/is the 
fraction of the incident radiation absorbed by the two 
surfaces. Then (2.4) and (2.7) are replaced by 

(2.9) /U. = ^2'. CAT,, 4//„ 

and 

/'0, = ^'^CATl.„/4/TliM (2.10) 

for surface absorption. Since the values of p for sur- 
face absorption are more strongly dependent on the win- 
dow size (by a factor of ltr) than are the corresponding 
values for bulk absorption, pv9 never decreases with 
increasing D and the advantages of using large-diameter 
windows are greater in the case of surface absorption. 

Finally, in strengthening materials there is a critical 
strength af.0 that is of interest. If the strength of the 
material cr is less than ar.0, then ltT=l, and increasing 

TABLE VI.  Figures of merit, values of thermal time constant TlMB, 
fracture-to-optical distortion crossover strength atM for the case A 

critical thickness („, temperature difference ArlMa, and 

= 5. 25 Mm and D- 10 cm. 

Material ' I «99 
(sec) (cm) (K) do3 psi) 

Hulk absorption 

"pulae re» 
(kW) (kW) 

Surface absorption 

'pulse / cw 
(kW) (kW) 

Ce 17«' 0.29"" n^^101 12 8.6 xlO2 53 2. 7 xin2 16 

Si 6 9(B' o, as«/1 1.310' 16 1.0 xlO3 2.4X 10- 6.0 xlO2 86 

GaA 18(E) 0.31'" i.;!'0' 12 1.5 xlO3 86 4.6x10' 24 

CdTe 140l£) l.l«' 0.47"" 6.8 4, 8 xlO2 3.4 5.4 xin2 3.8 

ZnSe 100"^, o. w"* 2.6"» 12 5. 3 xlO3 52 2,0 XlO3 20 
i.nxio2 

MgF, 
CaF2 

98<«) n. :l8(/, „(/I 42 4,0 xin2 4.0 1.1 xlO1 

VM"') 0.46'" 12(/' 22 2.6 xlO1 2.0X10- 1.2 xlO4 94 

SrF, inn"'' 0.43(/' 38«" 26 7.nxin4 B.8x 10' 3.0 xin4 2.9X10- 

BaFj 100,E) 0. 53^ 65(/, 16 1.0 X105 1.0-> 10 5.:ixinl 5. 5 xlO2 

NaCI iHO^ 1.8"> o.r,9l') 12 i.nxio' 5. 5 1.7 xlO3 10 

KCI VMW] 1.8V' 1.1'" 9.6 1, 1 xio3 8.6 2.0 xlO3 16 

MgO 
A 1,0, 
Tl"ll73 

glass 

33^' 0.23(" 11"" 46 1.8X103 5, 5 8.3 xlO3 

9.4 xin3 
2. 0 xin- 
2.4 xlO2 

41,fl O.H'01 30"" 59 5. 5 0, 18 

95(f' 0.49"" 1.2"" 4.5 1. 1 x 103 1,2> 10 5.6 XlO8 5. 9 
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TAPLE VII.  Figures of merit calculated from the measured values of absorption coefficient ß. 

Material 

Ge 
Ge 
SI 
GaAs 
CdTe 
ZnSe 
CaF, 
SrF, 
BaF2 

KC1 
Alj03 
TI 1173 glass 

\ 
(Mm) 

4 
5.2r, 
5,25 
4 
4 
5.25 
5,25 
5,25 
5,25 
5.25 
4 
4 

Measured 0 
(cm"1) 

.roxiir' 
l.flxlO"3 

5.9x]0-3 

9.nxio-3 

2.0xl0-:, 

1.6X10-3 

rLOxio-" 
4,1 xio-11 

<3,0 xio-s 

1.6xio-s 

4.3X10-2 

n 20 

D = 10 cm 

PKIU P„ 
fltW) (kW) 

20 
50 
29 
11 
17 
.T.3X102 

5.2X103 

1.7X104 

3. 3X106 

7. 5xl03 

l.lxio2 

0.38 

0.38 
1.0 
0.5 
0.24 
0.11 
3.2 

42 
i.exio3 

3, ixio3 

28 
0,26 
3. 7xin-3 

/ puls« 
(kW) 

D=100 cm 

1.3X102 

3.1 xio2 

2.4 xio2 

71 
2.0X102 
2.7 X103 

2.0X105 

7.0X106 

3.5xl0fi 

5.6xl05 

7.0X102 

24 

Z5« 
(kW) 

0,15 
0.41 
0.36 
9.4 xlO'2 

7.8X10-2 

2,0 
1.4 xlO2 

6.1 xlO3 

3.3 xlO2 

1.2 xlO2 

1.0 
2. 3 x]0-b 

1514 

the strength allows the use of thinner windows (/   scr1'2).     T 
On the other hand, for ffXT,.,,, ltT = l0. Thus, increasing 
a does not allow thinner windows to be used since /„ is 
independent of a. The value of (yf.0 is obtained by equat- 
ing ^ and ;0 in (2.1) and (2.2) and solving for a, which 
gives 

^•^HiMfnr' 
III. TABULATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Values of/J, I     AT,.,., T 
IHB DeF, and u,. ,.„ are cal- 

culated by using the results of Sec. II and are listed in 
Tables I-Vn for various materials of interest for \ 
= 3.8 and 5.25 ßm and D=l, 10, and 100 cm. It is also 
useful to visualize the results. Thus, Fig. 1 schemati- 
cally illustrates the D dependence of /   , AT        and 1 

(DBOF, 

* 
o 

DZnS» 

IOC 

DIAMETER 0 IN cm 

FIG.  1. Schematic Illustration of the diameter dependence of 
thickness, temperature difference, and thermal time constant. 

TltM. The relative positions of the regions of the three 
curves change from material to material. The tendency 
(or p to increase with increasing D caused by the expli- 

ZnSa 

* 
o 
a 

ID 
0 5 

BoF   KCI   ZnSe   Si 

(rikpti)   39     4      7,2     9 

10 

DIAMETER D IN cm 

100 

FIG. 2.  Diameter dependence of fiRures of merit Pmlm at 
A = 3. 8 ^m. Symbols such as/,o in this figure and/,«," In Fig 
3 denote the controlling factors for ;„., ArltM, and r,,      re- 
spectively: o, optical distortion;/, fracture; £, edge doling; 
F. face cooling. Quantities used to obtain the curves are those 
used for Tables I-IV except KCI ((T = 4000 psl for curves; a 

330 psl for circled numbers).  The dashed line Indicates thul 
^T, „; thus   P approaches cw value of Fig. 
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log 

log AT., 

logd/r,..,) 

o      I      o 

thermol 

^"      4 U      0TM. 
pulit 

T\9tt pull« 

tion of Al-jC^, the experimental values for the materials 
considered here surely are either extrinsic or charac- 
teristic of the experimental calorimetric setup, rather 
than the material. We have made order-of-maRnitude 
estimates of the intrinsic values of the absorption coef- 
ficients by extrapolating from intrinsic values mea- 
sured at shorter wavelengths. For most mat'.rials 
considered, these intrinsic values are extremely 
small   As an example, 0=5xlO"13 cm"1 for BaFj, at 
3.8 ßtn. For such small intrinsic values, the observed 
values of ß will be determined by extrinsic processes. 
In practice, it is difficult to obtain materials with ß 
= 10"'cnr1. It is even difficult to measure such low 
values. For references we include the measured ab- 
sorption coefficients that have been reported: at 2.8 
Mm,7 ti = 0.027 cnr1 (Ge), 0.018 cm"1 (Si), 0.7 cm"1 

(ZnSe), 0.004 cm"1 (CaF2), 0.001 cm"1 (BaF2), and 
0.002 cm"1 (TI 1173); at 4.0 Mm,1 ß = 0.003 cm"1 (Ge), 
0.009 cm"1 (GaAs), 0.002 cm"1 (CdTe), 0.043 cm"1 

(AljC^), and 0.20 cm"1 (TI 1173); at 5.25 Mm," ß 
= 0,0018 cm"1 (Ge), 0.0059 cm"1 (Si), 0.0016 cm"1 

(ZnSe), 5.0x10-" cm"1 (CaF,), 4.1xl0-5 cm"1 (SrF.,), 
3.0X10-5 cm1 (BaFa), and l.SxlO"5 cm'1 (KC1); and at 
2.8 /im," O-rSxlO-'cm"1 (BaF;,). From these considera- 
tions it is clear that figures of merit based on the esti- 
mated intrinsic values of ß would be misleading at the 
present state of the art. In addition to the difficulties in 
using the experimental values of ß already mentioned, 
the experimental values surely will be decreased as 
better crystals and better measurements become avail- 
able, as has been the case at 10.6 Mm. 

FIG. ;i.  Diameter dependence of figures of merit rp 
ßm.  (See caption of Fig. 2.) 

at \ = :<.S 

cit D2 factor in Eqs. (2.4) and (2.7) tends to be offset 
by the decreasing factors AT,,,, and 1/T1M, illustrated 
in Fig. 1. The resulting dependence of p and D is plotted 
in Figs. 2 and 3 for BaF2, Si, ZnSe, and strengthened 
KC1 (a = 4 kpsi). (In the tables, values for unstrength- 
ened KC1, with a = 330 psi, are given.) Formulas that 
are useful in scaling and in visualizing the dependence 
of p on variables other than D are displayed in Table 
VIII. 

In small-diameter windows, T,0, (= TE) is often less 
than /„,„, as can be seen in Table IV and Figs. 2 and 
3, and the radial heat flow reduces the value of AT. 
Thus, the value of p is not increased by using the pulse 
mode of operation in small-diameter windows. This is 
Indicated in Fig. 2 by the dashed portions of the curves, 
for which /„„,„ > TCW (so that PmiM <p^ formally). In 
Table IV, for £) = 1 cm, only the values of/^ are given 
since TCW is less than or only slightly greater than 
'i1ui«t = 1 sec for a11 materials except TI1173 glass. 

The dependence of p on the thermal conductivity K is 
of interest. For pulse operation, thermal diffusion is 

In the tables and figures all values are computed un- 
der the conditions P= 14.7 psi, SF = 4, ä = 10"

1!
W/ 

cn^K, /=10-4, and ^,,„ = 1 sec. The notation /or o 
designates fracture or optical distortion as the control- 
ling factor, while f or £ accompanying T,Ma signifies 
face cooling or edge cooling. Values ol p in Table VII 
were calculated by using the measured values of ß, 
while those of Tables II-V1 were calculated by using ß 
equal to the greater of 10"4 cm"1 and the extrapolated 
intrinsic value. 

This choice of ß is dictated by the following consid- 
erations. There is very little experimental information 
on the values of ß at 3.8 and 5.25 Mm. With the excep- 

TABI.E VIII.   Formulas useful for scaling  /-* to parameters 
other than /). v ma AT, Ar„ 

/u« jrD2CfT irD'CX              ' 

StKo 
ßaESF 

:^'pulMl9nrl/«r 

TTKX           • 

p.. 2ß\0nT\la 

TlMO^T£ 

ißaESFl,,. 32/3 IB,,. !£ Ti»s- Tr 

tlB. Is the greater of L and L; I,-0.43W(PSF/n)u'i; /„-O 
*[(n-l)aV£)2(D/A)l'/!'. 

842D 
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assumed negligible. Thus, ptain is independent of K, 
as can also be seen in (2.4). For cw operation of small- 
diameter windows (D<DBF), the thermal time constant 
Ti„s is equal to rs*l/K, from (2.5). Thus, pe  *K, 
according to (2.7). For cw operation of large-d'iameter 
windows (/)>£)), T The value of TF usually is 
controlled by the heat transfer at the window face rather 
than by the heat diffusion across the window thickness 
In other words, the factor hl^ 3K in (2.6) is much less 
than unity, one exception being TI1173 glass in large- 
diameter windows. For example, for BaF2 with 0 = 10 
cm and/, = 10-^ cm2 K, /if,r,. 3K= 1.47 xlO"2. Thus, 
Pew is independent of K for D > DEF. 

It should bo emphasized that the figures of merit p 
are not the actual powers that windows in real systems 
can transmit. In this connection, two factors must be 
stressed. First, the figures of merit apply to specific 
and idealized conditions.4 In spite of this qualification, 
it is convenier.L to use p as the figure of merit since it 
does give a rough idea of the power expected and the 
relative values of p for different materials are at least 
as useful as previous figures of merit. Second, the 
figures of merit are proportional to 1 ß (or to 1  f for 
surface absorption), and an arbitrary choice of the 
values of ß must b.. made, as was discussed above. 

IV. CHOICE OF MATERIALS 

Some materials that have too great an optical absorp- 
tion at 10. G Mm arc expected to have sufficiently small 
absorption for use in the 2- to 6-Mm range. This is 
important since some of these materials, such as Si, 
Ge, and the alkaline-earth fluorides, have better phys- 
ical and thermal properties than most 10.6-Mm ma- 
terials, such as KBr and KC1. 

A study of the tables indicates that, of the candidate 
materials analyzed, the alkaline-earth fluorides have 
the greatest values of the figures of merit at 3.8 and 
5.25 Mm and 10- to 100-cm diameters. For diameter 
0 = 10 cm, the value of AT is controlled by the effect of 
optical distortion for most materials, but for the alka- 
line-earth fluorides, which have large values of AT, it 
is controlled by fracture. For D = 100 cm, it is the op- 
tical distortion effect rather than fracture that limits 
this temperature difference, with only one exception 
(BaFj, at 3.8 Mm). For alkaline-earth fluo-.-iues, ;he 
effects of the temperature dependence oi the refractive 
index and of thermal expansion are opposite and nearly 
cancel each other [first two terms in 3nT defined under 
(2.3)1, with the result that the optical distortion is 
smaller than that for other materials. The value of 
AT for BaF, with ZJ = 10 cm is 50 K, compared with 
~1 K for the other materials, excluding the oxides and 
the other fluorides. 

In the case of edge-cooled small-diameter windows 
at 3.8 Mm (Table IV), the alkaline-earth fluorides are 
again relatively good materials because they can toler- 
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ate large temperature gradients without fracturing. 
However, in small-di.imeter windows, radial heat flow 
is far more important. Specifically, (2.7) with TU„ 

= TD*\;K shows a linear dependence oi pcv on the 
thermal conductivity K, Since silicon has by far the 
largest value of K, it has the greatest figure of merit 
for small D. 

It has been suggested privately by several investiga- 
tors that it may be possible to fabricate a mixed 
alkaline-earth fluoride with S,j.«0, thereby making/^ 
approach infinity. Unfortunately, for a 10-cm-diam 
window the value of p already is limited by fracture (or 
nearly so for BaFj. at 3,8 Mm); thus no improvement 
would result from lowering the value of ?nT unless the 
crystals were strengthened also. Furthermore, the 
increase in p by decreasing 3^, is a result of increasing 
the value of AT, which already has a value of 50 K in 
the case of BaF2. In addition, the temperature depen- 
dence of an7, would prevent ?„,, =0 over the whole window 
for large values of AT 

On the basis of the fact that the multiphonon absorp- 
tion decreases lapidly with decreasing wavelength A, 
for A less than the wavelength A, at which the lattice' 
absorption is maximum, it is sometimes stated that a 
material that is acceptable for 10.6-Mm use will be 
even better at lower wavelengths. This is not true in 
general, for several reasons. Diamond, with A^IO.6 
Mm, may be useful for small windows at 10.6 Mm, but 
the absorption is too great in the shorter-wavelength 
region. In other materials, impurities, interband 
transitions, and possibly deep-gap-level transitions, 
can give rise to absorption in the 2- to 6-Mm region! 
Since extrinsic processes of unknown origin determine 
the values of ß for most materials of interest, the 
smaller intrinsic values at the shorter wavelengths have 
little direct consequence 

Finally, factors other than the figures of merit ob- 
viously must be considered in choosing a material for a 
given application. For example, if programs to obtain 
improvements in materials are undertaken, the ex- 
pected difficulty in purifying or otherwise improving a 
crystal is obviously of interest, and factors such as 
ease of fabrication, resistance to moisture, hardness, 
and antireflection and protective coating must be con- 
sidered. The value of /gr could be so great that the 
weight of the window could be unacceptably large or the 
value of AT,,,, could be unacceptably high. 
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